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Summary 

In 2010 the island of Sumba, Indonesia, became the 

arena for the development of numerous renewable 

energy projects. As an island with an abundance of rural 

territories, low electrification ratios (24.5%), and 

significant renewable energy potential, it was the 

perfect scenery to embrace the Sumba Iconic Island 

(SII) initiative. This program was aimed at electrifying 

the entire island with large shares of renewables through 

a multi-actor intervention. Therefore, it was ultimately 

striving for accelerating the energy transition in Sumba 

and serving as an example of RE penetration in complex 

territories. 

Unfortunately, 13 years after the initiative was 

first launched, the proposed objectives have not been 

successfully met. For this reason, this research is 

focused on investigating the causes for a mismatch 

between expected goals and obtained outcomes using 

the SII initiative as a case study. The use of data coming 

from 15 in-field interviews with involved stakeholders 

jointly with a complementary literature review, has 

revealed how such a gap is produced due to a 

combination of institutional and context dependent 

barriers, and in-field implementation challenges.  

These perceived hurdles served as anchoring 

points to spotting possible future targets and transition 

pathways (centralised or decentralised) that could allow 

Sumba to accelerate its transition to renewables and 

reduce the perceived target-outcome mismatch. 

Subsequently, some interventions have been proposed 

to give suggestions on how such a gap could be 

minimised. Some of the measures posited intend to 

trigger change to destabilise current regime-specific 

practices such as the reconfiguration of the 

subsidisation schemes, the increase in the definition of 

multiple dimensions of electrification, the development 

of a unified strategy of rural electrification, etc. Others 

aim to create a more favourable space for the 

development of similar bottom-up initiatives through 

measures such as facilitating the release of funding 

programmes for local companies working in the field, 

increasing collaboration between MEMR and 

MVDDRT, re-orienting investments in well-established 

rural-tailored technologies, etc. 

To continue, after the analysis and 

recommendations, a list of Sumba-specific takeaways 

have been drawn. A distinction is made between 

lessons-learned that require wider institutional and 

context dependence attention e.g., prompt involvement 

with key political actors, the alignment with PLN’s 

electrification agenda, etc, and lessons with greater 

Sumba-specific focus e.g., increasing availability for 

medium-sized loans for SMEs and local companies 

working in the field, increasing focus on O&M to 

ensure the project longevity, etc. Moreover, capitalizing 

on the takeaways found for the Sumbanese case, this 

research takes a step further and makes a distinction 

between the takeaways that resonate with findings from 

similar initiatives in other parts of the Global South e.g., 

the need for involvement of political parties into the 

ideation and implementation process, or the lack of 

local capacity associated to rural territories -among 

others-, and the ones that are purely Sumba-specific 

e.g., the required alignment with PLN’s agenda for rural 

electrification. 

 The analysis has been structured around the 

application of the X-curve framework developed by 

scholars in the field of sustainability transitions. It views 

transition dynamics as the interplay of regime 

breakdown and niche build-up dynamics. The 

framework originally calls for stakeholder involvement 

to work out a collective vision for a so-called ideal 

future scenario but was adapted to facilitate an 

individual desk research exercise. The framework 

enabled a structured description of the Sumba transition 

to date, and reflection on the interventions that could 

help to strengthen certain transition dynamics. At the 

same time, the findings show how the application of 

such a framework as a desk research exercise comes 

with some limitations e.g., the difficulties of 

interconnecting data coming from different scales 

(regional, national, and international), or the high 

degree of subjectivity when deciding what an ideal 

future scenario could look like. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1. Introduction 

Latest data on the current global energy landscape asserts that the world continues to advance towards 

sustainable energy targets (IEA, 2023). Nevertheless, the current pace of progress is insufficient to 

achieve the worldwide recognised SDG7 by 2030 (IPCC, 2022; World Bank, 2022a). This imbalance 

has been exacerbated by events such as the Covid-19 pandemic, or the invasion of the Russian Federal 

Republic into Ukraine, which have caused an increase in global power generation costs and a 

subsequent spike in energy prices leading to surging inflation (IEA, 2023; World Bank, 2022b). Against 

this backdrop, many countries are struggling to meet the environmental targets and national pledges 

agreed upon over the Paris Agreement and the National Determined Contributions (NDCs)1. Such 

commitments are usually declared in the form of national energy development strategies. Despite the 

ambitious nature of these national agendas, they usually overlook latent necessities from rural territories 

and underestimate the complexity of the attainment of ambitious targets in these areas. In this regard, 

Indonesia surfaces as a country wherein the energy transition is especially interesting to be analysed 

due to its intricate geographical condition, socioeconomic context, and the existence of many rural 

areas.  

According to the latest reports from the International Energy Agency including 2022 data, 

Indonesia’s electricity market is heavily reliant on fossil-fuel production, coal being its main contributor 

(IEA, 2023). This condition, added to the Indonesian centralised electricity structure -orbiting around a 

State-Owned Company (Perusahaan Listrik Negara, PLN)- influences the pace of Renewable Energy 

(RE) developments in rural territories. To put some numbers, Indonesia’s electrification ratio reached 

99.4% in 2022 (Statista, 2021; Sugiharto & Kenzu, 2021). Despite this seemingly surprisingly high 

outcome, not all that glitters is gold. As stated in a recent assessment developed by the Asian 

Development Bank on the Indonesian Energy Roadmap, “the 100% target does not specify the tier of 

electrification, and further development is needed to reach uninterrupted electricity for all” (ADB, 

2020). This hints that this kind of top-down estimation and grandiloquent data hinder key nuances 

buried in the details e.g., the quality, reliability, or affordability of the energy that are key to actual 

satisfactory energy access in vulnerable territories (Wibisono et al., 2023).  

Moreover, since 2018 a stagnation trend can be noted in terms of electrification ratios 

(Simatupang et al., 2021; Sulaeman et al., 2021), which prompts reflection on its causes. Some sources 

indicate that the reason behind this stagnation lies in the difficulties of electrifying remote and rural 

areas e.g., deployment obstacles, or difficulties ensuring the long-term sustainability of RE projects 

(Sulaeman et al., 2021). Other sources highlight the prominent energy access differences between the 

western and eastern parts of Indonesia, considering the islands of Sumatra, Java and Bali oversupplied, 

and the East Nusa Tenggara region (e.g., Maluku, Sumba, etc) suffering from energy deficits. This 

prompts reflection on how the energy transition political agenda is structured to break with this breach. 

It is no coincidence that the number of rural settlements is larger in the latter territories, as well as the 

 
1 Such pledges were recently reinforced during COP27 held in Sharm el-Sheikh (Egypt) in November 2022 (United Nations, 

2015b). 
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level of dispersion of islands, making them more complex to be electrified. The Government -more 

specifically, the Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources (MEMR)- is aware of this situation. 

Nevertheless, it remains optimistic about the attainment of a 100% electrification ratio (Pribadi, 2021).  

However, official references declare the number of rural villages not having access to electricity 

at all to be 2.519 (MEMR, 2016), out of the 74.953 rural villages listed by the Ministry of Home Affairs 

(Nurman & Rauf, 2018). Other sources claim that approximately 2.3 million Indonesian households 

that did not have access to electricity by 2018 are located in remote places where supply costs are above 

average (ADB, 2020). Should the Government's assistance in meeting the gap remain the same, the 

realization of the official targets seem unrealistic. For the case of Sumba and the SII initiative, this is 

due to the lack of RE projects considered as drivers of change (Pribadi, 2021) and the multiple 

challenges that arise when developing them, which lead to lower execution efficiencies. Therefore, if 

the Government keeps playing hardball by underestimating the difficulty of developing renewable 

energy (RE) projects in rural settings, it will further reinforce the marginalization of rural territories 

over urban ones. For this reason, this report builds upon strategic development focused on increasing 

the efficiency and effectiveness of implementation using the Sumba Iconic Island initiative as a case 

study. 

1.2. Problem statement 

There is considerable empirical evidence that shows that many RE development projects2 in rural areas 

of Indonesia fail in the medium to long term. Failure can be defined as the situation when the proposed 

objectives during the projects’ ideation do not coincide with the results obtained (Perros et al., 2022). 

To give some references, Sulaeman et el., (2021) undertook a multi-tier energy access assessment of 

projects developed in remote areas of Indonesia and showed how only 2 project sites out of 15 were 

currently operating (13.3% success rate). Also, from their analysis, they perceived that the average 

operational lifetime of the projects involved was 4.3 years, which is very short. As a second-part 

contribution to Sulaeman et al., (2021) assessment, Simatupang et al., (2021) focused on the commonly 

found technical challenges e.g., battery issues, inverter premature failure, etc. Nevertheless, both papers 

highlight and discuss the presence of a multi-factorial aura influencing the projects’ fate e.g., 

institutional, social, economic, environmental, and political (Simatupang et al., 2021; Sulaeman et al., 

2021).  

These rural development challenges are not exclusive to Indonesia, rather they can be identified 

across other rural settings around the globe (Almeshqab & Ustun, 2019; Arnaiz et al., 2018; Ikejemba 

et al., 2016; Perros et al., 2022; Sovacool, 2012; Sovacool, 2013). For example, Ikejemba et al., (2016) 

investigated of the causes of the failure of 29 RE projects from 10 different Sub-Saharan Africa (SSA) 

countries (Nigeria, Ghana, Kenya, Gabon, South Africa, Tanzania, Mozambique, Ethiopia, and Malawi) 

based on empirical data. Some of their identified findings include divergent political agendas, uneven 

stakeholder cooperation, lack of planning, implementation and maintenance structures, or lack of public 

acceptance, among other reasons for failure (Ikejemba et al., 2016). Previous similar studies on the 

Asia-Pacific region based on a similar rationale, provide recommendations to ensure higher efficiency 

from the project’s cradle to its long-term usability (Sovacool, 2012; Sovacool, 2013). Socavool (2013) 

 
2 The RE projects analysed in this report include mostly SHS initiatives and decentralised RE microgrids.  
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assesses the reasons for the success and failure of 10 RE projects developed under the SE4ALL3 

initiative. Although this study was carried out one decade ago, similar mistakes can be envisaged in the 

afteryears (Almeshqab & Ustun, 2019; Arnaiz et al., 2018; Ikejemba et al., 2016; Sulaeman et al., 2021). 

Other sources such as Almeshqab & Ustun (2019) offer a comparison between different initiatives 

undertaken by 8 countries located in Asia, Sub-Saharan Africa, and Latin America. This is specifically 

relevant to draw inter-context parallels. From the WET tropical program4 in Brazil, going through the 

IDCOL program5 in Bangladesh, or the Mpeketoni electricity project6 (MEP) in Kenya -among others-

, this paper is specifically relevant to identify commonalities and distinguish them from context-

dependent peculiarities regarding best practice models for rural electrification (Almeshqab & Ustun 

2019). 

Broadly speaking, one could say that the academic debate surrounding this topic pursues a 

unification of development strategies for rural electrification that summarises best practice models 

based on lessons learned from real case experiences. The execution of such academic recommendations 

on rural electrification has not been fully successful yet as it is considered to be an in-the making 

continuous process and the strategic implementation is carried out by other non-academic parties. 

Nevertheless, this does not mean that efforts are not being carried out in this regard. Multiple initiatives 

are happening nowadays aimed at fostering rural electrification e.g., the SII initiative. Going beyond 

that, they also serve as successful benchmarks or learning inputs for potentially reaching that set of 

standardised, but simultaneously context-sensitive guidelines. Ultimately, these guidelines should 

contribute to decreasing the target-outcome gap commonly observed in failed rural electrification 

projects. 

In this vein, and coming back to the case of Indonesia, there is one particular initiative that is 

especially interesting to be analysed: the Sumba Iconic Island (SII) program, which will be analysed in 

greater depth in the coming chapters. The reason why it is particularly interesting is because it is the 

first endeavour in Indonesia to accomplish the goal of reaching 100% RE-based electrification ratio in 

one of the poorest islands of the country. This led to the emergence of multiple RE-based projects and 

allow the identification of implementation challenges. This NGO-driven initiative was aimed at 

providing “Access to reliable and 100 per cent renewable forms of energy for the 750,000 inhabitants 

of Sumba Island, ending their dependency on fossil fuels and supporting gender-balanced development 

and economic activities of the people” (Hivos, n.d.). Thirteen years later since it was first launched, 

there is clear evidence of how this initiative has served to increase the electrification ratio and the RE 

penetration among rural communities of the island through different projects. However, there is still a 

significant gap to meet the proposed target, and it seems it will not be met by its expected date of 2025. 

Recent analyses declare the current electrification ratio in Sumba to be 74.2% considering both RE and 

non-RE (Wen et al., 2022). Therefore, the SII initiative, and indirectly the collectivity of projects 

implemented under its umbrella, clearly exemplify an objective versus reality mismatch.  

For the purpose of this thesis, a mismatch between an objective versus reality will relate to the 

difference between the obtained outcomes and proposed targets that are initially established during a 

 
3 The Sustainable Energy for All Initiative (SE4ALL) was launched in 2011 by the UN Secretary-General. It has now evolved 

into an international organization headquartered in Vienna, Austria to drive further and faster action toward the achievement 

of Sustainable Development Goal 7 and the Paris Agreement. 
4 Wet Tropic Program (WET) is an R&D initiative on decentralized generation that was implemented by the Ministry of 

Science and Technology in the 1990s. This program researched the use of renewables as an energy source in the tropics, 

especially for PV (Almeshqab & Ustun, 2019). 
5  Infrastructure Development Company Limited (IDCOL) was established on 14 May 1997 by the Government of Bangladesh. 

Since its inception, IDCOL is playing a major role in bridging the financing gap for developing the medium to large-scale 

infrastructure and renewable energy projects in Bangladesh. 
6 MEP is a micro-grid system set in Mpeketoni village of the Lamu Island in Kenya. 
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project’s definition phase. To be more specific, this includes situations where the installed capacity 

were projected but not executed, projects where the number of people with proper access to electricity 

is lower than expected, situations where technical problems arises and there is not enough financial 

sources to ensure the project keeps operating, etc. Should this situation materialize, there are high 

chances of invoking failure in the sense of energy generation falling short of planned output (Perros et 

al., 2022). Therefore, one could consider that the commonly discussed “failure examples” in the 

literature can be upheld as actions where this objective-outcome balance was not achieved, potentially 

due to myriad factors.  

In rural projects, these objective-outcome imbalances normally occur at the community or even 

individual (household) level. However, by aggregating failures coming from different regions, their 

impacts can be transferred upstream, slowing the pace of achieving national, and even international 

programmes related to SDG7 e.g., SII targets, or the stagnation of the Indonesian national electrification 

ratio. This aggregation of failures at the micro level can influence the macro level in different ways e.g., 

failed renewable energy projects at the micro level can create a negative perception of the technology 

used, it can also reduce investor’s confidence to finance certain type of projects in future initiatives, the 

results of failed projects can influence policy-makers and regulators to modify their approach to 

renewable energy, if micro-level failures persist they can hinder wider adoption and scalability of 

renewable energy technologies, etc.  For these reasons, the analysis of failure cases cannot be swept 

under the carpet, as they are key to understanding why this mismatch is occurring from its root causes, 

and what can be done to avoid this situation from happening.  

1.3. Research questions 

Therefore, for all the aforementioned reasons, this research is aimed at investigating the following 

aspects: 

 

1. “Why is there a mismatch between the proposed and expected RE transition targets and the 

realized outcomes in the Sumba Iconic Island initiative?” As part of this research question, it 

will be investigated who the main stakeholders in the Indonesian energy system are, as well as 

what their power position and interests in relation to the SII initiative is based on the current 

electricity market. Moreover, the risk takers and beneficiaries in the initiative will be identified.  

 

2. Once answering this, the second research question aims to identify “What policies and actions 

could contribute to offsetting this mismatch?”. This question will be supported by a discussion 

on to what extent the SII initiative is (dis)aligned with the energy transition political agenda to 

understand whether there are hidden interests aimed at keeping the status quo. Furthermore, it 

will be investigated whether there is any potential alignment with other political agendas. 

 

3. Finally, as already presented, this mismatch is not unique to the rural electrification strategy 

of Sumba, but it has similarities with other rural settings. Therefore, the third objective of this 

study is to disclose “What wide-level lessons can be distilled from analyzing the case of Sumba 

concerning energy transition challenges in other rural settings of developing countries?”. To 

do so, this question will analyse whether common threads can(not) be found between spatially 

distant communities shaped by different contexts. 
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1.4. Objectives and scope 

1.4.1. First objective: understanding the causes of objective-outcome 

mismatch  

Firstly, this study aims to understand how the energy transition is unfolding on the island of Sumba 

through the identification of specific events that have influenced the SII initiative, thus the Sumbanese 

transition dynamics. Its significant proportion of non-electrified rural settlements, the Government’s 

desire to increase national electrification rates, and its RE potential were some of the boosting reasons 

for the development of the SII concept and action plan, briefly introduced above. The emergence of 

such a promising initiative -backed up (but not originally created)- by the Government, attracted new 

investors and donors and spurred the creation of multiple rural RE projects (mainly small/medium 

scale7). Despite these positive endeavours, and after spending 1 month in the field contemplating 

different types of projects across the island hosted by different organisations, the author of this thesis 

could note how a large percentage of the visited projects were currently not operating. For this reason, 

in most of the cases, it can be concluded that the objective versus reality mismatch is present. Therefore, 

this may indicate two findings: either the slow progress perceived in the SII initiative makes it contribute 

less to the Indonesian transition than expected, or the lack of success in Sumba is a signal of a wider 

inability to tackle the transition challenges in different parts of Indonesia.  

1.4.2. Second objective: providing a list of interventions 

The investigation of the energy transition landscape in the context of Sumba will be complemented by 

a call for action translated into policy suggestions for potentially beneficial stakeholders’ interventions. 

These will be conceived as leverage points where room for improvement could be identified. Upstream 

implications from the proposed interventions for the Sumbanese and Indonesian energy landscape will 

also be outlined. 

1.4.3. Third objective: finding Sumba-specific versus wider takeaways 

Thirdly, as discussed in the introductory section, there is a general academic trend progressing towards 

the standardisation of lessons learned and guiding structures from past and active projects. However, 

the success (or failure) of certain projects is largely context dependent. Therefore, this study aims to 

make a transparent difference between the lessons and potential interventions that could be useful for 

future RE projects within the Sumbanese context (see second objective), versus those that could be 

extrapolated and “broadly” serve in other similar rural settings.  

1.4.4. Scope and methodological approach 

These three objectives are aligned with the three-pronged main research question. Hence, the scope of 

this study is firstly bounded to the analysis of the Sumbanese case through the SII initiative, and then 

purposely broadened so that the outcomes from this research can be useful in the development of RE 

projects in rural areas in other parts of the Global South. Further details concerning the scope of the 

study will be addressed in chapter 4, as it constitutes the first step of the application of the X-curve 

 
7 To provide some scale magnitude of the projects discussed throughout this report, projects <10kWp installed capacity (e.g., 

Walatungga, Mbatakapidu, etc) are considered small scale, and projects >10kWp and <1MWp installed capacity (e.g., Mata 

Redi) are considered medium scale. 
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framework (Hebinck et al., 2022; Loorbach, 2014). This framework facilitates the understanding of 

transition processes from a dual perspective which considers the new system’s creation alongside the 

destabilisation of the current one.  

For the sake of clarity, note that content-wise the breakdown pattern analysis is focused on the 

regime dynamics. In other words, it synthesises key information at the national level that helps building 

context for later reflecting on how these regime-level events influence the transition taking place in 

Sumba. In contrast, the build-up pattern is highly Sumba-specific. This part of the analysis has a 

narrower scope and focuses on the niche dynamics using the SII initiative as a case study. The 

motivation for this decision lies in the limitation of finding relevant information on the breakdown 

dynamics at the Sumbanese level which is a sign that the main regime breakdown needs to happen from 

the national level downwards since that is where the inertia in fossil-based systems is located. 

Additionally, the breakdown pattern discussion is mainly based on a literature review, while the build-

up one combines literature-sourced information with data coming from in-field interviews and own 

observations as detailed in Chapter 3. For this reason, the X-curve depicted in Figure 9 combines district 

(Sumba), provincial (NTT) and national (Indonesia) level milestones. 

Apart from this, the X-curve framework also enables the identification of system leverage 

points where there is room for intervention. A detailed description of how this framework is embedded 

into the current academic debate concerning Transition Studies (TS), as well as why it is considered 

appropriate as a tool to analyse the case of Sumba, will be detailed in Chapter 2. 
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Chapter 2 

Theoretical Framework 

This chapter addresses the underlying conceptual basis of this research. It conceives of the evolution of 

the Sumbanese energy system as a long-term process of structural change where new sustainable 

patterns of autonomous development are being introduced e.g., stand-alone PV microgrids (Caletrío, 

2016). Over the years, the SII initiative has acted as a driver for that change to happen -especially in 

rural areas-, aimed at reaching a systemic reconfiguration of the energy system (Hivos, n.d.). The 

projects embraced under this initiative come with multi-dimensional challenges which cannot be 

addressed by incremental improvements but rather require deeper changes (Köhler et al., 2019). The 

interactions between this system’s elements, actors, and dimensions e.g., technologies, markets, 

policies, cultural meanings, etc, shape the Sumbanese energy transition as an evolutionary socio-

technical process. Due to its holistic essence, wide presence within the national energy debate, and goal-

oriented directionality, the SII initiative is held as an anchor point to analyse how the Sumbanese energy 

system is unfolding.  

The analysis of such a transition can be understood through different lenses. According to a 

recent Sustainability Transitions Research review, the Multi-Level Perspective (MLP), the 

Technological Innovation System approach (TIS), the Strategic Niche Management (SNM), and 

Transition Management (TM) have been the founding theoretical frameworks, predominantly used to 

analyse transitions over the last decade (Köhler et al., 2019). Despite their well-known benefits on how 

to capture co-evolutionary entanglements and key concepts such as path dependency, inertia, 

emergence, and non-linear dynamics, recent studies notice how relatively new notions such as 

destabilisation and phase-out are gaining ground in consultancy projects and academia (Silvestri et al., 

2022). This is because the former frameworks mainly focus on the process of niche creation and how 

they impact established systems rather than targeting how such bottom-up creations can pro-actively 

work to destabilise current structures. Not to mention, there is a latent social demand for generating 

actionable knowledge for transformative governance from the analysis of such transitions (Hebinck et 

al., 2022). This (arguably) more pragmatic way of analysing transitions is embodied in the so-called X-

curve framework (Loorbach, 2014). The present section covers the framework’s main features, and the 

motivation to use it to address the research question. 

After several academic iterations (Hebinck et al., 2022), built on expertise in socio-technical, 

socio-institutional, and socioecological system change (Loorbach et al, 2017), and with direct 

influences from the MLP (Geels, 2002; Hebinck et al., 2022), this framework portrays the interaction 

of the build-up and breakdown patterns that characterise a transition. 
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Figure 1. The X-curve framework. Adaptation from Hebinck et al., (2022) 

 

On the one hand, build-up dynamics refer to innovative experimentation processes and the 

emergence of disruptive technologies as a way of creating new niches which will act as seeds of change 

(Wieczorek, 2018). According to Smith & Raven (2012), this process of niche formation requires 

protection mechanisms due to external system pressures and complexities. Therefore, they should 

shield, nurture, and empower such innovations deemed to reach the new dynamic equilibrium, and 

become the new norm (Smith & Raven, 2012). This process is normally achieved through a progressive 

diffusion, and once the emergent alternatives gain momentum and the niche-regime influences increase, 

institutionalisation takes place (Smith & Raven, 2012). At this stage of the pattern, the stabilisation of 

the new regime is manifested. And what comes with it is the foundation of new alliances and procedures 

which will influence other parts of the overall system at the landscape level (Geels, 2002). 

On the other hand, breakdown patterns concern the destabilisation of current regimes and the 

phasing out of long-established practices (Hebinck et al., 2022). The aforementioned resistance that 

niches confront, emanates from the interests of incumbent regimes striving for keeping a long-standing 

beneficial situation through the optimisation of established structures. These practices greatly hinder 

the chance of fundamental changes to succeed and often lead to path dependence or cognitive locked 

ins (Geels, 2014). Nevertheless, exogenous shocks can turn stabilised regimes into chaotic ones, 

producing a golden opportunity for new alternatives to advance (van Oers et al., 2021). This stage of 

the pattern is immersed in uncertainty and ambiguity since established structures are unable to 

accomplish their functions, whilst the new alternatives foreshadow an unknown future. According to 

van Oers et al., (2021), destabilisation can be analysed in two different ways; On the one hand, as a 

“background process of innovation” wherein the reproduction of the fundamental elements of the 

system is gradually diminished. And on the other hand, as an “object of governance” where innovation 

policy and research take an active part in the phasing out of undesired structures (van Oers et al., 2021). 

This research will primarily focus on the latter seeking to understand the governance mechanisms which 

shape the destabilisation dynamics influencing the most developed parts of Indonesia that are heavily 

coal-dependent and how these translate into consequences for the Sumbanese energy transition. 

However, these two patterns should not be studied separately, but in a synchronized manner, 

analysing the interaction between them. To do so, the X-curve framework presented by Hebinck et al., 

(2022) and inherited from Loorbach (2014), identifies 10 different transition dynamics. As becomes 

apparent from Figure 1, the build-up dynamics are: experimentation, acceleration, emergence, 
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institutionalisation, and stabilisation. And the breakdown dynamics are optimisation, stabilisation, 

chaos, breakdown, and phase-out. A brief explanation concerning each is presented in Table 2. 

Table 1. Patterns of build-up and breakdown and underlying dynamics (Hebinck et al., 2022) 

 

 

The foundations of these transition dynamics lie in Shumpeterian notions such as the creative 

destruction8 duality of transition processes (Kivimaa & Kern, 2016), and the panarchy model of the 

adaptive cycle9 (Allen et al., 2014; Boyer, 2020). The influence of such foundations allows the X-curve 

framework to seize the patterns of change which define transitions (Hebinck et al., 2022). For this 

reason, it has become a practical tool for understanding how transitions evolve, supporting decision-

making processes, and managing learning and institutional change. Therefore, it becomes a suitable 

framework for this research. 

Recent studies show empirical examples of how the application of the X-curve framework has 

been accurate in mapping current transition dynamics and defining perceived system needs (Silvestri et 

al., 2022). Despite many of these examples involving collective participation through workshops, this 

sensemaking tool can be also applied as a self-reflection desk research exercise, as in this case (Silvestri 

et al., 2022). However, different perceptions of how the energy transition is evolving in Sumba will be 

grasped from both the interviews and the literature review presented in Chapter 2. It should be noted 

that the ultimate intention is not just to produce a graphic depiction of the Sumbanese energy transition, 

but to understand why the objective-reality mismatch has become the norm in many of the RE projects 

visited, how far the transition has reached, and what the next transition step is likely to involve. Then, 

the X-curve obtained for the Sumbanese case will serve as a baseline to identify interventions to reduce 

such a mismatch, hence accelerating the transition. These interventions are what recent papers have 

labelled as the generation of “action-oriented knowledge” aimed at guiding governance processes 

(Hebinck et al., 2022). As part of the expected outcomes, they will be summarised in the final chapter 

of this report.  

 Silvestri et al., (2022) offer a step-based guide on how to apply the X-curved framework. The 

analysis in this thesis is divided into 5 main chapters which relate to the different steps of the application 

of an adapted version10 of the X-curve framework (Chapter 4-8): Chapter 4 (step 1) addresses the 

 
8 Creative destruction theory analyses the drivers of economic innovation and the business cycle. “Creative” refers to the 

introduction of new innovations into the market and “destruction” to the replacement of those old products and processes by 

new innovations (Dalton & Logan, n.d.) 
9 The Panarchy model represents the evolutionary nature of complex adaptive systems based on four stages: exploitation, 

conservation, decline, and reorganization (Boyer, 2020).  
10 Some of the steps presented in Silvestri et al., 2022 have been modified due to redundancies in relation to how the framework 

will be applied in this study. For example, recapitulation steps between the different workshop sessions, or the steps designed 

for the group to discuss are not relevant in the way the framework is used in this research. They have been replaced by self-

reflection processes. 
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identification of the dynamics of the energy transition in Sumba. Chapter 5 (step 2) provides a 

description of the main events and factors that shape the X-curve dynamics in relation to this energy 

transition. This chapter ends with an explanation of the interactions between the discussed dynamics. 

Chapter 6 (step 3) provides an answer to the 1st research question after discussing some of the 

implementation challenges that one can find working in the field. This is nurtured with first-hand 

information coming from the interviews that are detailed in the coming chapters. Additionally, this 

chapter opens the window to different possible future pathways that the transition take. Chapter 7 (step 

4) answers the second research question by dealing with the identification of potential interventions (in 

the form of policy recommendations and stakeholder actions) that can accelerate the transition towards 

the right-hand part of the X-curve. Finally, Chapter 8 (step 5) is devoted to the deduction of the main 

takeaways for the Sumbanese case, as well as lessons learned that may be applicable to other rural 

settings of the Global South.  

 Finally, contrary to Sharpe et al., (2016) or Hebinck et al., (2022) who apply this framework as 

a ‘practice note’ to test the extent to which it enables the generation of action-oriented knowledge, the 

goal of the present research is to use it as a qualitative tool to analyse the energy transition in Sumba 

putting the focus on why the presented mismatch is produced. Therefore, the main conclusions drawn 

from this research will not be focused on whether this framework is useful or not for analysing transition 

processes in general, but rather they will be related to the Sumbanese energy transition and lessons 

learned that could be extrapolated to other rural areas. 
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Chapter 3 

Methodology 

This chapter presents the research outline including a description of the data collection and literature 

analysis followed by the expected deliverables and contributions. 

3.1. Research outline 

Concerning the main analysis, a qualitative research approach has been applied (Creswell & Creswell, 

2018). The nurturing data for the application of the framework and for the discussion relies on first-

hand observations coming from 15 on-site interviews with people having different profiles working on 

(or influenced by) RE projects developed in Sumba, and a literature review to supplement the 

interviews. 

3.1.1. Interviews 

Fifteen semi-structured interviews were conducted to collect actor-specific perspectives with relevant 

stakeholders, as suggested by Sterman (2001). In this research context, such actors can be defined as 

individuals or entities who influence (and/or are influenced) by a community based RE project. 

Sekaringtias et al., (2023) identify as the most relevant stakeholders in Indonesia’s energy transition to 

the government, state-owned energy utility companies (e.g., Perusahaan Listrik Negara (PLN)), private 

investors, international aid organisations, researchers, non-governmental organisations (NGOs), 

intermediary organisations, and community representatives. The interviews developed for the present 

study were conducted with different profiles from the four latter stakeholders’ categories11 to gain new 

insights on inclusivity and ethical considerations from a bottom-up perspective as suggested in 

Sekaringtias et al., (2023) (see Table 1). These interviewees where directly linked to the SII initiative 

and were located on the island. Some relevant perspectives related to other stakeholders’ categories 

such as the government, PLN or international organisations have been obtained from a complementary 

literature review.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
11 The present report partially contributes to meeting the perceived gap presented by Sekaringtias et al., (2023) concerning the 

involvement of community representatives and vulnerable groups during the interview process to obtain bottom-up insights 

on their energy transition. 
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Table 2. List of interview respondents. Source: Esteban (2023) 

These semi-structured interviews explored: the main challenges these stakeholders were facing 

when developing (or being recipients of) a RE project, the ways in which the communities were firstly 

engaged and inclusively considered during the implementation process, and some impressions on how 

the communities' lives were (or were not) improved. To extract this information, every participant was 

first asked for their consent to be recorded and to use the content of the interviews as part of this 

research. Then, the interview protocol was arranged around three main questions: First, ice-breaking 

questions were asked where the participants were openly asked to give brief descriptions of themselves, 

their role within the community/project, etc. Second, content questions were pursued related to the 

aforementioned perceived difficulties, engagement process, and potential improvement of living 

conditions. And some final open questions were deemed to give final messages aimed at further 

enabling Sustainable Development within rural communities. This semi-structured format was chosen 

to gain flexibility when gathering qualitative data and adopt a participant-centred approach prioritizing 

the voice of the interviewee to delve deeper into the participant’s perspectives and experiences. 

Furthermore, this format enables further contextual understanding uncovering motivations, values, and 

beliefs. In this line, some authors claim that this interview format allows the interviewer to grasp sound 

insights that could not be gathered through a fully structured line of inquiry Yin (2014). 

Concerning the language of the interviews, they were carried out in English (when possible), 

and in Bahasa Indonesia. Most of the participants living in rural communities could not speak English, 

so for such cases, the interview questions were co-developed with three translation assistants. Due to 

the author’s limited capacity in speaking Bahasa Indonesia, some of the interview questions slightly 

vary between interviews. Also, some questions were adapted due to the differences among the visited 

projects. However, the interview assistants were previously aware of the desired interview structure and 

the expected insights. This was especially helpful for the development of interesting follow-up 

questions (see Appendix 1).  
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3.1.2. Literature review 
The literature review developed for this study explores academic papers selected by using keyword 

combinations12 and filters at search engines such as Scopus, Google Scholar, ScienceDirect, JSTOR, 

and TU Eindhoven libraries.  

On the one hand, the application of the X-curve framework as the theoretical foundation of the 

analysis required specific information on how current regime structures work and how they influence 

the energy transition in a wide scale. This is especially relevant for the analysis of the breakdown 

dynamics that include specific events, practices or agents that contribute to destabilise the current 

regime. The information retrieved in this regard include policy statements (RUEN, RUKN, RUED, 

NEP, etc), conference proceedings, ministerial and other governmental publications (DJPPI, EBKTE, 

MEMR, MoEF, etc), analysis coming from intergovernmental organisations (ADB, The World Bank, 

UN, IRENA, IPCC, OECD, WRI and IEA), consulting reports (Dagi Consulting and CastleRock), and 

other international organisations and NGO’s publications (GIZ, Hivos, Mentari, Resco, etc). Likewise, 

the build-up pattern required information about the latest practices and projects developed in Sumba. In 

this line, publications developed by local NGOs and private companies (3S, Mentari, Resco, and Hivos) 

assisted in the literature review process and shaped the interviews conducted in the field. It is important 

to note that the snowballing of bibliographies was employed in every publication to discover new 

applicable lines of research that could influence this study. 

On the other hand, this desk research exercise was combined with secondary data gathered from 

direct Internet search and media scan. This served to set up a basic and wide understanding of the current 

state of the energy transition of Indonesia (energy policies enacted, most relevant stakeholders, roles 

and responsibilities of the different Ministries and other governmental bodies influencing the energy 

transition, etc). Among others, some of these searches were aimed at understanding how the energy 

transition is unfolding in Sumba, information on RE projects deployed under the SII umbrella, and 

lessons grasped from previous rural projects.  

Finally, informal conversations with university colleagues during the preparatory phase (before 

arriving in Sumba and developing the interviews), and information on the historical context of both 

Indonesia (van Reybrouck, 2020) and Sumba (Vel, 1994) should be highlighted. All this literature 

review process was shaped by after-interview dialogues with the different participants (mostly Mrs. 

Hobgens and Mr. Haning) who contributed as highly knowledgeable actors with valuable inputs on the 

literature review through publication recommendations and insightful sources. 

3.2. Expected deliverables and contributions 
Therefore, the expected deliverables from this research could be summarised into: 

1. A verbal and summarized graphical (Figure 9) depiction of the X-curve framework applied to 

the evolution of the energy transition in Sumba including a tentative indication of where Sumba 

and Indonesia stand based on discussion. 

2. A list of potential policy interventions and stakeholder actions to accelerate the transition by 

means of reducing the objective versus reality mismatch concerning RE projects in rural 

environments (summarized in Figure 12 and Figure 13).  

3. An extrapolation from such a list by including wider-level suggestions for other rural settings 

(Table 6). 

 
12 Examples of some keyword combinations used are: “X-curve framework”, “Sumba AND Electricity”, “Indonesia AND 

Electricity AND System”, “Rural AND Development AND Indonesia”, “Renewable Energy AND Indonesia”, “Renewable 

energy AND Sumba”, “Sumba Iconic Island”, “Energy Transition AND Indonesia”. Combinations of these keywords were 

also used. 
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Chapter 4 

Step 1: Definition of the system 

boundaries 

 This chapter introduces relevant descriptive information concerning the object of analysis: the 

Sumbanese energy transition diving into the impact the SII initiative has had on the rural areas. As 

presented in Chapter 1, the analysis of transitions requires an understanding of the context in which it 

is embedded, which is why this part of the research will address some descriptive aspects such as who 

the main stakeholders in the Indonesian energy system are, and what their power position and interests 

are in relation to the SII initiative. 

According to Silvestri et al., (2022), the first step in applying the X-curve framework is the 

definition of the functional and spatial frames of the system. On the one hand, the time boundary is set 

initially at the launching of the SII initiative (2010) until its expected completion by 202513 (Hivos, 

2015). On the other hand, the spatial boundary is centred on the island of Sumba, although the analysis 

will reach the national and international spheres due to its wide-level linkages and implications. As a 

starting point, the coming paragraphs synthesise the Indonesian and Sumbanese contemporary historical 

and electricity context aimed at understanding the origins of the SII initiative. 

4.1. Background 

Should I identify a defining moment in the contemporary history of Indonesia, that would be the 1945 

Revolution aimed at declaring Indonesia as an independent state (van Reybrouck, 2020). “Merdeka” 

(Freedom) slogans echoed a situation of social unrest brought about by the continuous conquests mainly 

by European (Dutch and Portuguese empires) and Asian (Japanese) colonising powers. Being a land 

rich in natural resources, its conquest aroused the interest of the aforementioned Dutch colonial 

authorities to empower their domestic economies and military dominance, to the detriment of the over-

exploitation of the archipelago in the face of the subordination of local societies (van Reybrouck, 2020). 

After multiple assessments, there is evidence of how these periods have influenced post-independence 

Indonesian structures (Dizikes, 2020; Fahmi, 2020; Lucarelli, 2020).  

In the case of the electricity system, one can infer those monopolistic structures such as the 

Dutch “Vereenigde Oostindische Compagnie” (VOC) trading company, left their mark on how national 

systems organised some of their institutional structures during most of the second half of the 20th century 

e.g., the electricity supply network through a vertically integrated state entity (PLN). Such a model 

endows the state with full control over the generation, transmission, and distribution of electricity in 

contrast with liberalised electricity markets in which these three pillars remain unbundled (Chao et al., 

2008). This statement is not entirely true, since after the first wave of global electricity market 

restructuring in the ‘90s, Indonesia opened the electricity generation segment to independent power 

producers (IPPs) (Heffron et al., 2021). However, such liberalising efforts seem to be insufficient since 

 
13 Despite the expected completion date being 2025, the original timeframe for the completion of the project was 10 years. 

This would have made the SII ends in 2020. The rationale under this adjustment was its alignment with the Indonesian Ministry 

of Energy and Mineral Resources, and in particular with the Indonesian government’s Visi 25/25, which envisioned a 25% 

share for renewables in the energy mix by 2025 (Hivos, 2015). 
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79% of the generation capacity still remains under PLN’s control (Maulidia et al., 2019). Additionally, 

as PLN operates in a single-buyer market (Heffron et al., 2021), it buys the remaining generated capacity 

and sells it at regulated prices, which reduces the financial attractiveness for external investors. Further 

reflection on how this electricity structure influences the SII initiative will be addressed in the coming 

sections. 

Contrary to most Indonesian islands, Sumba is not considered to be rich in natural resources 

(Vel, 1994). This condition has influenced its socioeconomic development and subsequently its 

electrification ratio (74.2% based on official government data of 2020) (Wen et al., 2022). However, 

one should note that this statistic relates to installed capacity, rather than real electrification availability. 

As an island in the East Nusa Tenggara region (Nusa Tenggara Timur, NTT), Sumba belongs to the 

Indonesian territories with lower electricity rates (Sulaeman et el., 2021). It extends over an area of 

11.000 square kilometres, and its population of 788.190 inhabitants converged in large cities such as 

Waingapu, Tambolaka or Waikabubak (Badan Pusat Statistic, 2021). However, rural farmer-based 

settlements still abound across the island where poverty is widespread access to energy is limited 

(Hivos, 2015; WMF, 2023). At the time the SII initiative was launched, the Sumbanese population only 

relied on two diesel-based small grids which supplied electricity with interruptions to approximately 

25% of the Sumbanese population (Hivos, 2015). Some estimations by PLN, reflect how about 75% of 

the electricity was used by households, 20% was intended for commercial use, and 5% for other like 

industries (van der Veen, 2011). Concerning the remaining part of the population (75%), they mostly 

relied on wood for cooking, and kerosene and diesel for lighting (although the local Government already 

issued some solar home systems (SHS) to some remote villages which resulted in a failure due to the 

lack of maintenance and after-sales services) (Hivos, 2015). Therefore, the lack of affordable and 

reliable energy access hints at the challenges that emerge from developing energy projects in scattered 

and remote territories. In the SDGs era, this situation exposed the necessity to seriously address SDG7 

in some of the islands of the archipelago, which led to the creation of the SII initiative. 

 
Figure 2. Map of Sumba. Wen et al., (2022) 

4.2. Origins, Motivation, and SII Road Map 

According to Hivos (2015), the “iconic island” concept was originally intended to coordinate a multi-

actor intervention to meet the energy demand of the entire population in a medium-sized island with 

100% RE sources. It involved the intervention of civil society and the public and private spheres, and 

it was originally promoted in mid-2009 by the Hivos Climate Energy and Development Coordinator in 

the Netherlands. The motivation to take this initiative forward was twofold: First, to show how energy 
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needs on small and mid-sized islands can be entirely covered through RE sources. And second, to 

demonstrate the replicability of the multi-stakeholder involvement model in other settings (Hivos, 

2015). These two objectives were initially translated into reaching 95% electrification rates in Sumba, 

with 65% of them coming from RE by 2020. 

After an exploratory phase where the islands of Buru and Sumba were proposed as final 

candidates, and with the assistance of Winrock International14 for developing a detailed assessment on 

the suitability of both options, Sumba was the selected choice scoring 6 points more than Buru (Winrock 

International, 2010). The reasons for this decision were based on a multi-criteria analysis focusing on 

categories such as different RE sources potential, electrification opportunities, island inhabitants, 

expected support from Government and PLN, etc (Winrock International, 2010).  

 Despite the national Government being aware of Hivos15’ project, -as Ministry members were 

present during its first launch in November 2010 at the 15th annual Netherland-Indonesia Joint Energy 

Working Group meeting in Amsterdam- it was not until early 2013 that Hivos managed to engage the 

Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources (MEMR). They signed an official memorandum of 

understanding (MoU) showing real involvement and commitment to collaboratively fight for the 

project’s cause. This MoU was embodied in Decree No. 602 K/73/DJE/2013 where the institutional 

structure of the SII initiative was officially established. This structure combined the intervention of a 

Steering Committee, an Organisation Committee, and Three Working Groups focusing on policy, 

supply and utilization of energy, and cooperation and funding as seen in Figure 3 (Castlerock, 2015)16. 

Once the initiative was formally established, local expressions of support were increasingly manifested 

e.g., district authorities, legislative heads, PLN representatives, etc. 

 
Figure 3. The governance structure of the SII initiative. (Hivos, 2015). 

 

 
14 Winrock International is a US non-profit organisation aimed at empowering the disadvantaged, increasing economic 

opportunity, and sustaining natural resources. Thanks to its experience working in complex environments, it provides external 

advisory services as the one offered in the case of the Sumba Iconic Island initiative. 
15 Hivos is a Dutch non-governmental organisation (Humanistisch Instituut voor Ontwikkelingssamenwerking (Humanist 

Institute for Co-operation with Developing Countries)). The Indonesian operations of Hivos (called Hivos-Indonesia) 

gradually became Indonesian-led. Since 2021 it has been an independent partner organization of Hivos called Yayasan 

Humanis dan Inovasi Sosia. It is based in Jakarta and is managing the Southeast Asian operations of the former Hivos-

Indonesia. See: https://hivos.org/hivos-hands-over-its-southeast-asia-activities/ 
16 The working groups included representatives from the MERM, the Provincial Government of Eastern Nusa Tenggara, 

district-level Governments of Sumba, PLN, the Agency for the assessment and application of technology, Pertamina, Hivos, 

Local NGOs and civil society groups, and development partners including ADB (Castlerock, 2015). 
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The first steps were meant for disseminating the core concepts of the initiative between different 

stakeholders. Relatively soon, the machinery was set in motion, and the first RE projects in 

collaboration with local NGOs surfaced e.g., IBEKA’s micro-hydro pilot17, or the BIRU biogas 

program18 (Hivos, 2012). Simultaneously, from the outset, Hivos focused on increasing the 

attractiveness of the project for engaging new investors and donors e.g., Asian Development Bank 

(ADB), the Norwegian Embassy, Global Sustainable Electricity Partnership (GSEP), PT Sewamata, 

Village Infrastructure Angels, Sawadee Travel, BIOf, etc (Hivos, 2015). Funding coming from these 

donors together with the 2013 MoU signed by the national Government showing formal commitment, 

enabled the scalability of the project (Hivos, 2015). According to Hivos (2015), some relevant initial 

investments came from ADB (mobilizing USD 2.5 million), and the Norwegian Embassy (USD 1.8 

million). It should be noted that despite the Government’s collaboration commitment, in the official 

report there is no mention of any direct Government funding contributions other than through e.g., local 

firms such as PT Sewatama’s subsidiary, Nagata Bisma Shakti, or PLN (Hivos, 2015). However, other 

sources monitoring the project’s performance claim that Government funding has been one of the main 

sources (probably through PLN subsidies, at least until 2016) (Dagi Consulting, 2018).  

Nevertheless, other sources claim that increasing RE penetration would require higher 

investments from the private sector (Castlerock, 2015), which raises the following question: How does 

the aforementioned vertical integrated monopolistic model incentivise/hinder private participation in 

the SII initiative? Although this question will be further discussed in the coming sub-sections, one might 

expect that incentives to the private sector could be spurred through the enforcement of attractive 

policies for external investors.  

As the years went by, several mid-term and monitoring reports foresaw that the SII objectives 

were not going to be met by 2020 as initially expected (Castlerock, 2015; Dagi Consulting, 2018). As 

an example, Dagi Consulting (2018) claimed that in 2018 only 9.8 MW were installed from the expected 

37.5MW. Not only that, but from the 9.8 MW installed only 37% of the capacity was at that moment 

optimally operating. This reinforced the need for further research and action to tackle the causes of the 

objective versus reality mismatch apparent in such RE projects (Dagi Consulting, 2018). In this vein, 

ADB developed a tool for planning future investments based on the Sumba General Energy Supply Plan 

(Recana Umum Penyediaan Energi Sumba, RUPES). This tool involved a scenario analysis to identify 

the investment requirements for meeting the expected targets. As key findings, they estimated that by 

extending the project for 5 additional years, and with an injection of USD 276 million, the renewable 

share in Sumba could reach 87% (maintaining current evolutionary trends) (Castlerock, 2015). It should 

be noted that from 2011 to 2018 the total accumulation of investments had reached USD 52 million, 

which makes an unrealistic objective to collect more than 5 times that amount within 5 years. Despite 

these being just estimations, two conclusions can be drawn from these results: First, it is true that there 

has been a notable increase in the electrification rates in Sumba going from 24.5% in 2012 to 50.9% in 

2018 with a RE contribution of 20.9% (Dagi Consulting, 2018). And second, this increase has not been 

sufficient since the initial objectives are not going to be met (possibly not even by 2025). 

Against this backdrop, and due to increasing national electrification ambitions (envisioning a 

23% national share of RE by 2025) (IEA, 2023), the SII governance structure decided to extend the 

project until 2025. Writing in 2023, it is still unclear whether there will be future extensions or not, 

 
17 This project was located in the village of Mbaku Hau (Kamanggih), East Sumba. The project involved the creation of 37 

kWh micro-hydro facility, and it was intended to be owned, operated, and maintained by a local cooperative (Hivos, 2012). 
18 This project was aimed to create a market-based domestic biogas sector for livestock farmers (Hivos, 2012). 
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although one might expect further efforts to effectively provide affordable and reliable energy access 

to all population in Sumba, which was the original intention (Hivos, 2015). 

 

Figure 4. Timeline/Roadmap of SII. Adapted from Hivos (2015) & Dagi Consulting (2018) 

4.3. Main stakeholders in the Indonesian energy system 

In this ambitious multi-actor approach and as the initiative’s promoter, Hivos was positioned as a 

facilitating organisation for all the involved actors to act in a particular direction, avoiding overlapping 

or divergent progress. For this, Hivos recognised they had to adopt a hitherto unknown role and working 

style since they assumed leading and coordinating responsibilities over stakeholders shaping the 

Indonesian energy transition (Hivos, 2015). Getting a deep understanding of how such energy transition 

is unfolding in Sumba, requires the identification of the influencing actors and pinpointing their 

sovereignty and impact (Lauranti & Djamhari, 2017; Sekaringtias et al., 2023). Therefore, the upcoming 

paragraphs will introduce them including from policymaking stakeholders to implementation partners, 

all of which influence the SII initiative. They are synthesised in Table 3, which is an adaptation of the 

institutional mapping of actors developed by Lauranti & Djamhari, (2017) and Sekaringtias et al., 

(2023). 

4.3.1. Government Ministries 

Legislative processes are key to stimulating change. Indonesian deliberative arena can be top-down 

divided into four levels: international, national, provincial, and regional governments. Inter-tier 

objective consistency is essential to achieve a smooth and effective transition (Luranti & Djamhari, 

2017). Concerning the national level, the government structure is divided into multiple Ministries, each 

one having different responsibilities.  

First, the Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources (MEMR) plays a crucial role in achieving 

the national emission reduction target by increasing shares of RE within the national energy mix 

(Luranti & Djamhari, 2017). It is responsible for preparing the National Energy Plan (Recana Umum 

Energi Nasional, RUEN), and the National Electricity Plan (Rencana Umum Keternagalistrikan 

Nasional, RUKN) (ADB, 2020). At the same time, this Ministry has sub-divisions into different 

Directorates e.g., mineral and coals, oil and gas, new and RE & energy conservation, electricity, etc. It 

should be highlighted that sometimes vested interests from the different directorates collide, delaying 

the pursuit and realization of certain objectives. For example, it seems like lately, the fossil-fuel 

Directorate’s interests are outweighing RE ones since between 2014 and 2019 Indonesia summed up to 
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300MW of RE compared with the 1.900MW coal-based electricity generation annually (Sekaringtias 

et al., 2023). This foreshadows what was predicted in the introductory section, that Indonesia is a 

country locked into coal mining, consumption, and export. The commitments such as the one presented 

during COP26 regarding the retirement of coal-based plants by 2056 should facilitate the opportunity 

for renewables to shine and help Indonesia meet their environmental targets (World Bank, 2021), but 

there are powerful obstacles to honouring these commitments in reality.  

Second, the Ministry of National Development Plan (MNDP, Bappenas), participates in the 

energy transition by coordinating the execution of the SDGs in Indonesia (Bappenas, n.d.). Among their 

responsibilities are those of formulating national development planning, and budgeting. However, some 

of the objectives presented in MNDP official reports are not synchronised with other Ministries’ targets, 

which calls for further unification (Sekeringtias et al., 2023). For example, the MEMR targets suggest 

an emissions peak by 2039, and the achievement of net zero emissions by 2060 (EBTKE, 2022). 

Contrary to these targets, the scenarios proposed by MNDP anticipate a coal usage peak by 2025 

followed by a prompt decrease during the 2030s (Sekaringtias et al., 2023). This is not totally 

inconsistent since there can be other emission sources, but it must be borne in mind that coal-based 

emissions account for 35% of total CO2e Indonesian emissions (Nangoy & Suroyo, 2021). Being one 

of the major contributions to CO2e national emissions and considering the foreseen increasing shares 

for coal production (IEA, 2023), the peak target set by both Ministers seems to be misaligned. 

Third, the Ministry of Environment and Forestry (MoEF) which resulted from the combination 

of the Ministry of Environment and the Ministry of Forestry in 2014, also developed its own low-carbon 

strategies (MoEF, 2021). These are expected to be aligned with MEMR and MNDP strategies, but 

according to Sekaringtias et al., (2023), they show inconsistencies in terms of the timeframe and goals 

set. Furthermore, this same source claims that despite environmental ministries being key to tackling 

climate issues, they are strongly limited by other divisions such as finance, trade and industry. However, 

at the same time, these theoretically more powerful divisions suffer from lobbying pressures exerted by 

incumbents. For example, the Ministry of Finance in Indonesia recently submitted a Carbon Tax 

Proposal Plan to the Indonesian House of Representatives (DPR-RI). Despite it being an effective 

measure for reducing emissions, it has been criticised by some parties for being a burden harming 

industry competitiveness (DJPPI, n.d.). This shows how the intentions to destabilise the institutional 

set-up and practices of the current regime may adopt the form of incremental changes due to possible 

conflict of interest. However, incremental adaptation as a way of destabilising an established regime is 

not sufficient, and radical changes are required. 

Regarding the SII initiative, engagement with some of these Ministries took place from the 

early stages (Hivos, 2015). Especially, with the Directorate of RE & energy conservation as part of the 

MEMR, and the MNDP (Bappenas) with whom Hivos already had previous collaboration projects19. 

They soon reckoned that the “iconic island” core intentions were lined up with national government 

targets, although some regulative changes needed to occur to foster the initiative e.g., the introduction 

of feed-in tariffs (FiT) or addressing the RE licensing issues. However, there is no evidence of 

engagement with key actors responsible for rural development such as the Ministry of Village 

Development of Disadvantaged Regions and Transmigration (MVDDRT). Further discussion on how 

the SII initiative contributed to fostering thinking about regulatory change will be present in upcoming 

sections. 

 
19 An example of a previous RE project where Hivos worked jointly with Government officials was the SNV biogas program. 

According to Hivos (2015), the success of partnership projects like these positively contributed to engaging Government 

officials in supporting the SII initiative. 
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Concerning the Provincial level, Sumba belongs to the East Nusa Tenggara Province (NTT). 

According to Law No. 22/1999 on regional administrations and updated during the decentralisation era 

in 2014 (Law 23/2014), provincial and regional governments directly intervene in decision-making and 

management processes (Wibisono et al., 2023). At these levels, provincial governments have a specific 

department for energy affairs (Department of Energy and Mineral Resources, DEMR) which is the 

counterpart to MEMR at the national level. Therefore, under such an organisational structure, provincial 

governments play a crucial role in shaping the Sumbanese energy transition. However, despite this 

decentralisation endeavour, they still are somehow subject to the budget allocation structures coming 

from upstream governmental levels. Sometimes, their budget allocation for new RE developments 

overfocuses on the creation of new installations and overlook operational and maintenance financial 

needs causing the premature failure implemented projects. As a Province-level Government actor, the 

Provincial Energy and Mining Agency (PEMA) has been actively involved in the SII initiative e.g., 

supporting the Mentari project in partnership with the British Embassy (Mentari, 2022). Some of its 

contributions are its support in the coordination between district offices and PLN, or its persistence in 

defining concrete results (Hivos, 2015). However, a keynote that emerges from SII mid-term reports 

(Castlerock, 2015), refers to the limited financial capacity that Provincial Governments hold in 

comparison with national-level incumbents. Sekaringtias et al. (2023) join this line of criticism claiming 

that the provincial power keeps being highly subordinated to the State Government, which translated to 

the electricity sector, represents PLN. 

Finally, District or Local Governments were rapidly engaged to collaborate in the SII initiative 

since they are outright representations of the communities’ beneficiaries who are suffering from energy 

access issues. This district-level commitment was reinforced by village law 6/2014 which provided 

village authorities with autonomous legal sovereignty to directly intervene in planning processes 

(Wibisono et al., 2023). The government of Sumba is organised into 4 divisions: Sumba Timur (East 

Sumba), Sumba Barat (West Sumba), Sumba Barat Daya (Southwest Sumba), and Sumba Tengah 

(Central Sumba). Hivos identified their cooperation as essential, as the management of long-term 

projects usually requires local public assistance, either financially or politically (Hivos, 2015). District 

government representatives coming from these Sumbanese districts attended the early meetings to 

understand the initiative’s scope and objectives. Each district was represented by its regent, and the 

chairperson of the House of Representatives, and they signed on 31st March 2011 a Nota Kesepahaman 

(MoU) proclaiming a real commitment to the initiative (Lambooy & Foort, 2013). Nevertheless, some 

challenges started to surface soon such as the lack of representatives’ proactivity in developing their 

district roadmap20, the absence of dedicating part of their own financial resources to the implementation 

of new RE projects, or the limited understanding of some of the technologies proposed to be installed 

which would require time and building a rapport (Hivos, 2015). 

4.3.2. Energy producers (Incumbents & IPPs) 

As previously stated, the electricity market in Indonesia is monopolised by the state-owned firm PT 

PLN (Persero21). Its structure consists of 10 subholdings (Indonesia Power, Nusantara Power, Energi 

Premier Indonesia, Icon Plus, Batam, Tarakan, Haleyora Power, Enjiniring, Management Indonesia, 

and Mandau Cipta Tenaga Nusantara). Each subsidiary is specialised in a particular part of the 

electricity value chain e.g., energy and environmental conservation, consulting & engineering, 

 
20 It was finally approved in March 2022 under RUED regulation (Regional Energy General Plan) 
21 “PT (Perseroan Terbatas)” or “Persero” is translated to English as: “Limited Liability Company” 
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operation, and maintenance, etc (PLN, n.d.). Overall, PLN jointly encompasses generation, 

transmission, and distribution competencies (Kanugrahan et al., 2022). Despite the generation sector 

being also comprised of IPPs contributions (21%) (Maulidia et al., 2019), PLN is its only consumer 

which allows it to set the exchange price (which is defined by state price regulation) (Heffron et al., 

2021). Concerning transmission and distribution networks, Indonesia is organised around 7 major 

transmission networks: Java-Bali (accounting for 70.7% of the national electricity consumption), 

Sumatra (holding a significant 15%), Sulawesi, Kalimantan, Nusa Tenggara (Sumba’s province), 

Papua, and Maluku systems (the remaining 14.3% is shared between the 5 latter transmission lines) 

(Kanugrahan et al., 2019).  

PLN’s centralised structure receives different types of criticism such as: the lack of 

transparency, the creation of bottlenecks in the energy transition (Mori, 2020), or the reduced 

attractiveness for external investors (Heffron et al., 2021). However, reconfiguring this structure is not 

that simple since PLN is under strong political pressure due to it being fiscally dependent on state budget 

subsidies (Sekarigntias et al., 2023). Its financial reliance on the MoF, and the internal ties that it holds 

with the Ministry of State-Owned Enterprise (MSOE) and the MEMR, cause tensions which limit 

progress. In other words, this overreliance on state budget coming from times where Indonesia 

prioritised energy affordability for national development purposes, has remained almost intact since 

then. Now, this is becoming a dangerous problem because keeping cheap energy prices with increasing 

energy consumption rates will always require increasing state budget intervention. Not to mention that 

low-priced energy prices encourages energy waste. 

Due to its unavoidable presence in electrification projects, Hivos identified the necessity of 

engaging PLN from the beginning. Since PLN’s internal strategy was aligned with the long-term model 

envisioned by the Directorate of New and RE & Energy Conservation (MEMR), the “iconic island” 

initiative fitted into PLN’s long-term vision. However, its commitment was not without challenges, 

which were mainly overcome through the intervention of Ministry officials (Hivos, 2015), and the 

presence of national policies requiring PLN to reduce its dependence on oil and boost the share of RE 

in its mix (National Energy Policy22, 2006). Nevertheless, for economic reasons, PLN’s contributions 

to the SII initiative mainly materialised through grid interconnection and extensions, rather than through 

the development of isolated microgrids benefiting rural areas (Hivos, 2015). This way, the incumbent 

controlled an even larger share of the pie while contributing to the project. However, it should be 

mentioned that they participated in the SEHEN23 project aimed at distributing Solar-Home Systems 

(SHS) in rural communities (Hivos, 2019). 

Apart from the important role of PLN owning more than 80% of the coal power plants for 

electricity generation (ICAP,2023), other incumbencies similarly control relevant segments for the 

energy transition in Indonesia e.g., fossil fuels industry players. This is the case of big coal suppliers 

like PT Bumi Resources Tbk (with more than 30 subsidiaries all over Indonesia), Adaro Energy Tbk, 

PT Dian Swastatika Sentosa Tbk, Pan Asia Corporation Ltd, PT Bayan resources, etc. The market size 

these companies share is massive with a size of 34.9 billion tons of coal mined in Indonesia in 2020 

(GlobalData, 2020). When speaking of electricity generation, coal-sourced produced electricity 

accounts for more than 60% of the national electricity generation (Statista, 2023) which turn them into 

key stakeholders with opposed interests to the shift to renewable-based electricity generation. 

 
22 Also known as Kebijakan Energi Nasional (2006) 
23 SEHEN (Super Ekstra Hemat Energi), also known as Super Extra Energy Saving, is a PLN’s initiative financially supported 

by the MEMR aimed at distributing 274.000 lamps to rural communities in Sumba (Hivos, 2019). 
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Although to a lesser but still important extent, gas and oil-based electricity production also 

represents a significant proportion. PT Pertamina (Perusahaan Gas Negara, PGN), which is a state-

owned oil and gas production company remains as one of the key players with more than 10 subsidiaries. 

Other big gas and oil incumbencies are ExxonMobil Cepu Ltd, Chevron Pacific Indonesia, CNOOC, 

etc (Indonesia Investments, 2018). Inter-incumbent collaborations facilitated through Government 

subsidisation programs hinder the adoption of increasing shares of renewables (ADB, 2015), for 

example by enabling the sale of gas to PLN at a very competitive price with which renewables cannot 

contend (Fitchratings, 2022; Pertamina, 2021). Therefore, the presence and influence exerted by such 

incumbencies should not be disregarded. 

 
Figure 5. Main industrial stakeholders in the Indonesian electricity production value chain. Adapted from Maulidia et al., 

(2019) 

4.3.3. Civil society and local actors 

Reaching an inclusive energy transition requires the active participation of local stakeholders. Civil 

society can support processes of change, legitimise new practices, and even be a source of innovative 

processes that either lead to alternative pathways or contest the incumbent ones (Smith, 2011). From 

this statement, it becomes apparent that civil societies have a key role in both build-up and breakdown 

patterns of transitions (especially the former). But what exactly is civil society? According to Verbong 

& Loorbach (2012), it is an “arena that encompasses the collective activities by which associations of 

people develop and assert shared values, identities and interests, without direct recourse to market 

transactions or the authority of the state”. Considering the last words of this definition, one might 

wonder to what extent Indonesian civil society influences the energy transition considering that it highly 

depends on State intervention e.g., through subsidising schemes? 

 In the case of the SII initiative, Hivos sought to engage with different civil stakeholders e.g., 

local and national NGO partners24, local media, the local university25, and communities (Hivos, 2015). 

Some of these actors acted as development partners providing technical support for installing certain 

utilities e.g., IBEKA. Other national NGOs gave assistance by facilitating round tables between 

stakeholders e.g., the Institute for Essential Services Reform (IESR), or by developing their own RE 

 
24 Including: Yayasan Stimulan, IBEKA, and Winrock International. They are not strictly part f civil society as they carry out 

market transactions, but they are included in this subsection because they also develop non-market activities with e.g., 

communities. 
25 Hivos initially engaged with the Timur-based Univesitas Nusa Cendana (UNDANA) 
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community programmes e.g., Sumba Sustainable Solutions26 (3S), or Sustainable Renewable Energy 

Group27 (SREG). These actors are particularly relevant for the task of identifying significant barriers 

related to project implementation, community legitimation, or financial gaps (Sekaringtias et al., 2023). 

Furthermore, to raise the initiative’s awareness, Hivos created two radio channels with local reporters 

in two of the largest cities, where stakeholder meetings could be widely followed. Not just through the 

radio, but also local Universities helped to increase exposure, while they also got involved in the 

development of some projects (Hivos, 2015). 

Finally, to assure long-term success for the RE projects implemented under the SII umbrella, 

Hivos strived to place value on community engagement mechanisms. Ensuring effective community 

participation from the early stages contributes to properly identifying the needs and understanding their 

local traditions, which in many cases are determining factors in meeting the desired outcomes (Fathoni 

et al., 2021). For example, according to Fathoni et al. (2021), a wind-solar PV project developed in the 

village of Kamanggih lacking from community engagement from the outsets, and an absence of 

maintenance projections, ended up being a failure. In contrast, other RE projects in that same village 

managed by local NGOs ensuring community participation, can be labelled as successful28 (Hivos, 

2015). This statement was further reinforced during some conversations held by the author with Mr 

Umbu (head of Kamanggih’s cooperative) as part of the fieldwork conducted for this research.  

4.3.4. Foreign actors & Private investors 

Despite the top-down intentions stated by Government spheres to switch to renewables, the highly 

regulated nature of the Indonesian electricity system narrows the possibility of success of bottom-up 

opportunities. Added to this, increasing pressures for ensuring the electricity supply push current 

authorities to adopt fossil fuels, as long as they hold a competitive advantage over other alternatives 

(Mori, 2020). In this vein, Mori (2020) claims that foreign actors can serve as an efficient instrument 

for overcoming energy supply bottlenecks since they contribute to deepening domestic markets. This 

means that the availability of private financial capital i.a. enables cost reduction of new technologies, 

enhances transnational linkages aimed at creating new partnerships with foreign experts and technology 

suppliers, or shields experimentation practices as drivers of change (Mori, 2020; Smith & Raven, 2012). 

 For these reasons and the SII being a multi-actor initiative, Hivos identified the need for 

engaging international NGOs, private investors (both national and international), and even donors. To 

give some examples of how these actors influenced the SII initiative: First, concerning foreign NGOs, 

they mostly developed research activities, provide technical support, and contribute to coordinating and 

planning tasks (Hivos, 2015). These tasks slightly differed from national/local NGOs’ duties, since the 

latter focused more on the domestic level getting into closer contact with communities e.g., 3S. Second, 

with regard to private investors, the role of Nagata Bisma Shakti should be mentioned as the first 

national private investor who offers products and services related to the power, mining, and oil 

industries. They signed an MoU and jointly developed wind power pilot feasibility studies, a hydro 

storage feasibility study, and a wind power pilot project. These initiatives involved the participation of 

PLN as the buyer of the electricity potentially produced (Lambooy & Foort, 2013). Finally, concerning 

inter-governmental partnerships, and as previously introduced, the British Embassy in coalition with 

 
26 3S is a Renewable Energy and bamboo treatment company headquartered in Sumba, aimed at empowering rural 

communities to enable Sustainable Development 
27 Group of Australian university alumni working together to find off-grid solutions for Indonesia through crowdfunding 

campaigns. 
28 This is the case of a micro-hydro installation jointly developed by IBEKA and the cooperative of Kamanggih (Hivos, 2015). 
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MEMR created the Mentari program (Sekaringtias et al., 2023). Among other things, this program 

enabled the creation of a 95kWp community-owned solar and battery mini-grid in Central Sumba 

(Mentari, 2022). Other donor organisations such as the ADB have been partly criticised for imposing a 

top-down approach demanding rapid results from the projects developed. According to Hivos, despite 

these differences in execution priorities, ADB is considered to have added value to the development of 

the initiative (Hivos, 2015).  

Table 3 summarises the institutional mapping of the actors surrounding the SII initiative that 

has been introduced in this section. 

Table 3. Mapping of institutional actors surrounding the SII initiative.  

Adapted from Sekeringtias et al. (2023) using Hivos (2015) as benchmark data 

 

Based on the information detailed in this section, the next chapter will categorise the evolution 

of the Indonesian energy system, using the SII initiative in Sumba as a benchmark, into the 10 X-curve 

transition dynamics elements presented in chapter 3. Please note that the nation-wide energy transition 

dynamics discussed in chapter 5 will be presented only to the extent that they are required for the 

purpose of shedding light on the Sumbanese energy transition specifically. 

 

Organisation

National Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources 

   -Directorate of New and Renewable Energy and Energy Conservation

   -Directorate of Mineral and Coals

   -Directorate of Oil and Gas

   -Directorate of Electricity

Ministry of National Development Plan (Bappenas)

Ministry of Environment and Forestry

Ministry of Finance, Trade, and Industry

Indonesian House of representatives (DPR-RI)

Ministry of Village Development of Disadvantaged Regions and Transmigration

Provincial Nusa Tenggara Timur Governments

Provincial Energy and Mining Agency

District Head-District representatives

Coal suppliers PT Bumi Resources (+30 subsidiaries), Adaro Energy Tbk, PT Dian Swastatika 

Sentosa Tbk, Pan Asia Corporation Ltd, PT Bayan resources, etc.

Oil & Gas suppliers PT Pertamina (SOE with +10 subsidiaries), ExxonMobil Cepu Ltd, Chevron 

Pacific Indonesia, CNOOC, etc.

Electricity production PLN

Non-state owned firms IPPs

National NGOs/CSOs Yasan Stimulan, IBEKA, Hivos, 3S, Resco, Rakaru, Yayasan Bahtera, Lembaga 

Pelita Sumba, Yayasan Yasalti, Yayasan Sandika, Yayasan Sosial Donders, etc

Local media Max FM (formerly Radio Netherlands), and Radio Fox Mundo

Local University Universitas Nusa Cendana 

Development partners Yasan Stimulan, IBEKA, Winrock International, Hivos, 3S, Resco, Rakaru, 

PLN,etc

Communities Mbatakapidu, Kamanggih, Laindeha, Walatungga, Lukuwingir, Ubu Oleta, Mata 

Redi, Don Bosco, etc

International NGOs Winrock International, Hivos, Castlerock, etc 

Private investors Nagata Bisma Shakti (PT Sewatama), PLN, etc

Donors ADB, Norwegian Embassy, British Embassy, GSEP, Village Infrastructure 

Angels, etc

Governmental spheres

Energy incumbents & IPPs

Civil society & Local actors

Foreign actors & Private 

investors
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Chapter 5 

Step 2: Identification of transition 

dynamics 

This chapter unveils the observed transition dynamics resulting from the evolution of the Sumbanese 

energy system, focusing on the implications on rural areas using the SII inputs. It provides a graphic 

depiction of the so-called “systems knowledge” (Hebinck et al., 2022), which is related to explanatory 

aspects about the current state29 of transition e.g., interventions, policies, relevant projects, stakeholder’s 

interests, etc.  

5.1. Breakdown pattern 

According to Silvestri et al. (2020), the early stages of a breakdown pattern require great efforts to fight 

against locked-in situations. According to the International Energy Agency, Indonesia’s 2022 electricity 

market sorted by energy source attributes the following shares: 64% comes from coal-sourced 

production, 15% from gas-fired generation, and 20% comes from renewable energy sources (mostly 

hydropower, geothermal, and biofuels) (IEA, 2023). Despite the Government's intentions to increase 

the renewable mix shares, a 3% increase of coal-sourced generation compared with 2021 data should 

be highlighted (IEA, 2023). This shows how the Indonesian power generation sector is highly coal-

dependent and this dependency does not seem likely to fall sharply in the short term. Therefore, this 

dependency contrasts with some national environmental projections e.g., concerning GHG emission 

reduction plans30.  

However, Indonesia has not been always so dependent on this source. As explained by Mori 

(2020), at the beginning of the 21st century, the Indonesian energy mix was dominated by oil 

production. After a golden era where PLN enjoyed great benefits from trading oil, three intertwined 

challenges led to the gradual oil phasing out: insufficient generation, peaked oil production, and 

increased energy subsidy (Mori, 2020). This situation, further pushed by the 2005 oil price hike and the 

government’s ambitions to diversify the energy supply mix31, led to the flourishing of coal-based 

generation. Due to the great resource availability, accessibility, and low vulnerability, it triggered the 

development of FTP-I and FTP-II projects, involving a 20 GW coal-based generation capacity 

expansion in 5 years (Burke et al., 2019). Gradually, the oil dependency (from 33% in 2001 to 7% in 

2017) transitioned to coal dependency (from 27% in 2001 to 60% in 2017) (Mori, 2020). This way, the 

coal-based production value chain gained momentum.  

5.1.1 Optimisation 

 This fossil fuel-based evolutionary example opens up the path to understanding the optimisation 

transition dynamic adapted to the timeframe of this research (Hebinck et al., 2022). Once having 

 
29 Note the timeframe of the analysis ranges from the starting of the SII initiative in 2010 up to now. 
30 The government has set a target to cut emission levels by 31.89% on its own or 43.2% with international support by 2030. 

That is more ambitious than its Paris Agreement pledge, which was to cut emissions by 29% or 41% with international help 
31 The National Security Act was called for a diversification of the energy supply sources to reduce the oil dependency. 
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introduced how the Indonesian electricity sector revolves around state intervention and considering the 

high availability of fossil fuel resources making them economically more attractive to renewables, one 

could understand that the decisions behind building up a fossil fuel-dependent energy mix are fiercely 

economically driven (clouding environmental concerns). However, what specific interventions have led 

to the optimisation of the current regime? Please note that optimisation relates to factors that help to 

strengthening current regime practices that hinder progress towards renewables as indicated in Table 2. 

First, one of the cornerstones when answering this question is the availability of subsidized 

schemes surrounding the energy supply segment. Indonesia uses a bidirectional subsidy pathway in 

which both producers (upstream) and consumers (downstream) are direct beneficiaries, and where the 

state budget cushions fiscal pressure (ADB, 2015). On the one hand, upstream subsidies destined for 

the electricity supply chain materialise through; exemptions to 15% import duty for capital equipment 

for electricity production, soft loans and guarantees to PLN, and subsidized fuel for diesel-powered 

generation (ADB, 2015). Since at the beginning of the SII initiative the Sumbanese electricity mix relied 

on two main diesel-based grids (Hivos, 2015), the latter measure had wide implications on the 

Sumbanese electricity landscape. On the other hand, downstream subsidies are represented through 

capped prices provided by PLN and compensated by national budget allocations (ADB, 2015; Derks & 

Romijn, 2019). However, even though this may seem a win-win situation, it is far from being a 

sustainable system in the long term. As becomes apparent from Figure 6, the allocation of such a big 

proportion of fossil fuel subsidies precludes public expenditures to embrace other development 

necessities such as health, education, or infrastructure. According to ADB (2015), this imbalance calls 

for a fossil-fuel subsidies reform, otherwise, during scenarios of increasing fiscal pressure consumers 

will be directly affected because lower levels of available subsidization will translate into rising capped 

prices (Nguyen, 2022).  

Additionally, it should not be swept under the carpet the fact that 9.54% of the Indonesian 

population was living below the poverty line32 in 2022. Therefore, rising capped prices might lead to 

unintended negative consequences such as low energy affordability and social unrest. This is especially 

relevant in rural areas like Sumba, where electricity costs can represent a major proportion of a 

household income stream (ADB, 2016). However, these subsidization schemes are nothing, but 

unavoidable consequences of the vertically integrated electricity supply model previously presented. In 

other words, the Indonesian energy landscape is experiencing an endless loop where the electricity 

system’ structure and the subsidy regime are being mutually reinforced (The model needs subsidies, 

and they maintain the model). Thus, the model imposes a locked-in situation requiring profound system 

changes. 

 
32 The poverty line represents a threshold set by a group of independent researchers from the World Bank. In September 2022 

it was adapted to USD 2.15/day and person. The previous threshold used globally was USD 1.90/day and person. 
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Figure 6. Quantified share of fossil fuel subsidies to consumers (left pie chart) and producers (right pie chart), and fossil fuel 

subsidies in comparison with other public expenditures (right bar graph). Data: year 2012. Adapted from ADB (2015). 

 

And second, linked to these subsidised schemes, one element that contributes to strengthening 

the current regime’s condition is the single-buyer pricing structure set in Indonesia. This system can be 

observed both in integrated and unbundled electricity models (Arizu et al., 2006), and it relates back to 

the price-cap strategy (due to it being a valid subsidisation option only because PLN operates in a 

monopsonistic market). Concerning the perceived pros and cons of such a centralised structure, 

according to Arizu et al., (2006) some of the advantages involve i.a. the ability to attract capital by 

offering long-term purchase power agreements (PPAs), the ability to centralise purchases, or the ease 

of implementation referred to not needing fundamental changes in sector structure. Contrary to these 

pros, this model is normally associated with corruption practices due to a lack of transparency (Arief & 

Angela, 2022), rigid contractual and institutional arrangements, and the creation of contingent liabilities 

(Arizu et al., 2006). This combination of a single-buyer pricing structure with regulated tariffs 

influences the profitability of private investments related to new generation capacity (ADB, 2015). 

Therefore, one might wonder to what extent has this structure favoured/hindered the arrival of new 

investors to the SII initiative? Giving answer to such a question requires to some extent policy 

discussion. For this reason, coming paragraphs introduce laws and regulations that help understanding 

the governments intentions to address the rural electrification issue through renewable penetration. 

Despite law No. 30/2009 formally encouraging private parties to participate in the electricity 

generation sector through private investments to break with the Indonesian monopolistic market 

(Maulidia et al., 2019), there have been several inconsistent measures which have arguably hindered 

the arrival of new investors. To give some examples, Act No. 19/2016 promulgates a “capacity quota 

offer mechanism” (feed-in tariff) as an attempt to facilitate the implementation of photovoltaic projects 

of at least 5000 MW capacity (Article 5). However, this law included constraints in terms of project 

size and foreign ownership which frustrated investors’ interests (Kennedy, 2018). However, regulation 

No. 12/2017 promptly stepped back and removed such a mechanism. Instead, it regulated the electricity 

tariffs by capping them to 85% of the average costs of production (Heffron et al., 2021). This 

unattractive situation was further exacerbated by a subsequent regulation No. 50/2017 which included 

the mandatory ownership transfer from private developers to PLN after the completion of the PPA 

(BOOT scheme (Build, Own, Operate, and Transfer)) (Kennedy, 2018). Luckily, regulation No. 4/2020 

partially addresses the widespread criticism surrounding the regulatory framework applicable to the 

development of REs (Heffron et al., 2021). However, there still are no changes in terms of the 85% 

price cap condition, which keeps reflecting inner government contradictions. While regulations No. 

19/2016 and No. 4/2020 can be categorised under the build-up pattern which will be discussed in the 
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coming section, regulations No. 12/2017 and No. 50/2017 clearly hinder the development of REs and 

contribute to strengthening the current regime’s functioning. Considering the SII targets, one could 

foresee that the latter regulatory interventions indicate that a more attractive legal framework could 

have been promoted from the national spheres to increase private investors’ engagement concerning the 

SII initiative. In other words, since the MEMR was ultimately responsible for the approval of such 

policies, and it was formally engaged in the SII initiative in 2013 (Hivos, 2015), this political direction 

demonstrates contradictions.  

5.1.2. Destabilisation 

 Following the breakdown pattern, and as stated in Table 2, observable destabilisation dynamics 

relate to fundamental discussions about future desired directions, and shocking events that arouse 

feelings in favour of change (Hebinck et al., 2022). Firstly, spurred by international pressures to reduce 

GHG emissions globally, Indonesia has felt the urgency to limit its carbon emissions (manifested by 

the Government’s target of cutting emissions by 31.89% by 2030 (WRI, 2021)). However, despite 

formal intentions to develop carbon pricing mechanisms (law No. 98/2021, article 2.3), the 

implementation of such cap-and-tax strategies33 (initially expected by 202234) has been delayed 

(Andriansyah & Hong, 2023), and one might wonder why. One potential explanation stem from the fact 

that current state-owned companies partially live off subsidies. If their operating costs increase due to 

carbon taxation, they will demand higher subsidies from the state. Therefore, this problem comes back 

again to the heavily subsidy-reliant electricity model discussed in the aforementioned paragraphs. In 

spite of this hard-to-escape circumstance, the MoF insists that the carbon levy policy is beneficial due 

to 3 reasons: First, it is a practical strategy for mitigating climate change. Second, it does not exclude 

the possibility of reconfiguring fossil-fuel subsidies. And third, it generates revenue that can solve 

budget deficit problems. As stated, the latter point can be countered by mentioning that the revenue 

generated indirectly relies on the subsidies received by the tax-collecting body, which is ultimately the 

state. This potentially makes it an unproductive destabilisation strategy (DITJEN PPI, n.d.).  

Secondly, fossil fuel subsidy reform arises as another destabilisation-based fundamental 

discussion in deliberative spheres. This intervention is not new, as several reforms have been enacted 

since the beginning of the century (MEMR & MoF, 2019; Sumarno et al., 2022). Of all of them, within 

the timeframe of this research, the 2014/15 reform stands out (regulation No. 191/2014). It removed 

subsidies for gasoline and introduced a fixed subsidy of IDR 1000 per litre of diesel (Pradiptyo et al., 

2016). As this reform happened simultaneously with the plummeting of global oil prices (positive 

external shock), this measure had a significant impact in the form of massive fiscal savings (Paradiptyo 

et al., 2016). This opened a window of opportunity for the reallocation of the liberated revenues into 

other parts of the system. Despite some estimations showing that an increase of IDR 148.2 trillion was 

allocated to Ministries and other Government institution budgets (Pradiptyo et al., 2016), there is no 

clear evidence that the SII initiative directly benefited from this extra revenue. In fact, during this period, 

investments in RE generation suffered a steep decline (Kennedy, 2018). Thenceforth, government 

sources claimed that fossil fuel subsidies declined and that the state budget has been reallocated to other 

priorities such as education, health, and infrastructure (MEMR & MoF, 2019). However, this is not 

 
33 According to Adriansyah & Hong (2023), the cap-and-tax schemes covered coal-fired power generation. The cap-and-tax 

mechanism combines an emission trading system (ETS) and a carbon tax, where emitters can trade with emission allowances 

to offset possible excesses. 
34 To be more specific, the initial plan was to implement a cap-and-tax mechanism for coal-fired power generation by April 1, 

2022. It was then delayed to July 1, 2022, and as of March 15, 2023, it has not been enforced yet. 
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completely consistent with other external sources (Margenta & Yusgiantoro, 2022; Nguyen, 2022) 

where subsidisation levels reached prior-2014/15 reform levels as depicted in Figure 7.  

 
Figure 7. Indonesian Government Expenditure. Source: Nguyen (2022) 

 

All in all, several destabilisation attempts have been made to reduce fossil-fuel subsidies, but 

they have not reached the desired expectations. According to Sumarno et al. (2022), the benefits 

attached to fossil fuel subsidies are mostly enjoyed by high-income actors, making little impact on 

reducing income inequality. Additionally, as Margenta & Yusgiantoro (2022) and Sumarno et al., 

(2022) point out, these reforms may have been delaying the energy transition to REs, as none of them 

address complete fossil-fuel phase-out. Hence, energy subsidies reduce REs competitiveness. This is 

especially relevant for the Sumbanese case. The continuous subsidies to kerosene and diesel have turned 

them into a viable option for the population living in Sumba, which has negatively impacted the 

development of new renewables on the island. 

5.1.3. Chaos 

 Moving forward on the breakdown pattern, now the analysis reaches the chaos transition 

dynamic. During this phase, the system preserves an out-of-equilibrium status where stable regimes 

suffer from acute crises due to destabilising political interventions (Hebinck et al., 2022; Loorbach, 

2014, Silvestri et al., 2022). Therefore, this step collects the system’s contradictions and uncertainties, 

as well as opposing interests and disagreements. Previous iterations of the X-curve framework identify 

this dynamic as one of the most difficult ones to identify due to its inherent similarities with the 

emergence build-up pattern (Hebinck et al., 2022). However, while the former relates to the 

interventions aimed to destabilise undesirable and unsustainable practices, the latter focuses on 

stabilising new ones. However, both dynamics find themselves in a stage with high uncertainties on 

how to handle occasionally chaotic changes (Silvestri et al., 2022). 

 As previously introduced, one example of a lack of consistency between government targets 

arises from the different long-term proposed programmes developed by different Ministries of the same 

national government (MEMR, MNDP, and MoEF) (Sekaringtias et al., 2023). The fact that there are 

erratic timeframes for the target’s consecution arouses a lack of unification and induces a chaotic scene. 

Baños (2022) provides an argument in favour of the need to have objectives that are close to utopia, 
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even if they are slightly disparate. To do so, he refers to a Uruguayan journalist and writer, Eduardo 

Galeano, who described utopian goals as tools whose ultimate aim is to stir humanity in a certain 

direction (Baños, 2022). In this sense, one might argue that the narrow difference between the 

Indonesian ministries’ defined goals is a minor issue, as long as they serve Indonesia to move towards 

a future in which sustainable development prevails. However, other sources see such misalignment as 

a sign of a lack of real commitment (Sekaringtias et al., 2023). 

Another sign of chaotic scenery relates to the previously presented example about regulatory 

wings concerning regulations No. 19/201635, 12/201736, 50/201737, and 4/202038. They are the result of 

unanticipated MEMR leadership changes which reflect opposing economic interests that directly 

influence the adoption of new renewables (Kennedy, 2018) and nurture the Indonesian energy trilemma 

(Wibisono et al., 2023). Despite the fact that all these regulations were enacted by the same Ministry 

(MEMR), the different inner directorates introduced in Table 3 receive external economic pressures 

from different parts of the system causing vested interest clashes. Not to mention that some of these 

regulations (No. 12/2017 and 50/2017) experienced unintended outcomes. For example, they stipulated 

geographically distinguished tariff schemes aimed at encouraging the development of projects in remote 

areas. However, this was combined with the condition for foreign investors to transfer the utility’s 

ownership to PLN after the completion of the PPA, which redirected the external investor’s interest to 

higher profitability areas (urban over rural) (Kennedy, 2018). This is consistent with the perceived lack 

of solar projects in Sumba during this period (excluding small-scale projects of e.g., 1-5 kWp). 

However, once regulation No. 4/2020 was enacted, new projects at a bigger scale started to emerge 

(Mentari, 2022). This substantiates the need for political support to encourage the transition to 

renewables.  

 Relatedly, despite there being an official regulation on National Energy Policy (NEP) (No. 

79/2014) where the target of achieving 23% RE share by 2025 was approved, there was no backbone 

policy for RE development (Mahiddin et al., 2022). The only thing that can be considered as policy 

guidance for the development of new RE was set down in the Electricity Supply Business Plan (Recana 

Usaha Penyediaan Tenaga Listrik Nasional, RUPTL) of PLN. It is true that this plan included the 

incorporation of 10.6GW of RE power plants, but it simultaneously excluded external generation 

partners (e.g., IPPs) from having political endorsement. Fortunately, and as it will be discussed in the 

coming sub-section, this situation recently changed on September 13th, 2022, through the ratification of 

regulation No. 112/2022 on accelerating the development of RE for electricity supply. However, it must 

be noted that one of the reasons for causing objective versus reality mismatch in SII initiatives may 

arise from the lack of clear RE policy support during the SII initiative’s duration until 2022. 

5.1.4. Breakdown & Phase-out 

 The coming transition dynamic relates to the presence of any act that entails the breakdown of 

the established order. In this regard, it needs to be mentioned that no intervention of this type has been 

perceived, at least not one that has been enacted. However, as has been already mentioned, there are 

 
35 Act No. 19/2016 promulgates a “capacity quota offer mechanism” (feed-in tariff) as an attempt to facilitate the 

implementation of photovoltaic projects of at least 5000 MW capacity (Article 5). 
36 Regulation No. 12/2017 regulated the electricity tariffs by capping them to 85% of the average costs of production (Heffron 

et al., 2021). 
37 Regulation No. 50/2017 included the mandatory ownership transfer from private developers to PLN after the completion of 

the PPA (BOOT scheme (Build, Own, Operate, and Transfer)) (Kennedy, 2018). 
38 Regulation MEMR 4/2020 amends regulation 50/2017 in order to make renewable energy sources more competitive, and 

thus increase their rate of inclusion into the national energy mix. 
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two policy ambitions that are foreseen to break down the Indonesian energy system as we know it; First, 

the national target of becoming carbon neutral by 2060 requires an ambitious breakdown strategy to 

remove coal-based production. In this vein, the government of Indonesia foresees a coal retirement by 

2056 (World Bank, 2021). According to Mr Darmawan Prasodjo, PLN’s deputy president director, it 

will be structured around three main steps: the phase-out of conventional power plants in 2035 (9GW) 

by 2035, then the closure of an additional 10 GW, and finally the remaining ones by 2056 (Reuters, 

2021). Nevertheless, recent news argues this process could be accelerated to achieve full retirement by 

2045 but under the condition of receiving additional international assistance (Simanjuntak, 2022). 

However, simultaneously, other sources claim that during this period Indonesian coal-fired capacity is 

expected to rise by 14-16 GW (Reyes, 2021). Therefore, again one can find contradictory information 

at this point. And second, the fossil-fuel subsidies withdrawal, which was already in 2009, an explicit 

commitment (MEMR & MoF, 2019), has become an arduous, still uncomplete challenge as becomes 

apparent from Figure 7. Finally, concerning the phase-out transition dynamic where the old regimes 

remain completely displaced from the new snapshot, no explicit signals are visible at the moment at the 

national scale.   

 
Figure 8. Recapitulation of the breakdown pattern with an estimation of where Indonesia is currently positioned based on 

discussed events. 

 

From Figure 8, it becomes apparent that the breakdown transition pattern is strongly tied-up to 

institutional and policy change, especially in countries like Indonesia with a highly centralised, 

consolidated organisational structure. Considering the discussed factors that are shaping this breakdown 

pattern, it becomes clear that Indonesia remains positioned on the left-hand side of the curve. The 

observed events defining the optimisation, destabilisation and chaos dynamics coexist in a complex 

environment and hinder progress towards more advanced transition dynamics. As a limitation of the 

application of the framework as an individual desk exercise, one should note that the decision of where 

exactly Indonesia stands within the curve is somehow subjective. Therefore, based on the discussed 

dynamics, and considering that the optimisation factors are still in place, one could argue that Indonesia 

stands somewhere between the optimisation and destabilisation dynamics. This is because despite the 

policy ambitions to decarbonise the energy sector, no sufficiently clear measures have been enacted so 

far. This feeds chaotic dynamics which pushes Indonesia’s curve’s position back to left-hand dynamics. 
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As a final remark, grasping the impacts and foreseen directions followed by the national spheres 

is key to disclosing how the energy transition is unfolding in the rural areas of Sumba. As previously 

anticipated, due to its disruptive nature the SII initiative is purely framed under the build-up pattern. Its 

analysis in the coming section will set the ground to reflect on: First, what specific implications does 

the breakdown (national level) attempts have on the Sumbanese energy transition. And second, how 

have the build-up Sumba-specific dynamics triggered (or not) wider events helping Indonesia to 

advance into the right-hand side of the curve. For now, the coming section deals with the Sumba-

specific events that define the build-up pattern.  

5.2. Build-up pattern 

Transformative innovations require space for experimentation wherein seeds of change germinate and 

precede the creation of ground-breaking practices and procedures (Silvestri et al., 2022; Wieczorek, 

2018). As mentioned above, one major element that has contributed to creating a space for 

experimentation towards a fairer and more sustainable future in rural areas of Indonesia is the SII 

initiative. Undoubtedly, and beyond the complete fulfilment of its objectives, it has served as an 

empowering platform for bringing RE projects to rural areas of the island, it has incentivised the creation 

of partnership networks fostering the exchange of knowledge and technologies related to the 

development of renewables, and it has actively lobbied for institutional change to support these types 

of initiatives and developments (Hivos, 2015). Despite other enterprises being developed39 during the 

timeframe of this research - not covered under the SII umbrella - this study will focus on the impact of 

the SII initiative as an impact-driven ingredient guiding build-up patterns of the Sumbanese energy 

transition. 

5.2.1. Experimentation 

 Leading bottom-up change, up to now, the initiative has created space for the experimentation 

of locally new practices on remote areas of the island i.a., the creation of community cooperatives (also 

called Bumdesa40), the development of multiple workshops for identifying community needs and 

priorities, and the development of procedures to ensure transparent and accountable local business 

management concerning electricity transactions (e.g., the development of an agent-based approach).  

Firstly, according to Firman (2020), acting as Hivos’ monitoring and evaluation officer, one of 

the key lessons learned from the SII initiative stems from the importance of establishing formal entities 

able to run electricity-related businesses (village cooperatives e.g., Kamanggih or Mata Redi). 

Likewise, Mr Poek, a field project coordinator, agreed with Mr Firman, and he added some additional 

nuances based on his experience working in the field (Field interview, 2023). Apart from the local 

cooperative’s creation, there is a latent need in guiding communities from the outset into how to manage 

the cooperative (capacity building). Mr Poek claimed that i.a. they assist communities in terms of 

financial education e.g., opening different bank accounts for different purposes (business creation, 

 
39 The Directorate General of New Renewable Energy and Energy Conservation (EBTKE), in cooperation with GIZ, acting 

on behalf of the German Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development (BMZ), decided to jointly implement 

the 1,000 Islands - Renewable Energy for Electrification Programme (REEP) which took place from 2017 to 2020. Some of 

the projects were located in the island of Sumba, hence, indirectly contributing to the SII initiative (GIZ, n.d.). 
40 As Mr Poek explain in his interview, BUMBDes or BUM Desa is a firm managed and established by an Indonesian village. 

In other words, it is a village-owned enterprise. 
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operation, and maintenance affairs), or developing workshops to make communities think about e.g., 

the labour distribution between men and women, and act to balance it ad hoc (Field interview, 2023).  

Involving local communities is especially relevant not only for ensuring proper technical and 

financial management of remote off-grid projects but also for opening new cooperation opportunities. 

Moreover, the funding sources of these projects can vary. Under the centralised regulation surrounding 

PLN, even demonstration projects developed by IPPs (or with philanthropic donations) in rural 

communities must be created under certain standards and constraints41 e.g., the BOOT scheme aimed 

at transferring RE generation projects’ ownership developed by IPPs to PLN after PPA completion 

(Isaac, 2020; Kennedy, 2018).  

This condition, which directly relates to the business model, had both pros and cons for the 

rural communities. On the one hand, it guaranteed a certain degree of involvement from PLN operators 

e.g., providing training to communities, giving assistance when an equipment replacement was needed, 

etc. This is especially important as maintenance structures in rural settings are sources of premature 

failure (Utomo, 2015). PLN got happily involved in these activities because they knew they would be 

the long-term owners of such utilities and it fitted with their RUPTL programme. In other words, they 

ensured a smooth utility’s operation in cooperation with the village cooperative while PLN held its 

ownership in most of the cases. On the other hand, this practice reinforced the monopolistic structure, 

strengthening PLN’s power position even in rural areas. This fosters the pursuit of expanding existing 

grids in Sumba, rather than creating off-grid solutions. Creating an efficient business model for grid 

extension-directed projects might not seem such an arduous challenge, as PLN relies on subsidies which 

may ensure the continuity of the project in financial terms. 

However, there are other small-scale off-grid projects external to PLN e.g., SHS initiatives 

fostered by local NGOs, that struggle significantly to guarantee the business model stability. This is the 

case of 3S, a local NGO headquartered in Waingapu that has been working in enabling sustainable 

development in remote communities across Sumba. As discussed with its managing director Ms 

Hobgens, during one initial project in the village of Laindeha involving 2.500 pay-as-you-go SHS, 3S 

perceived that the community was failing to meet the expected equipment’s repayment rates (Field 

interview, 2023). Despite her acknowledging the technology worked well, the lack of transparency in 

the community’s accountability systems led to the failure of the first project iteration. Later on, and 

extracting lessons learned from these experiences, 3S put into practice the previously mentioned agent-

based approach, which has shown positive results so far.  

Broadly speaking, these two realities of approaching rural electrification challenges (grid 

extension versus off grid), show how different types of projects backed by different constituencies serve 

different interests. PLN seeks to extend its dominance through its state-enacted rural agenda (RUPTL), 

while smaller stakeholders and other developers have a more bottom-up, impact-based drive to help 

communities to develop autonomously. This is not necessarily to criticise any of these realities since 

they both contribute to achieving the expected outcomes of the SII initiative, but to show once again 

that there can be different ways of approaching rural electrification programmes which feed different 

stakes. Therefore, the perceived challenge of building a stable business model does not apply in the 

same way to these two approaches, and currently there are no measures to level the business model 

playing field between them. 

Secondly, in this line, many of the workshops were carried out according to Gender & Equality 

(G&E) plans, as explained by Ms Keffi, a field G&E and social inclusion officer. To do so, several 

 
41 For example, after the regulative change in 2016-17, once the completion of the project’s purchase agreement comes to end, 

there is a change of ownership in which PLN becomes the new holder 
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radical new gender action learning for sustainability (GALS) strategies were tested such as; the Happy 

Family Tree strategy42, the use of board games43 to explain basic concepts of how RE works or the 

Diamond of Gender Empowerment44 mechanism (among others) (Mentari, 2020). According to Mr 

Haning, director of a local RE company centred around rural electrification (PT Rakaru), the use of 

audio-visuals has been proven successful in knowledge transfer endeavours with communities, mainly 

due to the high rates of illiteracy among community members (Firman, 2020). One should note that 

many of these strategies involve drawings and pictures that are devised to guide communities in a 

simple, friendly and straightforward way, and clearly identify their needs and priorities (Mentari, 2020). 

Not only communities but also rural education and training centres e.g., Don Bosco indirectly benefited 

from the SII initiative as expressed by Mr Santos, director of Don Bosco’s educational centre (Field 

interview, 2023). This is because, new RE projects in remote areas become the ideal learning scenario 

for young locals having e.g., electrical educational training to leverage new working opportunities, 

while they contribute to improving/creating their village’s electrical infrastructure. Moreover, the 

initiative benefited from Don Bosco’s capabilities and human resources in projects such as the solar and 

battery mini grid developed in Mata Redi village (Mentari, 2022). As a remark, such a project involved 

the creation of a local cooperative (Bum Desa Hali Dewa) to operate and maintain the system, and the 

GALS strategies were tested through village workshops (Mentari, 2022). Therefore, years after the 

launch of the initiative, a modest level of standardisation based on previous experiences can be 

perceived in terms of the strategies used across different areas. 

Thirdly, the initiative has served as a window of opportunity to improve the relationships 

between communities and external firms e.g., equipment suppliers, from which emergent approaching 

practices have been distilled. In this vein, the local NGO 3S, which has been working on different RE 

projects with multiple communities, has been iteratively developing an experimental practice of 

organisational management involving local participation. As Ms Hobgens -3S’ managing director- 

explains, the so-called agent-based approach is an accountability system based on community agents 

who help to manage monetary transactions (repayment through electricity fees) concerning the 

equipment supplier and the community customers. After several trial-and-error attempts, 3S developed 

a tailored criterion45 for selecting agents and ensuring a smooth relationship with the community (Field 

interview, 2023). This practice resulted successful in communities such as Laindeha, where Ms Ngguna, 

agent, and kiosk manager, expressed her satisfaction with the procedure (Field interview, 2023).  

Moreover, several studies show how understanding the community’s social dynamics is key to 

setting up for success (Fathoni et al., 2021; Sovacool, 2012). This was also voiced by some of the 

interviewees responsible for coordinating community workshops e.g., Ms Keffi, or Ms Poek (Esteban, 

field interviews, 2023). Engaging communities from the outsets and tailoring the project to the 

community’s needs without compromising their daily practices is crucial (Prilandita et al., 2022). 

Gaining trust among the main village representatives set a good ground for effectively transferring 

knowledge on how new technologies work. 

 
42 In this game, participants draw out their perceptions of their household’s gender relation including indicators of workload 

difference between men and women, different roles, income allocation, patterns of decision making, and asset and saving 

ownership (Mentari, 2020). 
43 One location where the use of board games proved to be successful was the Elementary School of Mbatakapidu, East Sumba 

district (Esteban, 2023). 
44 Strategy where participatory gender empowerment indicators for women and men beneficiaries are devised. Through these 

indicators, participants from the community become direct drivers of change through the energy-based businesses they have 

(Mentari, 2020). 
45 The requirements for being an agent were being a woman with 9 years of basic education and having experience running a 

kiosk (because that meant she could do the bookwork very neatly, and she might have experience solving debt problems within 

the community) (Esteban, 2023).  
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As mentioned above, these are some examples of experimentation-based rural practices 

fostered by the development of the SII initiative.  

5.2.2. Acceleration 

Following the build-up pattern, after initial efforts for engaging multiple actors to participate in 

the initiative, soon new projects started to emerge where these experimentation practices started to 

become widespread across the island. As stated above, one could consider that the acceleration 

transition dynamic tailored to the SII initiative’s evolution had its start after formal government 

commitment (Decree No. 602 K/73/DJE/2013). This entailed the mobilisation of increased investment 

volumes and the development of numerous feasibility studies to accommodate new RE projects e.g., 

the one developed by Sustainable Energy in Remote Indonesian Grids (SERIG) team46. It should be 

noted that these projects did not only consider remote rural areas (mainly off-grid) but also, grid 

expansion efforts carried out by PLN47 (Hirsch et al., 2015). With high expectations on RE incentives 

(e.g., through FiTs48), new alternatives become increasingly visible (Hirsch et al., 2015). However, as 

previously anticipated, since these FiTs were impacted by the electricity price generated by PLN, they 

were abolished in 2017 (through regulation No. 12/2017) which probably hindered the development of 

RE generation projects coming from IPPs (ADB, 2016; Kennedy, 2018). All in all, the establishment 

of a normative basis for collaboration was key to stimulating new projects and speeding up existing 

ones. Nevertheless, greater efforts could have been made to adopt a stable normative environment 

incentivising the use of REs, especially for remote areas through incentives to off-grid developers (Dagi 

Consulting, 2018). 

Another critical intervention that enabled acceleration was the short-term successful demonstration 

projects during the early stages of the initiative’s implementation. However, this transition dynamic did 

not come without challenges. Especially, the ones related to local capacity, logistics and supply chain. 

This power deficiency limited the agency capabilities to act when the unexpected happens. To give an 

example of this challenge, Mr Rama Uma, a teacher, and village responsible for the main off-grid PV 

installation in Ubu Oleta village49, identified as a clear challenge the lack of local technicians for the 

operation of the PV system installed in his village. At the moment, the system was not functioning due 

to an inverter failure. Despite O&M activities being carried out by a local company (PT Resco Sumba 

Terang), if something breaks it can take several weeks to be repaired since new equipment comes from 

urban areas such as the city of Jakarta (Field interview, 2023). Therefore, there is an existing gap in 

local skilled professionals able to instantly address technical issues which reduces the degree of agency  

these villages have to solve their technical problems autonomously (Haning et al., 2021).  

 Additionally, as Mr Haning explains, off-grid logistics are challenging due to two main reasons. 

First among these are the geographical conditions of Indonesia. Being the world’s biggest archipelago, 

the transfer of goods and equipment between islands occurs mainly by boat and/or other means of 

transport. He also argues that reaching remote areas might be challenging due to poor road infrastructure 

(Field interview, 2023). The second reason for challenging logistics is the lack of a trustworthy 

independent Indonesian company producing the crucial elements/equipment for off-grid solutions e.g., 

 
46 the SERIG team developed a demonstration project in Sumba focused on a grid integration study to maximize diesel fuel 

displacement from a 660-kW wind turbine and flywheel hybrid system (Hirsch et al., 2015). 
47 One example of grid-extension RE project carried out by PLN in collaboration with the US giant General Electric (GE) is 

the 1MW biomass power plant. 
48 Some of the RE FiT that IPPs enjoyed in 2015 were $0.25/kWh for PV, $0.094/kWh for biogas, $0.1136/kWh for wind 

energy projects. 
49 Ubu Oleta is a remote village locates in Western Sumba.  
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inverters, junction boxes, etc (Kanugrahan et al., 2022). These conditions lead to increases in the costs 

of RE production, which further reduces the attractiveness for external investors. On top of this, 

equipment replacements, as mentioned in the case of Ubu Oleta village, might require unexpected costs 

that the community cannot usually afford, leading to project stagnation and the postponement of the 

expected outcomes. At the extreme, this may even lead to community rejection of new projects due to 

repetitive failures and overwhelming barriers. 

Apart from these challenges, Hivos managed to showcase some prompt successful stories from 

projects to gain credibility and engage with new stakeholders. To be more specific, pilot small-scale 

biogas projects and village-based micro hydro initiatives were the first ones showing tangible results 

e.g., IBEKA’s 37 kWh micro-hydro plant in Bakahau, East Sumba, near the village of Kamanggih 

(Hivos, 2015; Lambooy & Foort, 2013). As perceived by the current Kamanggih’s head of cooperative, 

Mr Umbu, this project was welcomely received by the community and was considered a success among 

locals (Field interview, 2023). Despite some improvements that could have been made in terms of 

implementation and local training (Lambooy & Foort 2013), the project is still active, the cooperative 

acts as the owner and manager, and local people who use the electricity pay the Operation & 

Maintenance (O&M) expenses50.  

These showcase projects came hand in hand with the first Indonesian-based investment 

collaboration, which was the one with Nagata Bisma Shakti aimed at creating a wind measuring station 

together with a 500kW wind turbine installation (Hivos, 2015). These demonstration enterprises served 

as a guarantee of commitment and showed the potential that lay ahead for the SII initiative. Therefore, 

this evidence-based proof coupled with Hivos' tenacity to engage new actors in the project, allowed the 

initiative to accelerate and continue developing new projects (Hivos, 2015). 

5.2.3. Emergence 

To continue, in Sumba, the SII initiative’s presence has aroused what can be identified as 

emergence transition dynamics (Hebinck et al., 2022). After the completion of numerous projects, 

several best-practice models and evaluating reports started to become visible in the literature (Dagi 

Consulting, 2018; Haning et al., 2021). These publications revealed certain level of niche maturation 

through lessons relating to latent needs, knowledge gaps, and serve as an exemplifying basis for the 

development of new transition-enabler policy interventions (Smith & Raven, 2012). For example, 

Haning et al.’s (2021) study uncovers the skilled human resources gap concerning the O&M of solar 

energy projects in the NTT region, which is a key factor for ensuring proper scalability of the solar 

projects covered under the SII initiative. Other sources identify technical or financial communities’ 

challenges e.g., non-stable communities’ income (influencing the payment of electricity fees), logistic 

obstacles due to remoteness, deficiencies in training and transferring the required knowledge, etc, and 

provide recommendations for them to be properly implemented in future similar projects (Dagi 

Consulting, 2018; Esteban, 2023; Resco, 2020). Therefore, all these multi-stakeholders’ reports 

represent a step forward towards standardisation in the Sumbanese context and assert that the energy 

transition is gradually becoming accepted in Sumba. However, there is still some way to go. 

Zooming out, as presented in Maulidia et al. (2019), apart from the regulatory framework of 

the NEP enacted in 2006 and revised in 2014, the Indonesian Government initiated some RE initiatives 

to be consistent and meet the targets agreed upon nationally. Some of these efforts materialised in terms 

 
50 This information was obtained during some conversations with Mr. Umbu after the interview 
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of the inauguration of the Clean Energy Centre of Excellence51 (CECE), an Energy Security Fund 

(ESF), the acceleration of existing RE infrastructure projects, the Bright Indonesia Program52 (BIP), 

etc. They were accompanied by the aforementioned FiTs for RE, which were removed in 2017 after 

Ministerial change (similar to some of the recently inaugurated programs)53 (Maulidia et al., 2019).  

Apart from these regulatory conditions, the degree of success of these emergent initiatives 

somehow relies on the financial environment surrounding them. In the case of the SII, despite Hivos 

being key for attracting funding sources to develop new projects, many local NGOs relied on their own 

budgets or fund-searching capabilities. In this regard, 3S identified a financial gap concerning medium-

sized investment funding availability. According to Ms Hobgens, current funding schemes are based on 

amounts that either are too large and risky for small companies such as 3S, or micro-finance structures 

deemed to feed short-term projects that often lead to failure. She pointed out the suitability of blended 

finance approaches which are the ones that combine debt investment, equity investment, and donor or 

philanthropy, to derisk the bankruptcy danger for smaller companies such as 3S (Field interview, 2023).  

But then, with the current finance models, who take the risks and who reap the rewards? As 

presented above, it seems that the reliance on the state budget makes PLN vulnerable to changes in the 

national economy, while the organization enjoys a relatively comfortable position when it comes down 

to rural electrification programmes. The main difference with independent producers or local NGOs 

stems from the profitability challenges they face, as well as from the financial risks they bear when 

embarking on projects with a high level of uncertainty. This risk imbalance is not reflected in greater 

benefits for the risk-takers. As mentioned, PLN continues to expand, even requesting grid arrival 

requirements for new implementation projects out of their reach (Mentari, 2020). This reinforces lock 

in arising from the electricity monopoly which hinders off-grid development. Contrary to this, small 

firms like 3S with lower financial and human capabilities enjoy lower margin profits even if the project 

is successful. Again, this reflects different trajectories to approach rural electrification in Sumba (top-

down versus bottom-up). It seems like the former approach is dominating even though it clashes with 

the initial impact-driven projections from Hivos (Hivos, 2012). The dilemma then is: How to engage 

crucial top-down organisations (e.g., SOEs) in this kind of initiative while developing bottom-up 

strategies? There is no clear answer to this question yet. Perhaps the answer lies in gradually changing 

the approach these incumbents adopt to address rural electrification issues. But how would this affect 

their inner firm capabilities and power position? What is clear is that with economic interests involved, 

change is resisted. 

5.2.4. Institutionalisation & stabilisation 

Over the timeframe of this research, it becomes apparent how the Indonesian regulatory 

framework tendency is striving to change towards the promotion of renewables (without regard to 

obstacles). At the provincial and district level, the development of projects under the SII initiative led 

to the emergence of new needs that called for further normative support. These requirements were 

anticipating the need for a national-level decree for accelerating RE development for power supply. 

Despite RE targets being included in national policies, no formal regulation was exclusively destined 

 
51 This centre focuses on connecting knowledge and research on renewable energy, facilitating investments, and implementing 

clean solutions in collaboration with both the public and private sectors. To do so, they count on technical assistance from the 

ADB. 
52 This program would have been specifically relevant for the SII initiative as it is expected to light up underdeveloped villages 

in Indonesia’s eastern provinces. 
53 ESF, BIP, and CECE 
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for RE development until regulation No. 112/2022 was enacted. Therefore, this recent presidential 

regulation opens the way towards the institutionalisation transition dynamic as an attempt of solidifying 

new structures surrounding the RE regime. Although it is too soon to draw conclusions on the suitability 

of this regulation, it seems like a natural step towards the stabilisation of a transformed energy 

generation system in Indonesia. Nevertheless, as one might expect from the aforementioned 

stakeholder’s vested interests, this regulation needs to be deeply analysed to foresee its implications on 

rural electrification through RE in Sumba.  

As summarized by Assegaf et al. (2022), this law influences the development of new and 

existing coal power plants (in line with the 2056 fired-coal removal ambition previously mentioned), 

reconfigures the tariff structure surrounding renewables, speeds up the procurement process of RE 

projects putting time constraints, and yields specific incentives for geothermal projects. However, one 

should note how the changes stipulated within this regulation rather than being radical, are incremental. 

For example, regarding the RE tariff modification, instead of completely suppressing the ceiling limit 

and including investors’ demanding FiTs for REs, the tariff has been reconfigured to be dependent on 

the energy source and location. On the one hand, this is a step forward because, as presented in Assegaf 

et al. (2022), this RE tariff is no longer benchmarked against non-renewable cheap (subsidized) sources. 

However, on the other hand, this reflects how the state keeps somehow holding control over the 

generation. Therefore, at the moment, the energy generation sector cannot be considered fully 

liberalised54.  

 Despite in overall terms this regulation is intended to push renewables while gradually 

disincentivising fossil fuels, and apart from the international environmental pressures exerted over more 

than 10 years, one might wonder: Why has this regulation been enacted now? And maybe, why not 

sooner? Should you put yourself in the government’s shoes and seek to guarantee energy security while 

switching to renewables, the need for building large-scale RE projects with sufficient energy storage 

capacity arises. Otherwise, coal will continue to be seen as the cheapest and most viable solution 

(Wibisono et al., 2023).  

In this vein, since 2020 the Indonesian Government has been keeping aces up its sleeve. One 

example translates into the AA (Australia-ASEAN55) Power Link which is a massive energy 

infrastructure project aimed at transmitting bulk RE from North Australia to Singapore via Indonesia 

(across NTT, and in particular Sumba). This mega project involves the world’s largest solar farm and 

battery storage system56 (SunCable, n.d.). Since Indonesia is highly geographically involved, and 

negotiations started already prior to 2020 (PM, 2021), the national government had to act now by 

updating its RE policy to smoothen international collaboration and become an active generating and 

recipient component of the interconnection. Additionally, there is a spatial condition concerning the RE 

tariff, which provides incentives for the development of RE power plants not only in remote areas, but 

also in the national borders of Indonesia (for strategic purposes) (Assegaf et al., 2022). Therefore, it is 

not unreasonable to think that the presence of this (and other) RE mega projects, coupled with other 

pressures, might have finally triggered the enactment of the long-awaited PR 112/2022 (Umbra, 2022). 

So now, what are the implications for the energy transition in Sumba? 

 
54 In 2015, the Indonesian Constitutional Court closed the door to full privatization, while at the same time providing a 

dominant position for PLN in the electricity sector (Wibisono et al., 2023) 
55 Association of Southeast Asian Nations 
56 According to PM (2021), the solar farm is expected to have a nominal generating capacity of 17-20 GW, and the battery 

storage system is located in Darwin 36-42 GWh. The undersea transmission line connecting Australia and Singapore will entail 

approximately 4.200 km of cable. 
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 Despite it being too soon to discuss future implications, the island of Sumba, and the NTT 

region, are strategically located along the projected subsea electricity line (SunCable, n.d.). Therefore, 

and as informally discussed with Ms Hobgens, if well implemented, this project could open a salient 

opportunity for the injection of RE into the Sumbanese electricity system (Field interview, 2023). But 

the question again will be, what about rural areas? For example, budget reallocations could be 

potentially made to boost off-grid projects in rural areas, but these kinds of assumptions are still very 

uncertain since Sun Cable’s project is still in the  

early stages (expected to start full commercial operations by 2028 (PM, 2021)). In short, this mega 

project would push one of the several pathways that a transition can take: develop a central international 

grid from which rural areas of Sumba can be more easily interconnected in the future. However, this is 

only one option. The transition may adopt a different and more decentralised pathway such as local off-

grid village level projects and SHS. At the moment it is still unclear which direction the transition will 

take. Maybe, a combination of both strategies will set the scene. However, this will be probably 

dependent on national level projections and interests. 

 Finally, it needs to be mentioned that no signs of stabilisation have been perceived nowadays. 

As becomes apparent in Figure 4, the electrification targets in Sumba have not been met, and there is 

still room for improvements and new interventions that will determine the future pathway of the 

transition. Figure 9 synthesises the key actions, actors and results that have shaped the X-curve. 

Concerning the build-up pattern, the SII initiative has contributed to create practices that allowed Sumba 

to advance towards the right-hand side of the curve. The success of demonstration projects enabled the 

emergence of best practice models which served to push new projects and to exemplify good 

implementation procedures to be considered in regional energy plans. Still, the lack of direct signs of 

institutionalisation (except for PR 112/2022) at the regional level makes Indonesia remain on the left-

hand side of the build-up curve. However, the number of projects developed under the SII initiative 

seems to have pushed the emergence of promising events that are intended to provide a higher degree 

of institutionalisation at the regional level e.g., through the RUED. For this reason and considering the 

discussed dynamics one could argue that the Sumba’s transition indicator is somewhere between the 

acceleration and emergence dynamics. However, the pace of progress towards the right-hand side of 

the curve is dependent on the national-level breakdown events.
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Figure 9. The X curve framework representing the Sumbanese energy transition57

 
57 The dots’ size reflect the amount of effort dedicated to work on a certain transition dynamic based on the number of measures and interventions identified (Silvestri et al., 2022). 
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5.3. Interactions 

Apart from these explanatory presentations of the 2 transition curves (summarised in Figure 9), the next 

step relates to the analysis of the interactions between the transition dynamics (to see how the 

breakdown national-level dynamics have influenced the build-up ones at the Sumbanese level, and how 

the energy transition in Sumba has triggered regulatory change on the breakdown curve). For this, two 

types of interactions are discussed: intra and inter-pattern interactions (Figure 9). While the former 

relate to the interconnections between the dynamics that belong to the same transition curve, the latter 

focuses on the interplay of dynamics between the two different curves.  

5.3.1 Intra-pattern interactions 

Despite the Indonesian subsidised schemes having contributed to increasing electricity rates over the 

last few years, they have done so unequally across regions (Sulaeman et al., 2021) and at the expense 

of fossil-fuel-based exploitation (IEA, 2023). As a key element in state budget allocation, it became a 

rigid structural mechanism that is difficult to replace. Moreover, as previously mentioned, this condition 

limits the allocation of state financial resources to other important parts of the system that require 

development e.g., education, health, etc. This constraint, coupled with international aspirations guiding 

the Indonesian energy system transformation process have triggered the destabilisation dynamic 

through e.g., multiple fossil-fuel reforms (MEMR & MoF, 2019; Sumarno et al., 2022). Despite none 

of them having included total fossil fuel subsidies’ removal, the aforementioned regulation No. 

191/2014 showed surprising results in terms of budget savings. It indeed happened during an economic 

boom caused by the global drop in oil prices, but it served as a showcase that fundamental change is 

possible when windows of opportunity are grasped. Therefore, this can be considered as an attempt to 

go from the optimised, solid, and subsidy-rooted regime structures to the inception of institutional 

change. 

However, these reforms coupled with the carbon pricing mechanisms have given rise to a 

chaotic scenario wherein renewables want to make their way, while fossil fuels avoid it. Still, signs of 

long-term commitment to fully destabilise locked-in structures are official, in the form of future 

ambitions e.g., coal retirement by 2056, or complete withdrawal of fossil fuel subsidies. However, due 

to the government’s ups and downs and potential external shocks, these objectives still remain in the 

distance and the current Indonesian position within the X-curve is pushed back to the left-hand side of 

the breakdown curve. Glad tidings are, as mentioned above, that these dynamics coevolve with 

innovative alternatives that co-jointly push bottom-up change such as the SII initiative. 

The experimentation events this initiative introduced in the rural Sumbanese context e.g., 

GALS’ implementation through workshops, or village engagement strategies, contributed to the success 

of the first community-based projects which triggered the acceleration dynamic (Mentari, 2020). 

Subsequently, this served as a solid basis to show the initiative’s capabilities, and intentions, which 

were fundamental to forge alliances and bringing new stakeholders on board (Hivos, 2015). Alternatives 

were gradually connecting, and in due course, the commissioning of M&E reports to external consulting 

firms surfaced best practice models based on lessons learned from projects developed under the 

initiative’s umbrella.  

The application of some of these lessons learned e.g., the development of comprehensive 

feasibility studies tailored to the rural areas’ needs, served to improve procedural practices when 
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implementing (mostly) decentralised projects in these territories (Mentari, 2022). However, greater 

regulatory support is seen to be required. As discussed, new opportunities are emerging to accelerate 

the transition. Not only the well-known decentralised approach to electrify rural areas of Sumba, but 

also the previously introduced AA Power Link Mega project that could incentivise the electrification 

of the rural areas of Sumba which follows a more centralised approach.  

Despite the differences between these two approaches, they are both a sign that regulatory 

change is needed to accelerate the institutionalisation of pro-renewable policies, and proof of this is the 

recent enactment of PR 112/2022. 

5.3.2. Inter-pattern interactions 

Aside from these interactions following the evolutionary direction of the transition, further discussion 

on the interplay between patterns is required to open the debate on how specific build-up interventions 

might trigger breakdown dynamics, and vice versa.  

First, given that the single-buyer pricing structure together with the capped electricity prices 

have been immutable, the most efficient governance mechanism to enable new REs’ generation in the 

short-medium term was the implementation of pricing instruments such as FiTs (Maulidia et al., 2019). 

Despite far-reaching structural change being needed, the Indonesian electricity market structure 

constrained the implementation of more radical interventions. Relatively soon, what seemed to be a 

scenario of acceleration towards the new regime in 2015, was cut short as a result of shifts in the 

Indonesian ministerial political elites (Kennedy, 2018). As mentioned above, this entailed the 

abandonment of tax incentives for renewables, as well as the cancellation of pro-renewables entities 

(Maulidia et al., 2019). However, years later political authorities seem to be back on track as derived 

from the continuous regulations which arguably stimulate RE development e.g., No. 4/2020, PR No. 

112/2022, etc. In short, one can see a failed bottom-up attempt to accelerate the transition towards the 

right-hand side of the X-curved, which was thwarted by the chaotic political scenery. 

Second, to affirm that the SII initiative has lobbied to push destabilising interventions such as 

the fossil-fuel reform in 2014 (No.191/2014), would be overly optimistic due to differences in scale 

(regional versus national levels). However, these types of emergent enterprises are the first ones to 

identify where institutional change would be required based on bottom-up demands. Apart from these 

scale-wise reasons, there is evidence that shows contradictions in terms of the government’s level of 

commitment to the SII initiative, which therefore challenges its power to exert political pressure. For 

example, according to PLN’s main power supply strategy for 2012-2021 (RUPTL), PLN is expected to 

meet 41% of the 2020 forecasted peak demand with diesel generation (Hirsch et al., 2015) which 

heartily contrast with the “iconic island” concept. Despite the MEMR being aware of SII and officially 

engaged in 2013, this misalignment reflects that a more dynamic coordination between regional, and 

national governments and SOEs (State-Owned Enterprises) is required.  

Another example of governmental misalignment could be the one already explained concerning 

the erratic timeframes on low-carbon strategies for target consecution between MoEF, MEMR, and 

MDNP. Additionally, going beyond this lack of unification, it was not until 2019 that provincial 

governments developed proper regulations on their RUED (RUED-P NTT, 2019). This implied there 

was no provincial backbone policy for RE development tailored to the potential and local resources of 

the NTT region during the first 9 years of the SII initiative. Undoubtedly, the pace of implementation 

could have been improved and might have resulted in higher RE penetration in Sumba. However, as 

this was not the case, no conclusions can be drawn in this regard. 
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Third, some authors like Maulidia et al., (2019) also make visible similar contradictions to the 

ones presented in this report, which mirrors the interactions between the chaotic and emergence 

transition dynamics (Hebinck et al., 2022): “Government Regulation No. 79/2014 [...] also recommends 

minimising the use of petroleum, but still encourages coal as a main resource for a dependable supply 

of national energy”. Therefore, the latent need for a normative basis for accelerating RE generation 

development contributed to the ratification of PR 112/2022. Finally, despite scale-differences, this 

interplay show how breakdown interventions at the national level has influenced the SII initiative’s 

outcomes, and how such purely bottom-up initiative has served as a pushing mechanism to partially 

enable regulatory change on the higher spheres.
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Figure 10. The X curve framework representing the Sumbanese energy transition showing inter and intra-pattern relations 
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Chapter 6 

Step 3: Reflection on transition 

dynamics 

Once the main explanatory aspects of the transition have been graphically represented through the X-

curve (Figure 9), the main challenges causing the objective-outcome mismatch can be distilled (see 

upcoming Table 4). Additionally, following the framework application guidelines presented in Silvestri 

et al., (2022) this chapter deals with a deeper reflection on the possible future pathways that could 

accelerate the pace of the transition.  

6.1. Answer to the first research question 

As becomes visible, the objective versus reality mismatch can occur at different socio-spatial levels 

(single RE project, SII initiative, national sector Government programs, etc). As presented in the 

introductory chapter, despite the focus of this research being mainly related to the SII initiative, the 

correlation between levels requires a holistic analysis revealing inter-level interactions and their 

implications. Therefore, the explanation of in-field implementation challenges using the SII island as a 

case study complements the institutional and context-related burdens presented in previous chapters 

(Figure 9). Their combination has to a greater or lesser extent led to the imbalance perceived between 

targets and outcomes, which resulted in e.g., the need for a timeframe extension of the initiative until 

2025.  

Results showing large-scale RE projects planned but not implemented during the first 10 years 

of the initiative (Dagi Consulting, 2018), anticipated that the objectives were not going to be met. Apart 

from fewer projects, there was an underestimation in terms of the implementation challenges that arise 

from developing these renewable projects in remote areas e.g., in the areas of business model 

sustainability, logistics, supply chain organization, local capacity, tailoring financial models to rural-

based needs, etc. Additionally, these challenges were lacking a clear national RE development backing 

policy which resulted from the controversy among the main rural electrification stakeholders. At the 

same time, high-state interventions hindered independent and decentralised generation which seems to 

be the most viable approach towards the electrification of remote areas of Sumba so far. Instead, it 

seems that State’s actions are (arguably) willing to solve energy poverty issues regardless of whether 

the energy comes from renewables or fossil-fuel sources58. Although they surely add “sustainable” 

notions in their discourses.  

Not only the lack of policy support but also the misalignment of the initiative’s targets with 

PLN’s RUPTL master plan for rural electrification contributed to creating a chaotic scene with blurred 

targets and vested interests. Being closely related to policy measures, some initiative assessors claim 

that the amount of funding for the development of the initiative has also been insufficient (Castlerock, 

2015; Dagi Consulting, 2018). This is not to say that funding-searching efforts have necessarily been 

poor, but that improvements are needed to make these efforts more effective to close the gap between 

 
58 This is reflected in the analysis conducted by Wibisono et al., (2023) on how electrification rates ambition has triggered a 

policy dilemma in Indonesia. 
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objectives and outcomes. To continue, although the initiative’s organisational structure was clearly 

reflected through Decree No. 602 K/73/DJE/2013, it was highly innovative and contrasted with the top-

down state approaches adopted to solve prior issues related to the electrification of rural territories. 

Furthermore, as Hivos (2015) acknowledges in an interim evaluation report, large donors such as ADB 

have internal procedures and requirements (e.g., central state involvement) for unleashing large grants 

that should not be ignored. For the SII initiative, this condition led to blurred views on roles and 

ownership of the initiative between Hivos and the government as can be grasped from ADB’s (2016) 

report. 

To summarise, this study shows how the objective versus reality mismatch perceived in the SII 

initiative results from a combination of institutional, regulative, implementation, and planning barriers 

identified at different governance levels comprising both the national and international spheres.  

Table 4. Summary of the main perceived challenges contributing to the objective versus reality 

mismatch in the SII initiative. Source: Author. 

 

6.2. Possible future pathways59 

Despite the objectives not being entirely met, as previously noted, certain progress has been made. 

Among other things, the initiative has led to the promotion of clean energy storylines among 

policymakers, has contributed to shaping the evolution of the government’s discourses (Wibisono et al., 

2023), and has reinforced the use of good practices e.g., creation of Bum Desa for community self-

management of RE projects. As mentioned, this study has shown thus far how the energy transition is 

unfolding in Sumba, with a special focus on the rural areas using the SII initiative as a case study. The 

use of the X-curve framework has fostered reflexivity on the implications certain interventions had on 

the overall pace of change that the initiative envisioned in the rural areas of Sumba. So far, the analysis 

has reverberated on what Hebinck et al., (2022) categorise as “systems knowledge” (addressed in Step 

2). To continue with Step 3, now the room is opening for identifying elements and reflecting upon 

possible future transition pathways. That is, meditating on how different trajectories could look like, 

and how they would affect the transition dynamics described in the previous subsection. This is captured 

in the concept of “normative knowledge” coined by Hebinck et al., (2022).  

Note that when applying the X-curve framework as a workshop exercise, deliberation between 

the different participants takes place, thus reducing the subjectivity of what the desired future could 

 
59 During this sub-chapter several transition notions are used. For the sake of clarity, the terms “approach”, “trajectories” or 

“pathways” relate to the way of achieving a specific result which, in this case, is to accelerate the energy transition in rural 

Sumba using either a more centralised, decentralised strategy or a combination of both. Moreover, the term “scenario” relates 

to the materialisation of the transition future “state-of-being”. 

Perceived challenge

Shifting from current single purchase agency model

Reducing (or removing) subsidized schemes that create fossil-fuel dependency

Embracing new electrification indicators and comprehensive measurements

Efficient collaborations between institutions with clear roles and responsibilities 

Government target alignment

Complicated license and non-license procedures

Improving local capacity to succesfully operate and maintain the installed facilities, and overcoming 

logistics and supply chain issues

Supportive financial environment

Upgrading knowledge transfer mechanisms

Business model stability ensuring profitability margins, and understanding the social dynamics of the 

communities where the project is being developed
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look like. However, the application of the framework as an individual research exercise as is done in 

this thesis omits deliberation, making it more subjective. To overcome this limitation and to try to 

construct more objective arguments, several sources have been retrieved to collect information on 

possible transition trajectories. As discussed in Pel et al., (2020), linear representation and extrapolation 

of transitions should be avoided because multiple directions can be taken, leading to different futures. 

Applied to the Sumbanese transition in rural areas, one could envisage a decentralised-based transition, 

a more centralised approach, or a combination of both. Therefore, this sub-chapter will present different 

approaches that can make Indonesia and Sumba advance throughout their respective transition curves, 

using insights from a literature review. 

6.2.1. Centralised approach 

 Maulidia et al. (2019), presented a table with some ideal policy targets towards which Indonesia 

should – in their view – orient their efforts. Since such a study mainly focuses on the national-level 

private investment sector, an adaptation including additional information tailored to this study is 

presented in Table 5. On the one hand, future visions demand fundamental system modifications. Some 

authors believe that the single purchase agency model featured by PLN needs to evolve towards a 

wholesale market with retail competition (Setyawan, 2014). According to Setyawan (2014), this model 

results often from an intermediate step which is a competitive wholesale generation market structure. 

His foreseen ideal future ultimately involves the suppression of PLN as a single purchaser which would 

make the electricity prices a result of market forces rather than of central planning. This will 

significantly reduce current entry barriers for new investors. At the same time, it is expected that the 

dynamics of this more liberal structure will automatically regulate electricity prices through trading 

mechanisms such as bilateral contracting or pool trading.  

However, as Setyawan (2014) acknowledges, there is still some way ahead to reach this model 

in Indonesia due to the highly entrenched single-buyer model. In addition to the model complexities, 

liberalisation could come with negative externalities such as creating island-wide monopolistic 

electricity markets where suppliers impose high electricity prices to locals just to be more profitable. 

Full liberalisation and fair energy trading might work in single-grid configurations, but it does not 

ensure trade fairness in a non-interconnected grid. This situation could be detrimental for the outer 

Indonesian islands (like Sumba). Therefore, this potentially calls for a difference in terms of regulation 

between different Indonesian territories. On the other hand, a full liberalised model could entail severe 

implications for the current subsidisation schemes and would open a window of opportunity to new 

private-led developments in Sumba (but again, establishing a liberalised model does not ensure the 

energy in Sumba would be traded in a just way). Therefore, maybe some kind of intervention from an 

independent regulating body would be needed to regulate the prices and protect the consumer’s needs 

by avoiding exorbitant prices.  

To continue, another ideal policy target foreseen by Maulidia et al., (2019) envisages no or 

bounded fossil fuel subsidies. As discussed, restructuring such schemes would allow the reallocation of 

the State budget into other parts of the system, which was one of the main critiques raised in previous 

chapters. Moving forward, a future outlook calls for a sharper definition of objectives backed by 

coherent policies that resolve the potential burdens of opposed ideas. This would shrink the negative 

implications of chaotic dynamics and would lead to the institutionalisation of new practices. However, 

despite important new regulations such as No. 112/2022 contributing to that purpose, they are not free 

from criticism and uncertainties about their possible outcomes (Bunjamin & Tanjung, 2022). Therefore, 

as demanded by Maulidia et al., (2019), broadly speaking improved institutional performance is 
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required. On the other hand, focusing on the rural areas, the reconfiguration of the subsidisation schemes 

could potentially lead to higher investments in R&D to create a highly competitive national 

company(ies) of RE equipment supply. This would meet the supply chain challenges perceived by Mr 

Haning, Mr Umbu and Ms Arlenda (Field interview, 2023) and would contribute to reducing the 

objective versus reality mismatch in RE projects. Additionally, it would positively serve to lower the 

costs of production which will indirectly incentivise new developments.  

6.2.2. Decentralised approach 

By contrast, an ideal future from the local Sumba stakeholders’ perspective would enjoy the 

presence of initiatives similar to the SII one due to their bottom-up approach helping to identify new 

needs and foster sustainable development in vulnerable areas. On top of that, the abundance of these 

initiatives would confer more examples of best and avoidable practices when developing new projects 

in rural areas and would shield experimental practices concerning RE technology (Lauranti & Djamhari, 

2017). And, similarly to the scope of this study, lessons to be learned from such a situation may serve 

in other similar settings in the future as well.  

However, realizing such expectations requires greater investments. In this vein, from the M&E 

report carried out by Castlerock (2015), the level of investments needed to meet the SII initial targets 

was notably below the required threshold. Not only larger investments are needed but they should be 

tailored also to the necessities of investors with different profiles (ILO, 2019). The gap detected by Ms 

Hobgens in terms of the lack of medium-size loans60 accessible to SMEs and small NGOs suggests that 

in future scenarios centred on bottom-up RE development, a reconfiguration of loan concession 

schemes should be considered. In this vein, Maulidia et al. (2019) generalise this by claiming that there 

is a need to scale up both private and public investments. Apart from this, they call for a simplification 

of bureaucratic processes and a need for increased transparency. According to Turner et al., (2022), not 

only do current configurations induce corruption, inefficiency, and poor service delivery and process 

orientation but also Indonesia is still far from reaching a well-functioning bureaucratic system due to 

the inner system’s forces repealing reforms.  

 Finally, following the governmental decentralisation trends from the beginning of the century 

(Vel et al., 2017), district governments are expected to hold a more active role in shaping development 

programmes. Despite the village law No. 6/2014 resulting in a theoretical step forward for villages to 

autonomously define their development plans and to dispose of national-level funds to accomplish it, 

articulation deficiencies have aroused some doubts on whether the law has been efficiently implemented 

(Antlov et al., 2016; Vel et al., 2017). One of this law’s core critiques is attributed to the unequal 

capacity of villages for self-management. While some villages have shown a significant degree of 

autonomy, others require a more active assistance. In this regard, as mentioned, the Bum Desa 

development concept linked to the SII initiative has manifested good results so far. Therefore, a 

smoother cooperation between village authorities, district governments and external organisations is 

required when we envision ideal futures. And this needs a multi-actor assistance of both external 

organisations and governmental-led management programmes to build local capacity, as exemplified 

by the SII initiative. 

 

 
60 According to World Bank (2010), there is a large gap in terms of lending intensity. This gap places small companies such 

as 3S in a complicated position when it comes to access to finance for developing new projects. Either the quantities are too 

low to create a considerable impact, or the lending volumes are too high and risky that they cannot afford it. 
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The upcoming Table 5 synthesises the information discussed throughout this chapter. For the sake of 

clarity Figure 11 is rendered to help the reader to navigate through Table 5 by making explicit 

connections with previous chapters, tables, and figures. 

 

Figure 11. Steps in the analysis followed to synthesise the information from Chapter 6 in Table 5 
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Table 5. Synthesis of the reflection on transition dynamics. Adapted and extended from Maulidia et al. (2019)  

   

 

Centralised 

approach

Decentralised 

approach

Monopolised power sector by 

PLN

Shifting from current single 

purchase agency model

Wholesale generation market and 

suppression of single buyer model

x Optimisation 

Fossil-fuel subsidies Reducing subsidized schemes 

that create fossil-fuel 

dependency

No or bounded fossil fuel subsidies x x Destabilisation

Overfocus on installed capacity Embracing new electrification 

indicators and comprehensive 

measurements

Including other energy attributes 

such as affordability, reliability, 

security, etc

x x Destabilisation

Limited institutional capacity Efficient collaborations 

between institutions with clear 

roles and responsibilities 

High performance of institutions x x Chaos

Government's target misalignment 

& contradictive policies

Government target alignment Target unification backed up with 

consistent policies

x x Chaos

Rigid bureaucracy, corruption, 

inefficiency, etc

Complicated license and non-

license procedures

Simplified license and non-license 

procedures and increased 

transparency

x x Experimentation

Deficient supply chain and 

insufficient local capacity

Improving local capacity, and 

overcoming logistics and 

supply chain issues

Strong supply chain and a solid local 

capacity surrounding RE generation

x Acceleration

Underinvestments in generation 

capacity with a gap in medium-

sized investments for rural 

development

Supportive financial 

environment

High private and public investments 

tailored to different investor's 

profiles

x Acceleration

Low district-level intervention in 

developing programmes

Upgrading knowledge transfer 

mechanisms

High district commitment to develop 

self-development agendas

x x Acceleration

Low bottom-up initiatives for 

rural development

Business model stability, and 

understanding the social 

dynamics

Combination of multiple RE-based 

initiatives oriented towards a clear 

direction

x x Emergence
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One should note how the decentralised approach requires a higher degree of intervention which is 

probably due to the centralised State-centred approach that Indonesia has been adopted historically, or 

the fact that this study is surrounding the SII initiative which is purely bottom-up and includes high 

number of decentralised projects. Despite some future targets could follow either a centralised or 

decentralised approach, some of them would have greater impact on one of these two approaches. To 

give an example from Table 5, improvements in supply chain and local capacity affecting mainly rural 

territories would have greater impact on decentralised projects where many implementation challenges 

have been identified in this regard. Moreover, adjusting the size of the financial available funds to small 

and medium size operators would also mostly benefit a decentralised approach. In contrast, centralised 

projects operated by PLN usually have greater material capabilities due to the size of PLN’s operational 

services.  

Additionally, it needs to be mentioned that pursuing interventions in one specific direction does 

not mean the remaining approach needs to be completely discarded. As become apparent in Table 5, 

most of the possible future targets can have a beneficial impact for both approaches but in a different 

way. To continue, chapter 7 will present potential interventions that can trigger the policy targets 

discussed in Table 5.  
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Chapter 7 

Step 4: Identification of interventions 

After describing some of the main changes discussed by different authors that could lead Sumba (and 

Indonesia) towards different transition trajectories, this chapter will reflect on plausible policy 

interventions and actions that could trigger progress across the different pathways while reducing the 

target-outcome mismatch. By doing so, this chapter will give an answer to the second research question: 

what policies and actions could contribute to offsetting this mismatch? The answer to this question will 

be supported by a discussion of the extent to which the SII initiative is (mis)aligned with the energy 

transition political agenda. This will help us understand whether there are hidden interests aimed at 

keeping the status quo. And whether there is any potential alignment with other political agendas  

7.1. Answer to the second research question  

7.1.1. Defining multiple dimensions of electrification   

As previously anticipated, there are several political programmes with guiding targets for the energy 

transition. Some of them have been already cited during this report e.g., RUEN, RUKN, RUPTL, etc. 

The former, acting as the National Energy General Plan contains the energy management strategy 

including the application and implementation of energy policy across sectors to achieve the targets of 

the National Energy Policy (KEN) (PR No. 22/2017). As a backbone document, it includes guiding 

information for the development of national and local government planning documents such as the one 

related to the General Plan of National Electricity (RUKN). According to its executive summary, 

RUKN covers the national electricity master plan from 2019 to 2038 (ESDM No. 

143K/21/MEM/2019). Therefore, it indirectly influences the upcoming steps regarding future RE 

electrification projects in Sumba. As usual in a hierarchical governing structure, this plan is used as a 

benchmark for regional governments to develop their political agendas tailored to their own needs and 

resources. Therefore, the Regional Energy Plan for the East Nusa Tenggara region enacted in 2019 is 

distilled from it (RUED-P NTT, 2019). Additionally, RUKN also serves as a basis for the development 

of PLN’s RUPTL business strategy. The latter two merged with district programmes to influence the 

energy transition in Sumba in a more direct way. 

 These three political agendas were primarily promoted by the MEMR, which can be considered 

one of the government's top energy managers. While it is accurate to say there is no apparent 

misalignment in terms of proposed objectives, some of them are not being met which feeds chaotic 

dynamics. For example, the 1% annual reduction target in terms of energy intensity mandated by RUEN 

during the period 2015-2025 (PR No. 22/2017) contrasts with the tracking progress on the national 

energy intensity data presented by IESR (2019). These policies clearly stipulate what objectives are 

being pursued but not what specific mechanisms and indicators will be used to achieve them. This gives 

a sense that the question of how is relegated to the coordination of strategies between different 

ministries, which in the case of Indonesia has proven to be tangled with a lack of real commitment to 

rural development.  

Additionally, these political agendas pivot around PLN as the most influential actor within the 

electricity system. Therefore, so far, one could say the route adopted towards rural electrification has 
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followed a mostly centralised pathway. However, the SII initiative with its more decentralised direction 

has partially served to prove that there can be complementary pathways that could meet the needs of 

the most affected people: the population living in rural areas. Therefore, one could argue that the two 

approaches could coexist for the sake of accelerating the energy transition in the rural areas of Sumba. 

However, as becomes apparent from the X-curve analysis, albeit these approaches can coexist, they 

could lead to conflict of interests between the involved stakeholders and fragmentation of resources, 

slowing down the transition pace. For example, despite Hivos' initial intentions being to realize pure 

RE development on the island, PLN’s RUPTL agenda included some extensions to diesel-powered 

electricity lines to feed dimensions such as reliability or affordability. Thanks to the iconic island 

concept, RUPTL’s agenda was adapted and partially aligned to Hivos’ intentions embracing a more 

pro-renewables discourse. Nevertheless, the current RUPTL strategy still includes the construction of 

liquified (or compressed) gas (LNG or CNG) systems to support REs at times of demand peaks61. Here 

once again, two pillars of the energy trilemma (security and sustainability) collide. 

By following a purely centralised approach and with the political interest-inspired ambition to 

reaching ever higher national electrification rates at all costs, many projects overlooked important 

electricity dimensions that must be considered to ensuring a long-term success of RE projects: 

affordability, reliability, quality, capacity, and availability (Sulaeman et al., 2021). This can be traced 

back to the electrification tiers’ ambiguity when determining which territories are considered fully 

electrified (Maulidia et al., 2019). This directly affects energy security and reliability levels in rural 

areas and may lead to a misconception of the real electrification and development indicators. Therefore, 

governmental policies shaping rural development call for including further definitions of such and 

similar indicators and mechanisms focusing on how to achieve the proposed targets tailored to complex 

territories considering attributes that ensure the long-term usability of the installed facilities. In other 

words, considering different tiers of electrification will contribute to proposing more detailed objectives 

that can be better tailored to the real needs of the rural communities. The process of reflecting on the 

different dimensions of electrification in the pre-implementation phase will help avoid failures coming 

from e.g., lack of reliability, affordability, etc. 

7.1.2. Increasing collaboration between key Ministries 

 As mentioned, the coordination between Ministries has been shown to be complicated, 

especially when devising governance strategies for rural territories. Little evidence of cooperation 

between MEMR and MVDDRT shows that there is unrealized potential for fostering development in 

rural areas. According to PR No. 85/2020, MVDDRT is in charge of assisting the Government in the 

development of rural and disadvantaged areas. On paper, it could be a key Ministry to be engaged with 

for the successful development of the SII initiative, albeit there is no explicit alliance between MEMR, 

Hivos, and MVDDRT. Going beyond the SII initiative, should Indonesian remote rural areas aim to 

improve their electrification conditions, MVDDRT has to gain a more active presence in Governmental 

dialogues. This has not been easy as the Ministry body has suffered from several transformations along 

with presidential swings. This arguably has led it to have blurred goals and responsibilities hindering 

the development of disadvantaged regions.  

Apart from this, such a Ministry should be key in giving assistance to Regional Governments 

to develop their energy roadmaps which will then influence district governments and village authorities. 

Especially in regions of Indonesia where there is an abundance of rural and remote territories like NTT. 

 
61 Section C12.3 of RUPTL 2021-2030 
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Efficient cooperation between the multiple directorates from the MVDDRT62 is required to identify 

specific measures and indicators to be included in national electricity plans’ updates like RUKN or 

RUPTL. It is worth noting that in the most recent regional development plan for the NTT region 

(RUED-P, 2019), there is no separate section that covers rural areas. It is true there is a core message 

that RE energy is encouraged in such territories, but there is vagueness in how this could be achieved. 

Therefore, this might be a sign that regional policies might require greater bottom-up participation from 

e.g., MVDDRT directorates since they might be more likely to have more direct contact with 

programmes such as the SII initiative, and other community-led enterprises. Such a more active 

coordination would ideally translate into regional policies better tailored to remote’s areas' challenges 

and needs.  

In the future, greater collaborative alignment between these Ministries can, for example, 

improve the measurement of the specific number of projects that contribute to initiatives like the SII 

one. Also, through such collaborations increasing political pressure could be exerted to fulfil the 

objective-outcome expectations in rural territories. For the SII initiative, and according to Dagi 

Consulting (2018), many of the initially foreseen projects were not implemented. This increased the 

gap between the initiative’s objective of achieving 100% RE access in Sumba and the outcome obtained 

(less than 75% of total electrification ratio on paper). MVDDRT being a “closer Ministry” to rural 

regions of Sumba could play a more active role in ensuring the expected outcomes of similar initiatives 

are achieved. In other words, it could serve as the direct representation of the rural and more 

disadvantaged areas in governmental spheres. Among other things, greater collaboration could also 

serve to reduce the complexity of both license and non-license procedures that can be a hurdle when 

implementing new projects, thus contributing to reducing the objective-outcome mismatch. 

7.1.3. Investing in successfully proven technologies for rural areas 

Additionally, it should be mentioned that PLN foresees the penetration of embryonic 

technologies on the island such as plasma-based power plants, or the use of hydrogen technologies to 

replace fossil alternatives (ESDM Decision No. 39 K/20/MEM/2019). However, it is doubtful that the 

integration of such technologies in Sumba could be technically and economically feasible in the near 

horizon. Moreover, it would be doubtful if they would become accessible in remote areas that are the 

most vulnerable to energy access issues. This hints that PLN pursues a large-scale centralised approach 

to electrifying Sumba starting from large cities where PLN already operates, rather than investing in the 

more complex and costly remote areas.  

This serves as an example to show how in the prioritization of strategies all comes down to 

economics and cost-benefit scenarios. Additionally, PLN’s work culture is structured much more 

around building and extending grids than around implementing decentralised network solutions which 

is something outside of their comfort zone. The unfamiliarity of PLN with small rural project execution 

could even require an internal reform of the strategy that PLN has been pursuing so far, which would 

require costly learning processes. Therefore, the way how PLN is addressing electrification issues can 

be considered as a regime characteristic causing inertia. In other words, for PLN it is economically, and 

relatedly, capability-wise, and organizationally, more attractive to invest in well-known grid extensions 

near large cities with more potential electricity customers -thus a larger political voter base-, rather than 

 
62 Some Directorates especially relevant for RE development in rural areas are the Directorate of Technical Planning for 

Villages and Rural Development, and the Directorate of Infrastructure Development for Villages and Rural Areas. MVDDRT 

also coordinates different institutes for training and empowering of public communities in villages and disadvantaged regions 

all over Indonesia. 
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implementing costlier initiatives that will benefit fewer. This leads to an interesting ethical debate. Is it 

fair for rural inhabitants that the state maximises the benefit of a larger number of people (urban areas) 

and partially ignores rural needs for economic and political reasons?  

Although this question is out of the scope of this study, it seems that the Indonesian government 

has adopted a utilitarian63 stance seeking to benefit the majority (urban areas) at the expense of striving 

for balance between rural and urban territories (where the required subsidy share is bigger for the former 

ones). Therefore, rather than the government investing in cutting-edge, expensive, and new energy 

alternatives e.g., hydrogen, -which will probably be oriented to improve the electricity services of only 

urban areas-, PLN could break with the status quo to level the field between rural and urban regions 

through RE alternatives that have already been proven successful in remote communities such as 

biomass, solar or micro-hydro.    

However, this does not mean that investments in such promising -but more complex and less 

proven- technologies are not necessary for Indonesia. Rather, the message is that their desired 

implementation site might not be a highly rural environment like Sumba due to all the risks and extra 

costs they carry in comparison with other existing renewables that could be more beneficial and less 

risky in remote locations. Therefore, reducing the risks means shrinking the chances of witnessing 

future objective-outcome mismatches.   

7.1.4. Designing a unified strategy for rural electrification 

According to ADB (2020), one of the core causes why rural electrification is conflictive relates 

to the lack of an integrated nation-wide rural electrification plan. Of the three mentioned political 

agendas, only RUPTL dedicates one section to rural electrification strategies. Such little attention to 

rural electrification strategies is insufficient considering the numerous challenges such territories face 

and the number of rural communities that are still suffering from energy access issues. Apart from these 

efforts being scarce, as has been discussed some of them are aimed at partially keeping the status quo 

through dual-fuel schemes combining fossil sources with renewable ones. As mentioned, RUPTL 

suggests that remote areas require these dual systems to ensure reliability. However, what might be 

swept under the rug is the fact that these systems keep making remote communities reliant on such 

resources hindering autonomous development.  

For the Sumbanese case, this entails reverting back to using diesel and kerosene and impairs 

the achievement of e.g., the SII initiative proposed targets. Therefore, a unified strategy for rural 

electrification combining lessons learned from initiatives such as SII is required to reduce future target-

outcome mismatches. 

7.1.5. Constituting an IMO or investing in interconnection infrastructure 

for outer Indonesian islands 

Another key element that calls for transformation comes down to the terms on which private 

investors are allowed to participate. Despite current policies such as PR 112/2022 seeking to welcome 

new investors in energy generation, the fact that the single-buyer model has not been modified arouses 

doubts on whether this policy will be as effective as expected (Assegaf et al., 2022). This is because the 

implementation of new RE projects requires prior agreement between PLN and new-generation actors. 

 
63 The main idea of utilitarianism, coined by the English moral philosopher and legal reformer Jeremy Bentham, holds that 

the major principle of morality is to maximize happiness to the extent that, when everything is added up, pleasure of the many 

outweighs the pain of the few (Sandel, 2010). 
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Thus, they will ultimately depend on PLN’s willingness to accept the developers’ proposed electricity 

tariffs. According to Setyawan (2014), “While we see the Indonesian Government’s move away from 

the previous BPP64 regime as a positive development, it remains to be seen whether PLN will be willing 

to enter into PPAs with electricity tariffs at (or near) the maximum benchmark prices”.  

Still, one might expect smooth cooperation for new tariff agreements since RUPTL 

acknowledges that higher private intervention is required for electrifying rural territories: “IPPs are 

allocated power projects to deliver a total of 33,666 MW, while state-owned PLN is slated to build 

power plants delivering approximately 16,243 MW” (ESDM Decision No. 39 K/20/MEM/2019). Yet, 

in contrast with such national projections, current data shows how IPPs still hold a minor share in the 

NTT region in terms of installed electrical capacity as presented in C12.3 table65 in RUPTL. Therefore, 

one of the goals of such a policy is to revert this situation by increasing IPPs’ share. But then, how to 

attract investors to rural areas?  

IPPs have been waiting for the adoption of new FiTs that could make projects more financially 

attractive. Instead of directly including them, this regulation offers a variation in the capped prices 

discussed in previous sections. That is, the new ceiling tariff structure is dependent on several factors 

such as location and type of source and will be annually reviewed and approved by MEMR. Such factors 

are specifically relevant for Sumba, as it has one of the costliest average electricity generation costs of 

all Indonesia (ADB, 2020). Therefore, regions where generation is costlier, will theoretically enjoy 

higher ceiling tariffs which will not be set by the cheaper fossil-fuel national-average production costs, 

but by regional-average prices of alike sources to ensure adequate profitability margins (Assegaf et al., 

2022; HBT; 2022). Therefore, regions like Sumba will benefit from such a scheme and might attract 

new developers which will be highly beneficial for closing the target-outcome mismatch during the last 

years of the SII initiative and onwards. 

Aside from this attempt to open the electricity market, one must consider that the State 

continues to hold control over the prices and with the current system, and it is unlikely that full 

liberalisation will take place. In other words, PR 112/2022 represents an incremental step whose 

effectiveness will mostly rely on the State’s interests, whether that be energy access security or 

sustainability. Therefore, one could say that PR112/2022 is more on the side of the centralised approach, 

as the state keeps holding significant control. Furthermore, given the frequent policy changes in the 

past, the chances of the regulation changing again to meet government needs is not negligible. This 

results into an uncertain regulatory landscape that repels potential investors. 

The adequacy of this approach is criticised by some authors like Setyawan (2014), who presents 

four main electricity market organising structures66, with the wholesale generation with retail 

competition being the most desirable for him. This model could boost private participation, especially 

in the main Indonesian grid Sumatra-Java-Bali, which could increase the availability of decentralised 

efforts in these regions. But it might not be ideal for the outer islands of Indonesia such as Sumba where 

a fully liberalised model could lead to independent producers raising the electricity prices making them 

unaffordable for customers. For this future target to be successful, measures such as the creation of an 

Independent Market Operator (IMO) body would be required to intervene in electricity auctions for 

 
64 BPP stands for “Biaya Pokok Produksi” (production cost). As mentioned throughout this report, the previous BPP regime 

relates to the capped price scheme. Such cap was set by the region-specific average historical accounting cost of generation 

(BPP) including all sources of energy (even the subsidized ones). 
65 Such a table depicts recent data on installed electrification capacity in the NTT region. The installed power by PLN is 237.6 

MW, while the installed capacity by IPPs is 33.3 MW. 
66 Vertically integrated monopoly, single purchasing energy model, wholesale competition, and retail competition. 
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setting fair electricity prices67, or a large-scale grid interconnection such as the one in Sumatra-Java-

Bali. 

 Therefore, if one assumes the direction of the transition adopts a more decentralised and 

liberalised approach where Indonesia moves away from the single purchase agency model, then the 

required intervention to reach the wholesale market model would be the constitution of an efficient IMO 

that can ensure fair electricity trade. However, this could certainly be challenging due to it representing 

a radical change in current structures. In contrast, if one assumes the direction of the transition adopts 

a more centralised approach, greater investments in interconnecting the outer island of Indonesia is 

required. SunCable’s project emerges as a good opportunity for this option in Indonesia, and it seems 

to be aligned with PR112/2022 rationale. Please, note this intervention does not directly address the 

objective-outcome mismatch issue. Instead, it focuses on moving Sumba, and Indonesia into more 

advanced regions of the transition curves by reaching scenarios with lower system dependencies which 

may indirectly shrink the target-outcome mismatch.  

7.1.6. Restructuring subsidization schemes  

Another key intervention that has been discussed in this study is the need for restructuring the 

subsidization schemes that currently dedicate major shares to fossil-based sources as seen in Figure 6. 

As previously mentioned, maintaining such schemes might increase energy security through relatively 

stable energy prices in the short term, but it is also blocking Indonesia’s energy transition and 

reinforcing fossil energy utilisation. Nevertheless, the impacts such restructuring might have on 

vulnerable communities that are currently relying on subsidized fossil sources should not be 

disregarded. Reconfiguration should gradually suppress such subsidies in favour of pro-renewable ones 

directed to vulnerable areas such as rural territories. 

On a higher level, redesigning the allocation of subsidies could open the window to greater 

R&D investments. New assets could tackle the supply chain challenges perceived by the SII initiative. 

As identified by Mr Haning, creating solid national tech companies for the production of RE technology 

would reduce overall national costs of generation, which will directly serve as bait for new developers 

in the rural environment.  

Additionally, such investment reallocation could also be oriented towards strengthening local 

capacity strategies in educational centres in remote locations. As Mr Santos explained, the task of 

getting funds for the Educational Centre in Don Bosco is not easy. Sometimes, these funds help students 

to pay tuition fees in these remote locations. Therefore, considering the positive impact such centres 

provide by training young generations to develop remote economies, larger state-based funds should be 

dedicated to improving conditions, or even creating new centres. This would smoothen knowledge 

transfer processes with communities, as they will ideally be able to approach locally trained personnel 

who can easily understand the community’s dynamics and needs. Additionally, it would allow the 

scalability of business model creation strategies and community engagement approaches that have been 

proven successful through the SII initiative e.g., the creation of cooperatives, use of GALS through 

community workshops, use of audio-visuals, agent-based approaches, etc. 

In short, reorienting the subsidization schemes to dedicate resources for the acceleration of all 

these practices that have been proven successful in different projects of the SII initiative (e.g., 

Kamanggih, Mata Redi, Mbatakapidu, etc) could help offsetting objective-outcome mismatches in 

future similar initiatives. 

 
67 Right now, this role is adopted by the State. 
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7.1.7. Facilitating strategic collaboration for the release of funds   

Furthermore, achieving the possible futures depicted in Table 5, would not only rely on creating 

a strong supply chain but also on fabricating an engaging financial environment. In this regard, 

increasing public and private investments oriented towards the rural environment would require the 

redesign of the loan schemes as perceived by Ms Hobgens. These schemes should empower blended 

finance approaches to reduce the risks for SMEs and small NGOs working in the rural environment. 

Added to this, a grant-size redistribution translated into greater availability of medium-sized loans is 

required, which can meet the financial requirements of RE projects for remote communities. This 

restructuring would increase the positive impact such organisations are experiencing when it comes to 

enabling sustainable development in remote territories, which will improve the efficiency of such 

financial allocations. Thus, reducing the target-outcome mismatch. 

Apart from this, within the international sphere new finance mechanisms are being launched 

with the purpose of developing green infrastructure projects aligned with the Paris Agreement rationale 

i.a., the Green Recovery Platform68, or the Clean Energy Finance and Investment Mobilisation (CEFIM) 

programme69. Despite the SII initiative’s development coming to a theoretical end (if not further 

timeframe extensions take place), alike enterprises need to take a more active role to unleash such 

financial potential and guide it towards rural development in Sumba. This might be an arduous 

challenge for small companies working in the field with limited capabilities. Therefore, regional 

governments together with MVDDRT should facilitate strategic collaboration between local companies 

and experts on how to release those funds in favour of the rural territories of Indonesia. This would 

result in greater participation from new players.  Especially prioritising the development of electricity 

infrastructure in provinces holding lower electrification ratios namely, NTT (88%), Maluku (92%), 

Kalteng (94%), Sultra (94%), and Papua (94%) (Simatupang et al., 2021). In such provinces, the 

development of initiatives such as the SII one should be encouraged. 

 

 
68 According to Climate Bonds (2022), the Green Recovery Platform launched at COP26 aims to catalyse green infrastructure 

projects in the ASEAN. It is expected it will mobilise up to USD665m for development funds, and an additional USD7m 

especifically dedicated for green infrastructure developments. 
69 Clean Energy Finance and Investment Mobilisation (CEFIM) programme supports Indonesia to unlock finance and 

investment flows to reach clean energy objectives (OECD, 2021). 
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Figure 12. Main strategic leverage points in combination with the outcomes from the previous step: Breakdown pattern. Source: Author 
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Figure 13. Main strategic leverage points in combination with the outcomes from the previous step: Build-up pattern. Source: Author 
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Figures 12 and 13 synthesise the key messages distilled from the analysis. They connect the information 

from Step 3 (Chapter 6) with the information from Step 4 (Chapter 7). The interventions discussed in 

this chapter have been suggested based on the question: What intervention/action would be required to 

achieve the proposed future pathways that are aimed at accelerating the energy transition in Sumba?  

Please note how one intervention may contribute to triggering different future targets as indicated with 

arrows. Also, both Figures are ordered in such a way that the transition dynamics located in the left-

hand side of both curves are located in the upper rows. This is to indicate that the sequence of application 

of these interventions matters and may require a certain order. This is because e.g., if interventions 

influencing the “emergence” dynamic are applied before the “acceleration” dynamic has gained enough 

momentum, the effectiveness of such measures may not be as expected.    

Moreover, although most of the interventions have an impact on achieving a more decentralised 

transition pathway as Table 5 suggests, they can also contribute to accelerating the transition with a 

more centralised approach but with different implications. Therefore, the proposed interventions 

suggest that a combined transition where there is space for both centralised and decentralised 

trajectories to improve the electrification conditions in Sumba can take place. 
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Chapter 8 

Step 5: Main takeaways 

This final step focuses on the main outcomes arising from the analysis. It does so in a dual manner. 

First, the main takeaways from the Sumbanese case are distilled. And second, wider-reaching 

implications for other rural settings are drawn out. Such broader remarks seek to inform strategic 

decisions on similar rural territories both nationally, and internationally. This way, the second part of 

this chapter aims to give an answer to the third research question: What wide-level lessons can be 

distilled from analyzing the case of Sumba concerning energy transition challenges in other rural 

settings of developing countries? To do so, this question will analyse whether common threads can(not) 

be found between spatially distant communities shaped by different contexts. 

8.1. Takeaways for Sumba 

8.1.1. Institutional issues & context-dependence 

Sumba holds a unique position within the Indonesian national electricity system. As discussed, its 

abundance of rural territory and its geographical position have made massive central grid-based 

electrification infeasible, in contrast with the case of other islands such as Java, Sumatra or Bali. Despite 

its RE potential and interest from private investors, institutional forces have indirectly disincentivised 

rural electrification in Sumba due to reluctant interests. This report argues that such contestation mainly 

stems from the reiteration of what Gunningham (2013) referred to as the energy trilemma applied to the 

Indonesian case. The SII initiative, launched by a non-governmental body, seemed promising to help 

balance such trilemma, and to improve the living conditions of more than 600.000 Sumbanese 

inhabitants through major RE developments. Despite arduous efforts being made and engagement with 

key stakeholders having taken place relatively early on, the fact that the objectives set have not been 

achieved arouses the following question: Were the initiative’s targets too ambitious? Maybe they were, 

considering the short timeframe, bottom-up nature, and uncertainty about the available financial 

resources. From the Sumbanese case, one can distil that achieving such ambitious targets is very 

complicated within the initial timeframe of one decade and the established energy regime in Indonesia 

at the time.  

The initiative lacked a financial structure of clear investments, which produced uncertainty 

about whether the objectives were going to be met or not. However, as discussed, what is clear is that 

the initiative has enabled a certain degree of change at different levels e.g., community, district, regional 

and national. The efforts in engaging external advisors such as research consultancies to develop M&E 

reports to propose in-the-making improvements should be positively noted. However, broadly speaking 

there is a lack of clear traceability on the projects developed under this initiative which makes it difficult 

to propose specific improvements tailored to different electrification conditions e.g., off-grid versus 

grid extensions. 

 From the Sumbanese case, it becomes apparent how political actors play a key role in 

translating objectives into plausible projects and policies. In countries governed by such a strong 

hierarchical organisational structure, it is essential to engage every involved governmental body to 

ensure effective and unified progress and prevent chaotic dynamics, even if the initiative is developed 
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at the regional scale. This helps in establishing an appropriate regulatory basis for intervention between 

different governmental levels and increases awareness of the initiative in central dialogues. This is 

indirectly translated into reduced inter-ministry chaos and increased stability. Chaos and instability have 

proven to be obstacles causing target-outcomes imbalances in Sumba. In this case, and as mentioned in 

the discussion about one of the interventions, further collaboration between MEMR and MVDDRT 

would have been beneficial for accelerating the translation of community-level needs into supportive 

decrees and law reforms. As the SII example showed, engagement strategies are facilitated by prompt 

evidence of successful demonstration projects and rigorous feasibility studies. As stated by Hivos 

(2015), this helped the initiative gain credibility in the early stages. However, this does not necessarily 

mean that the initial projects need to be hasty, since one of the key indicators for success is their long-

term sustainability. Instead, what needs to be ensured is that the first steps of these showcase projects 

are carried out in a sound manner and according to established schedules. The time required for 

governance to embrace new transformative alternatives should not be disregarded either.  

Apart from that, alignments with large electricity-generating companies such as PLN are also 

crucial. This report has shown how RUPTL's rural electrification strategy was not initially aligned with 

the SII initiative as it included diesel-powered grid extensions (Dagi Consulting, 2018). Despite the SII 

initiative’s discourse being strongly pro-renewables, it collides with rural electrification discourses from 

incumbents and national governmental institutions which keep prioritising energy access storylines 

regardless of the source (Wibisono et al., 2021). Therefore, the SII narrative should serve as an example, 

as it aims to solve energy poverty issues while emphasising environmental concerns. During the 

initiative’s development, such controversy fuelled confusion resulting in the non-implementation of 

expected RE projects (Dagi Consulting, 2018). Therefore, it is unclear whether the SII initiative has had 

enough power to influence the direction of the Indonesian energy transition.  

Based on the analysis, the answer to this question is scale dependent. From the X-curve study, 

it becomes apparent it served as a seed of change in the island of Sumba (build-up pattern), where the 

electrification ratio fulfilled with RE has been (theoretically) upgraded (Figure 4). Hence, it could be 

distilled that it has had a positive impact at a basic level where energy access was absent (at community, 

district, and regional scales). However, there is no empirical evidence of lobbying national spheres for 

addressing certain key aspects such as the enactment of a national rural electrification plan (although it 

is true, the SII has possibly been part of a global movement to push pro renewable policies at a wider 

scale). Examples of having a low impact at the national level are manifested through obstructive 

regulations; the FiT removal for solar-based and other RE projects through i.a., regulation No. 12/2017 

or No. 50/2017, or the BOOT scheme (Heffron et al., 2021; Kennedy, 2018). Therefore, this report 

shows that although the initiative is deeply aligned with SDGs and NDCs rationale, regional initiatives 

still remain distant from influencing national-level discourses in Indonesia. Hence, the importance of 

developing the aforementioned national rural electrification program relies on the fact that it could serve 

as a basis for a direct dialogue funnel between rural areas and national round tables. This would 

ultimately serve to gradually remove institutional and context-related hurdles reducing the objective 

versus reality mismatch in future initiatives. In other words, it could allow Sumba to approach more 

advanced transition dynamics within the X-curve, especially when it comes to the breakdown pattern 

(Hebinck et al., 2022). 

8.1.2. In-field implementation 

 Another important takeaway that arose from in-field experience is that RE experimentation in 

remote areas requires further shielding e.g., through new similar initiatives to reach a more advanced 
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stages on the build-up curve. Such protection would make RE become a major contributor to energy 

access stability rather than currently being considered a niche technology (Lauranti & Djamhari, 2017). 

The workshops developed within multiple communities, the electrical training to locals for 

operationalising and maintaining the installed facilities, and the community engagement strategies 

tested, were possible thanks to the financial resource mobilisation empowered by the SII initiative. Such 

experimentation allowed the identification of latent needs and contributed to identifying the main in-

field challenges that require intervention (Table 4). In this regard, this study points out several 

directions.  

Firstly, for RE off-grid developments in remote communities, further testing is required to 

demonstrate whether the business models implemented ensure the long-term sustainability of the 

projects developed. Despite the fact that some progress has been made in community management 

capabilities and business model creation through e.g., Bum Desas, most of the projects have not reached 

their end-of-life stage yet. This report aims to emphasise that future assessment reviews are needed to 

disclose whether the strategies tested through some of the most recently developed initiative’s projects 

can be part of future best practice models e.g., the use of GALS.  

Secondly, off-grid developments require bidirectional learning processes; from the community 

to the external organisation on how the socioeconomic community dynamics unfold, and reversely on 

knowledge transfer mechanisms. For example, as explained by Ms Hobgens, in a solar corn mill project 

developed in Walatungga a misconception on the frequency of the community’s corn crop harvesting 

led to the project’s failure70 (Field interview, 2023). This demonstrates how work prior to the project’s 

implementation should not only include pre-feasibility studies but also gaining an understanding of how 

the community is socially and economically organised71.  

Thirdly, the perceived lack of local capacity in rural areas proves to be one of the root causes 

that feed O&M problems. Local training centres such as the one visited in Don Bosco shed light on 

possible solutions to this problem by inclusively educating local people in whatever the economic rural 

sector is demanding e.g., electricity and RE development, IT, etc. Unfortunately, as Mr Santos claimed, 

centres like Don Bosco are scarce and require further assistance (primarily financial) from local 

authorities. The interview in Don Bosco shows how it is unrealistic to meet these human skill-resources 

gap in the short term exclusively through the existing centres. Therefore, further active collaborations 

with PLN, and other private actors such as PT Resco on O&M training, and similar interventions are 

needed as they have greater human capabilities than communities or small companies. Therefore, as 

O&M activities heavily impact energy security, this report encourages PLN to include new training 

programmes among rural communities in the annual RUPTL reviews. This would certainly improve the 

maintenance value chain in Sumba and help redirect financial resources to this aim.  

Fourthly, the geographical island conditions heavily alter the electricity production costs (both 

capex and opex). As can be inferred, such condition calls for further governmental intervention e.g., 

improving the road infrastructure, creating accessible logistic hubs for the exchange of key technical 

elements, etc. Additionally, this report unearths the lack of availability of medium-sized financial 

resources available for SMEs and small NGOs working in the field. As suggested in one of the 

interventions, a loan-size reconfiguration is required to help derisk these financial transactions for these 

 
70 This system was attached to a battery storage system. During the first crop harvest, the system worked smoothly. However, 

the unoperation time of 1 year due to corn crop harvest is carried out only once a year, led to the full discharge of the batteries 

resulting into the project’s failure. Initially, 3S projected the solar corn mill was going to be fully operational over different 

year seasons. 
71 Other sources claim that overlooking such a step by only following cost minimisation strategies might lead to missing 

opportunities concerning other potential profits e.g., agricultural development potential (Torero, 2015). 
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institutions to be able to carry out new projects with a high direct impact on the communities in which 

they operate. Apart from such a reconfiguration it should be noted that the occurrence of recurrent 

policy shifts can create huge financial problems for the projects on the ground as shown by Kennedy 

(2018). Therefore, maintaining stability in pro-renewable policies is required so that investors and 

developers are somehow protected. 

Finally, innovative multi-actor initiatives such as the SII one, demand a transparent allocation 

of ownership and responsibilities, especially when the intervention of large actors like the government 

or SOEs might overshadow smaller local stakeholders’ participation. From the outset, Hivos sought to 

involve local governments and civil society to act as the main program drivers. As becomes apparent 

from the analysis, once larger stakeholders came on the scene, these actors were constrained by 

institutional and financial barriers that gave the initiative a certain unintentional top-down quality. 

Furthermore, such an approach increased confusion among the stakeholders as evident interventions 

from the governmental spheres were missing or delayed e.g., the lack of alignment of the SII roadmap 

with provincial and regional energy programmes (RUED and RUPES) (chaotic dynamics). Still, it 

should be noted that the national government and PLN’s recognition of responsibilities enabled multiple 

projects to become a reality. Therefore, another major takeaway from this multi-actor enterprise holds 

that coordination efforts are key to ensuring smooth cooperation among stakeholders and flexibility is 

essential when large actors enter into the picture.  

Please note Table 6 keeps the colour division followed in previous chapters to differentiate 

between the takeaways that require Sumba-specific attention (in blue) and the ones that embrace wider 

concerns (orange).  

Table 6. Main takeaways from the Sumbanese case. Source: Author. 
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main takeaways discerned in Table 6, and similar case-based studies that analyse rural electrification 

endeavours in other developing countries. As discussed in Chapter 3, these common threads are 

identified based on the lessons extracted from a substantial sample of academic papers that analyse 

programmes similar to the SII initiative but in spatially distant communities (Almeshqab & Ustun, 2019; 

Arnaiz et al., 2018; Fathoni et al., 2021; Ikejemba et al., 2016; Sovacool, 2012; Sovacool, 2013). 

Therefore, the present sub-section aims at zooming out and identifying which takeaways from Table 7 

are relevant for other contexts, as they might be indicators of good or bad practice regardless of the 

context specificities72. Additionally, it will distinguish which of such takeaways are heavily context-

dependent and therefore, only apply to the Sumbanese case. 

8.2.1. Similarities with other rural settings 

 On the one hand, several sources claim that ensuring long-term success requires, in most cases, 

some kind of external technological or economic support (Almeshqab & Ustun, 2019; Arnaiz et al., 

2018). Lessons learned from projects in Brazil and Haiti point out that the intervention from external 

assessors namely researchers or academic institutions was key to steering in a continuous optimal 

direction (Almeshqab & Ustun, 2019). Arnaiz et al., (2018) expand the need for such involvement to 

developers and governmental institutions. This somehow links with the Sumbanese #2 takeaway where 

external consultancies developed M&E reports to track the SII initiative’s progress and provide 

recommendations to meet the proposed initial objectives (Castlerock, 2015; Dagi Consulting, 2018). 

What becomes apparent from these claims is that multi-stakeholder programs require feedback 

processes (e.g., SII M&E reports) to continuously assess the impacts of implemented projects and to 

check whether the proposed roadmap is being adequately followed, proposing improvements if this is 

not the case. 

 On the other hand, political influence is crucial as it sets the ground rules for the development 

of the initiatives. Sources like Almeshqab & Ustun (2019) build upon this idea by abstracting the lessons 

learned from the IDCOL program developed in rural areas of Bangladesh where the absence of 

government involvement through supportive policies is considered to be one of the initiative’s 

bottlenecks. According to Almesqhab & Ustun (2019), IDCOL represents a good case study to 

exemplify how urban and rural territories need to be driven by different sets of policies as they face 

distinct challenges. Furthermore, already back in 2013, Sovacool (2013) claimed that political backing 

leads projects to increase their effectiveness and that they must be accompanied by the leading 

coordination of non-political parties to empower inclusivity. Despite this idea being maybe a bit too 

obvious, this report has shown how governmental vested interests can obstruct a smooth operation to 

coordinating non-political parties e.g., Hivos. The way how Sovacool (2013) understands effective 

programs in the rural environment recalls several similarities with how the SII initiative was deemed to 

be implemented. As takeaway #3 reflects, sustained efforts have been made to engage political parties 

into the SII initiative’s picture. The need for such efforts has been reinforced especially through the 

analysis of the breakdown transition pattern where institutional and regulatory influences have been 

shown to be shaping the Sumbanese energy transition in rural areas. Therefore, energy programmes in 

rural settings in developing countries, demand collaborative government action as a prerequisite for 

success. 

 
72 Due to the scope limit of this study, this must be considered as a suggestion subordinated to this report’s boundary conditions. 

This means that even though standardising certain good practices is a positive step ahead on rural electrification efforts, 

feasibility studies for programmes adapted to different environments to comprehensively understand background-related 

implications are always going to be required. 
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 Then, in long-term initiatives where multiple projects are envisioned, takeaway #4 can support 

implementation strategies in other settings. As discussed, Hivos looked for prompt evidence of 

successful projects which conferred the initiative with higher levels of credibility. According to Hivos 

(2015), this was key to engaging new donors such as the ADB. These successful projects were 

developed under prior feasibility assessments. They are perceived by Sovacool (2012) as a fruitful 

measure applicable in other settings too. The development of such analyses sympathises with takeaway 

#9 as they can help disclose i.a., which business model might fit better a community’s needs based on 

e.g., wage average, financial education level, technology awareness, etc. However, despite all the efforts 

made into these types of programs (including feasibility studies), it is still to be determined whether the 

business model implemented will ensure the autonomous sustainability of the project (as many of them 

are still in progress and have not reached their expected end of life yet). According to Almesqhab & 

Ustun (2019), this is because the project’s cost recovery is especially challenging in rural environments 

where costs can be easily raised. For this reason and distilled from Arnaiz et al., (2018), monthly 

electricity fees must include enough financial provisions for O&M. Unfortunately, in cases where 

unexpected hurdles emerge e.g., in Ubu Oleta where the inverter failed, regional government 

intervention to financial and regulatory support these initiatives is needed. Therefore, abstracting a 

wide-level lesson from the Sumbanese case, finding a business model that works takes time and requires 

iterative customisation to the needs of electricity users, ensuring financial, social, and technical 

sustainability. This can be achieved i.a., through techno-economic feasibility studies such as those 

developed in the first successful projects in the SII initiative (IBEKA’s micro-hydro pilot, or the BIRU 

biogas program) (Hivos, 2012).  

 To continue, off-grid RE projects entail a certain degree of novelty to new adopters. 

Implementing coherent knowledge transfer strategies on how to adequately use those technologies is 

crucial. As discussed in takeaway #10, this not only requires technical absorption by users but also 

community dynamics understanding by developers. This report shows specific examples of why this is 

especially challenging in the rural environment e.g., the battery misuse in Mbatakapidu or Walatungga 

or the lack of maintenance on biogas digestors in Lukuwingir73. Furthermore, it also introduces 

examples of how external organisations are approaching communities to empower inclusive 

participation in new RE projects (Bum Desa creation). This applies straightforwardly to knowledge 

transfer strategies, e.g., they educate communities to manage the electricity fees safeguarding funds for 

i.a., O&M purposes. Additionally, it mentions how the use of audiovisuals is helpful among educational 

centres such as the one in Mbatakapidu, to educate new generations about how RE dynamics work. 

These learnings also resonate in other studies (Almesqhab & Ustun, 2019; Fathoni et al., 2021; 

Sovacool, 2012) which turn interventions surrounding takeaway #10 into potentially applicable in other 

rural settings. 

 Strongly linked to knowledge transfer difficulties appears takeaway #11 in Sumba. The 

intricacies related to a deficient local capacity value chain are a common denominator among rural 

territories of developing countries. According to Almesqhab & Ustun (2019), this can be overcome 

either through community training or through already skilled personnel that goes to communities every 

time there is an emergency. Ideally the former should be applied, but interestingly it raises another 

dilemma; once the trained personnel is educated, they might choose to pursue higher living conditions 

in urban areas. So, how to retain local talent? Should this case occur, village authorities must ensure 

 
73 See appendix. Lukuwingir interview. 
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there is no talent drain through incentives to those skilled people or any kind of retaining scheme74. 

Those incentives must go hand in hand with a gradual prospect for improving capacity-building 

components as this is a key indicator of successful programs all over the globe (Arnaiz et al., 2018, 

Sovacool, 2012, Sovacool, 2013). 

 As becomes apparent from this study, higher RE investments require having an attractive 

financial environment. After analysing data from 1.156 programs, Sovacool (2012) notes how actors in 

such an environment may seek counter-productive goals, for example, by prioritising the availability of 

financial services to meet installed capacity targets at the expense of making the energy produced 

affordable. In other words, such result-based financing (RBF) models are focused on maximising pre-

agreed measurable targets instead of aiming for long-term sustainability through capacity building. This 

reverberates into the Sumbanese financial environment where the presence of large-sized loans 

motivated by high-capacity projects dominate over smaller loans that could be more beneficial for 

meeting the electrification demand in remote areas. It is undeniable that large-scale projects have 

certainly helped to increase the theoretical electrification ratios in Sumba through increased installed 

capacity, but it has not necessarily contributed to reduce the target-outcome gap.  

 Another indicator of success that should be applied in rural settings regardless of the context 

specificities relates to takeaway #14. According to the Malaysian case analysed by Almesqhab & Ustun 

(2019), community involvement is crucial as it allows the allocation of roles, responsibilities, and 

ownership within the community ensuring long-term success (Sovaccol, 2013). Going beyond the 

community level, and as discussed in this report, responsibilities must be shared among stakeholders. 

However, as identified by Ikejemba et al., (2016), such an allocation must be clear and just. The SII 

initiative exemplifies how ownership allocation can be simultaneously clear but unjust (e.g., through 

the BOOT scheme benefiting PLN over private developers), and how it hindered the emergence of new 

projects. As discussed, this reveals vested interests among stakeholders which makes coordination 

efforts an arduous challenge. In this vein, Sovacool (2012) claims that this pattern can be commonly 

found among projects in different contexts and argues that flexibility is key for embracing changing 

circumstances as recalled in takeaway #15. 

8.2.2. Sumba-specific takeaways 

 Takeaways #5, 6, 7, 8, and 12 from Table 7 were not strictly found to resonate with the lessons 

learned extracted from the comparative sources mentioned. Therefore, it can be concluded there are no 

guarantees that recommended interventions arising from such takeaways can be useful in other rural 

settings with certainty. They are directly influenced by the Sumbanese context specificities discussed 

in chapter 4 e.g., geographic conditions, abundance of rural areas, PLN dominance of the electricity 

sector, etc. Still, some of the recommended interventions coming from these takeaways can be 

potentially adapted to other settings e.g., regions, where large state electricity companies monopolise 

the electricity market like in the Southern Africa Development Community (SADC) (Chimbaka, 2016), 

can to some extent use the Sumbanese takeaways as guidance to emulate similar initiatives whilst 

avoiding making the same mistakes. This way similar new alternatives in e.g., Zambia, could apply 

takeaway #5 and pursue efforts to promptly align with ZESCO (Zambia Electricity Supply 

Corporation), the state-owned utility for electricity supply, to ensure smooth inter-party cooperation. 

 
74 Retaining schemes are referred to strategies implemented to retain talent within a specific scope. For example, Indonesian 

government scholarships e.g., LPDP. They allow Indonesian students to study abroad but in exchange, they need to work for 

a period of time in Indonesia after the completion of their studies abroad. This way, the Government concedes student grants 

with a return payoff expectation. An adaptation of such a scheme could be applied in rural environments should the described 

situation occurs. 
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Similarly, takeaway #12 also reflects upon something that might seem obvious, but which hints that in 

geographically challenging territories extra government assistance might be required. Finally, it should 

be noted that proposing realistic targets to the financial resources available to meet those objectives 

should be taken as a general remark applicable to any project regardless of the context. 

 In short, case study analyses should not be seen as the panacea from which standardised lessons 

learned can be distilled and applied universally. Instead, they contribute to refining the list of best 

practices and lessons learned concerning rural electrification strategies. In doing so, this section 

explicitly distinguishes which takeaways can trigger interventions in similar rural contexts (2, 3, 4, 9, 

10, 11, 13, 14, and 15), and which should only be considered as general advice since unperceived 

contextual influences may interfere (5, 6, 7, 8, and 12). In any case, a feature-based mapping model 

would be advantageous to anticipate the impacts that the development of similar initiatives would have 

in other rural sites, considering the wide-level lessons learned documented in this subsection to assist 

in planning and impact assessment duties. 
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Chapter 9 

Conclusions 

During the last years, the attempt of electrifying the entire island of Sumba with a large proportion of 

renewables through the SII initiative has surfaced the complexities this duty entails in scattered rural 

territories. Thirteen years after the initiative was first launched, the expectations and targets initially set 

are still far from being accomplished. Therefore, one could say the target-outcome mismatch still 

prevails, which evoked the main research question posed in this thesis: “Why is there a mismatch 

between the proposed and expected RE transition targets and the realized outcomes in the Sumba Iconic 

Island initiative?” 

This study reveals how there is a combination of multiple reasons causing such a divergence 

between targets and outcomes. As indicated in Table 4, the perceived challenges contributing to 

enlarging such a gap can be divided into factors related to institutional and context dependencies, and 

factors attributed to project in-field implementation. While the former focus on the persistence of old-

regime assets e.g., subsidisation schemes mostly benefiting fossil-fuel sources, government target 

misalignments, inefficient inter-ministerial collaborations, etc, the latter concern the complexities of 

emerging bottom-up alternatives that contrast with old regime practices and interests e.g., complicated 

license procedures, lack of local capacity to operate and maintain the installed facilities, logistics and 

supply chain issues, etc. The interactions of these challenges that are present at different scales have set 

the scene in Sumba and led to the non-fulfilment of expectations regarding the SII initiative.  

The perceived challenges coming from the application of the X-curve framework to understand 

how the energy transition in Sumba is evolving, have served as a baseline for the spotting of possible 

future targets that could serve to reach more advanced transition dynamics (Table 5). As presented in 

chapter 6, the pursuit of such targets could be achieved through different transition pathways. However, 

as becomes apparent in Table 5, it seems like following a more decentralised approach would trigger 

greater progress when it comes to initiatives similar to the SII one, focused on the electrification of rural 

territories.  

The identification of these future targets have given directionality to the proposed interventions 

aimed at reducing the perceived target-outcome imbalance (chapter 7). Thus, giving an answer to the 

second research question: “What policies and actions could contribute to offsetting this mismatch?”. 

On the one hand, the proposed measures presented in Table Figure 12 intend to trigger change to 

destabilise current regime-specific practices such as the reconfiguration of the subsidisation schemes, 

the increase in the definition of multiple dimensions of electrification, the development of a unified 

strategy of rural electrification, etc. In other words, these are strategic leverage points aimed at 

progressing into more advanced stages of the breakdown pattern. On the other hand, the interventions 

proposed in Figure 13 pretend to create a more favourable space for the development of similar 

initiatives through measures such as facilitating the release of funding programmes for local companies 

working in the field, increasing collaboration between MEMR and MVDDRT, re-orienting investments 

in well-established rural-tailored technologies, etc. 

  During the last part of the study, a list of Sumba-specific takeaways have been distilled to 

answer the third research question: “What wide-level lessons can be distilled from analyzing the case 

of Sumba concerning energy transition challenges in other rural settings of developing countries?”. As 

becomes apparent from Table 7, while some of these lessons-learned embrace wider institutional and 

context dependence concerns e.g., prompt involvement with key political actors, the alignment with 

PLN’s electrification agenda, etc, others require greater Sumba-specific attention e.g., increasing 

availability for medium-sized loans for SMEs and local companies working in the field, increasing 
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focus on O&M is required to ensure the project longevity, etc. As described in chapter 8.2, some of the 

takeaways that have been drawn from the Sumbanese case, resonate with findings from similar 

initiatives in other parts of the Global South such as the need for involvement of political parties into 

the ideation and implementation process of these type of initiatives, the understanding of the social 

dynamics of the communities where the project is located, or the lack of local capacity associated with 

rural territories among others. 

 The answers to these three questions have been supported by the application of the X-curve 

framework. However, its adequacy as a framework used in an individual desk research exercise is 

somehow limited.  

Concerning its strengths, the X-curve framework has made it possible to tentatively determine 

where Sumba, and Indonesia stand with regard to the envisaged energy transition. It shows how chaotic 

behaviours are confronted with emerging policies and actions that in rural settings still require greater 

political backing. The different dimensions of the framework have made it possible to differentiate 

institutional, contextual, and organisational structuring influences (breakdown pattern) against the 

factors that determine the emergence of new and promising alternatives (build-up one). Moreover, it 

enabled reflection on what specific interventions should be prioritised to increase the momentum of the 

left-hand sided transition dynamics and improve the effectivity of measures involving more advanced 

dynamics.  

Regarding its weaknesses, to understand the full picture of rural electrification in Sumba, it has 

been required to explore the normative frame in which Sumba’s energy transition is embedded. 

Therefore, the incorporation of national and international level information into a single-level 

framework was required. This condition made it especially challenging to apply. The interconnections 

and influences between the breakdown and build-up pattern were complex to find due to the scale 

differences (nation-wide versus Sumba-specific). In this vein, as an overarching message, the analysis 

reveals how despite local authorities and regional governments holding power to develop their own 

electrification plans, their implementation relied on national-level assistance which set financial 

boundaries and top-down recommendations that hindered progress at lower scales. Moreover, one of 

the biggest obstacles comes in Step 3 (chapter 6) where desired future targets must be proposed. In a 

collective exercise through e.g., workshops the deliberation between participants might reduce the 

subjectivity of whether the desired future is convenient or not. However, as an individual exercise this 

step is purely subjective. For this reason, this study has tried to overcome this limitation by showing 

how multiple transition pathways can happen (centralised, decentralised or combined), and has backed 

up the presented information making a clear distinction between opinions and facts. Additionally, it has 

used information coming from interviews to have different perspectives on what possible future 

pathways could help accelerate the transition.  

Due to the fundamental nature of these limitations, the author suggests that the application of 

the X-curve framework should be mainly used as a workshop exercise rather than as an individual 

research desk project. Especially when it comes to the analysis of the SII initiative where different scales 

or levels are involved. In that case, other well-known frameworks such as the MLP might facilitate the 

scale distinctions and interconnections. 

Another limitation regarding the scope and methodology of this study includes the lack of 

interview participants involved in the breakdown transition dynamics e.g., PLN employees, government 

members, etc. Inputs coming from these sources have been replaced by information coming from recent 

academic papers which included such positions in regard to the main analysis conducted. However, 

insights from their perspective would have certainly enriched the analysis. Furthermore, some of the 

interviews conducted required the participation of a translator English-Bahasa Indonesian. Therefore, 

interesting follow-up questions during the in-field interviews might have been contributed to increase 
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the accuracy of the data collected. Finally, another challenging aspect perceived during the empirical 

research came when retrieving policy information at the regional and district level in Sumba. The lack 

of availability of such information at the local regime level limited somehow the scope of the study, the 

interventions proposed, and the conclusions drawn. 

As a final remark, the SII initiative is not officially over. There are still 2.5 years ahead until its 

official completion, and with the renovated regulative framework together with the lessons learned from 

the first years of its execution, further advances in terms of rural electrification in Sumba can be 

expected. As a step further, this exercise could be useful as a baseline to prepare workshops with 

Governmental actors to identify which transition pathway would be more desirable to follow not only 

to reduce the objective versus reality mismatch in similar initiatives to the SII one, but also to accelerate 

the transition at a wider scale. 
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Appendix I - Transcript of interviews 

This section includes the 15 interview transcripts conducted for the development of the documentary “Chasing 

Sustainability” used as direct data for this study. As stated in the report’s main text, most of the interviews were 

developed in Indonesian (except for Interviews 6, 8, 11, and 13 which were in English). For this reason, the 

interviewers differ among interviews (Jetty, Rita (for Indonesian interviews) or Mario (for English ones)). 

However, the structure and questions for the interviews were discussed prior to every interview, as well as the 

possible follow-up questions. Furthermore, at the beginning of every interview, the participants were asked for 

their consent to use the interview for academic purposes, as well as their image and voice that was being recorded. 

Additionally, the interviews are separated into different videos aimed at facilitating the editing process for the 

documentary. Finally, it needs to be mentioned that the transcript of the interviews is literal. There is no 

interpretation from the authors’ side. Therefore, some of the expressions and ideas are lacking a clear linguistic 

structure. Further interpretations come from after-interview conversations and have been used throughout this 

study. 

Interview 1 - Mbatakapidu 

Day 1 – 04/09/2022 

Place: Mbatakapidu Primary School 

Organisation: Hivos 

Project: PV installation of 2kWp 

HM: Yunita M Atanumba, S. Pd.SD (Principal of Mbatakapidu Primary School) 

Rita: Interviewer assistant (for translation) 

-Video 1 

(Inaudible) 

HM: Do I briefly explain, or do I answer questions? 

-Video 2 

HM: Directly started the recording process? Okay. Well, let me introduce myself. My name is Yunita Mai 

Atanumba. I am the principal of Masehi Elementary School in Mbatakapidu. I have served for about 4 years in 

this place as the principal. 

Rita: Tell us about the condition before the solar power plant, what was the condition of this school? What were 

the challenges before the solar power plant? 

HM: Before there was this solar power plant in the school, there was no electricity network and learning was done 

traditionally, meaning there was nothing technological because of our limitations here. There were no children 

who could not watch videos, then could not use focus, tape and so on that smelled of electronics and used electric 

current, that was the initial condition at school. 

Rita: What was the situation that changed after the solar power plant? 

HM: From the previous learning process after the solar power plant was installed, the school was indeed helped. 

We have lighting facilities then in learning teachers can already use Infokus for students to watch videos and then 

can record sound when learning to listen to the sound recorded then the teacher plays the tape. The benefits are 

great for the school, if there was no PLTS then our learning was still as traditional as before. School operations, 

indeed, every teacher has a laptop owned by the school that is loaned to the teacher and because the school has 

electric lighting, our facilities are quite adequate. At school we have 5 printers, so everything is done by teachers 

at school. Then, there are many media produced using electricity, for example, printing photos and images 

downloaded on the internet and teachers can make their reading books for students. so that's a big benefit from 

the electricity in the school. 
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Rita: Challenges after the solar power plant? Difficulties with the cost of installing the solar power plant. Or 

battery problems that make the solar power plant activities less functional to the fullest. 

HM: There are challenges, especially when there is high rainfall every day, so there is no electricity or light, 

which means the system can be down for up to 1 week. And indeed, the school has difficulties when the system 

is down. Then the battery in my opinion has decreased because when we use it more now it often dies, then I am 

also collecting data related to parents who come to charge electronic goods at school because so far, they have 

been ignored. So, I am collecting data again so that parents can pay fees and be used for repairs if the battery or 

equipment is damaged because there is no other choice since the electricity has entered the school. 

Rita: Can you explain whether there is an effect of the PLTS system in the school with the improvement or 

readiness of teachers in preparing teaching materials for students and whether there is an improvement in terms 

of students or the same standard as before the PLTS was installed? 

HM: There has been a good improvement from teachers, teachers are more prepared for learning. In the past, it 

was still manual but now when the school has electricity, teachers use their respective school laptops so the 

administrative readiness, and media that I mentioned earlier have also been printed by the teacher himself. If my 

friends are media teachers, I make sure that the material they use is fully printed at school because I supervise it 

directly during the printing process. In terms of students, indeed students, are leveraging the situation now in 

comparison with how was before PLTS. Now, when students are presented with videos, they are more enthusiastic 

and motivated to learn. Besides that, in the past, with electricity, we were able to train students for ANBK 

readiness (Computer Based National Assessment) and when students took the Assessment in the City, students 

were able to operate computers. However, since the school could not go online, we took our students for 2 days 

to the city to practice online because the village internet was not sufficient for 30 students. But the readiness of 

students when studying at school with 10 laptops that we have and 1 computer that we have is enough to make 

students practice at school. And indeed, the students have their achievements, abilities, and competencies are 

much different after using electricity facilities. 

Rita: A simple example of what is much different. 

HM: Before let alone holding a laptop did not dare but now students can type. Therefore, there were no obstacles 

at the time of assessment because the school already had electricity. 

Rita: In terms of grades, how much better? 

HM: Well, they have the competence that I said has increased, because the teacher makes media at school, so we 

no longer use printed books from the government. So, the teacher designs his learning materials, the media is 

made by the teacher himself, and it is used for students. and interesting. After this, I will give an example of 1 

media made by the teacher for students because we have electricity. 

-Video 3 

HM: This is made by each teacher according to the material on that day. So, there are many media. This is just an 

example of what is in my room. The media is used from grades 1 - 3. This is also printed. There is a story in the 

package book, but it is simplified according to the ability of our students so that it can be used because what is in 

the package book is too long, the sentence is too long, because, for children in grades 1 to 2, the syllables cannot 

be more than 4, just 3. Even if 4 syllables are in case there are no syllables that can replace them. If no syllable 

can replace it, it can be taken from the book here, then some stories are made by themselves. Then, this is a self-

made story 

Interview 2 – Lukuwingir 

Day 1 – 04/09/2022 

Place: Lukuwingir 

Organisation: Hivos 

Project: 5 Biogas plants (Only two are currently working) 

Note: 

KD: Village head 
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SD: Village Secretary 

KP: Head of Pokja (POKJA: Working Group) 

KP2: Yulus Talohau 

SP: Secretary of Pokja 

-Video 1 

Rita: Question 1 is a brief introduction of yourself, after which it is your relation and position within the village. 

How many people are here, and a general introduction to the village of Lukuwingir. 

KD: Introducing my name is Matius Hamba Pulu, my position is the Village Head and family status. 

KP: My name is Anderias Yabu Rewangngguku, my main duties are as a servant of God (gospel teacher) and 

chairman of the working group related to the Marangga Panamu Forum. 

SP: My name is Arianto Takanjanji, I am 37 years old, and I am the secretary of Marangga Panamu Forum. 

SD: My name is Fredik Bobutarap, as the village secretary for married status. 

KP2: My name is Yulus Talohau, the position of the Head of the Lukuwingir village hamlet, the status of the 

Chair of the Working Group. 

BG: My name is Katarina Mengat Djawa, Biogas user. 

PKK: Yuliana Danga Atalinda, Chairperson of the Lukuwingir Village PKK and Biogas user 

Rita: Give a little explanation about the village, the number of residents, most livelihoods as what, for electricity 

from where? 

KD: Lukuwingir village, Kambata mapambuhang sub-district, East Sumba district with a distance to the sub-

district capital of approximately 2 km and the district capital of 36 km. The area of Lukuwingir village is 54.2 

km2 and the altitude from sea level is 512 meters. Indeed, Lukuwingir village with a population of 415 and a total 

of 96 households is outside the preparatory village. This village has been divided since 2014, namely, to become 

the preparatory village of Ngaru Kahiri so that the population is related to the main village. Regarding the 

occupation of the population of Lukuwingir village, 99.9% are farming communities and they depend on the 

agricultural and livestock sectors. The village is in the middle of everything and becomes the central point of all 

the villages in the sub-district of Kambata Mapambuhang. Due to Lukuwingir village being in the west, it is 

surrounded by marada mundi village, east of Wai Mbidi village, south of mahu bokul village, north of Kambata 

tana village and Malumbi village. So, Lukuwingir village is for 1 sub-district scope in the middle and becomes 

the capital of the sub-district. 

-Video 2 

Rita: Then can you explain a little about the activities of the model village, what are the activities? There is a 

working group, what is the role of this working group? 

Jetty: Explain the project that Hivos is assisting from 2018 - 2021, as well as the duties of the village head, the 

chairman of the working group and the village secretary as well as what the intervention is like. There will be a 

question specifically about biogas, before and after, both for agriculture and households. 

Rita: Tell me about the training, how to make a life plan, and improve the relationship between women and men 

with GALS. 

KD: Regarding the model village, since 2018 we have been asked to become a model village for Gender and 

energy In collaboration between the local government and Hivos. So, since 2018 Lukuwingir has been asked to 

become a model village and from then on, we have held joint meetings with the district government and Hivos so 

that we can start socialising related to the Gender and Energy program. Then, the local government and Hivos 

began to move with various activities and programmes starting from assessments, and GALS training. From 2018 

- 2019 activities have been running. and in 2019 focused on various activities and programmes at that time the 

East Sumba regional government issued a decree (SK) related to the model village so that it is hoped that all OPD 

offices can participate to support activities carried out together with Hivos. So that at every coordination meeting 

the local government together with Hivos invites all agencies and OPD to hold a joint meeting to discuss activities 

and participation from the Office and OPD in supporting gender and energy activities carried out in Lukuwingir 

village. At that time some activities were allocated from 2019-2020, and there were also agencies and OPDs that 

had allocated activities but were not implemented due to Covid 19 problems. So only a few activities were realised, 

such as the Department of Fisheries allocating freshwater fish seeds because the village of Lukuwingir has a 
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community pond where the pond is flooded every year and at that time the Marine and fisheries department 

committed to helping fish seedlings every year. So, from 2018 - 2019 until now, the department has remained on 

its commitment to helping fish seeds every year. Agriculture and food assist with corn seeds, rice, vegetable seeds 

and agricultural seeds for community groups and mango saplings. This programme is a collaborative one, and the 

agriculture office is committed to assisting villages and groups in this village. The livestock service, cattle 

assistance for community groups and goat livestock assistance for farm women's groups. because there are 2 

groups, namely mixed groups, and farm women's groups. specifically for women, so at this time the existing 

groups aided and managed until now the assistance has developed. 

DP3KAKB Office, yarn assistance for the ikat weaving group, there are 80 yarn pillows given to the ikat weaving 

group and it is run and has produced fabrics and sarongs. From that side, they help to fulfil basic needs in the 

household and increase economic income in the household. The environment office, tree planting for spring 

protection. Every year from 2018 to 2022 they remain committed to allocating for spring protection. It is all part 

of the village government's party to coordinate the covid problem that occurs so that the health department they 

carry out Covid 19 vaccinations. Lukuwingir Village also formed a Forum "Marangga Panamu". in which the 

village head is in charge, and there is a forum chairman, as well as POKJA who will be responsible according to 

the field of work that has been formed in the forum. Each task and responsibility will be explained by each of the 

organisers, who will explain their role in the forum. 

Lukuwingir village also builds good cooperation between 2 neighbouring villages, namely Lukuwingir village 

and Wai Mbidi village. because these two villages use renewable energy sources from the same PLTMH. Because 

the PLTMH that was built is used by 2 villages it is necessary to think about the management of this PLTMH so 

that it runs well, especially for its maintenance. So we hope that the two villages can build cooperation and there 

must be one rule that binds the two villages to be the basis for allocating village funds for repairs when damaged 

so that it can be handled quickly so that the MHP programme assistance is not only waiting for government 

assistance but the village government must take the initiative to anticipate when there is damage to this MHP, so 

we are facilitated by Hivos to bring us together between the two villages to discuss how to build a common opinion 

to be outlined in a joint regulation of the village head. So that the management of this programme can be managed 

properly by the two villages and the maintenance can be done well between the two villages. 

The activities carried out, group strengthening training, group management facilitated by Hivos and strengthening 

the capacity of BUMDES in Lukuwingir village. So, starting from bookkeeping administrative management, 

finance and strengthening given to BUMDES administrators. These are the activities carried out by the programme 

together with Hivos in collaboration with the local government that has occurred from 2018 to 2020. 

Maybe that's all from me because there are still forum friends who can add related to the duties and roles of the 

forum. 

-Video 3 

SP: Thank you for the opportunity given to me, I am one of the recipients of Biogas assistance. my biogas is in a 

damaged condition because I don't know what the damage is. I explain a little since our family has biogas my wife 

and I work together to collect animal dung and my wife works in the kitchen. Maybe this is all I can explain. 

Thank you for the opportunity. 

PKK: Explanation of Biogas, regarding the use of biogas. We got biogas on 3rd December 2018. We are very 

grateful for getting biogas in our village. Hivos helped us to meet the needs of the family. After the biogas was 

installed, we never dreamed of getting biogas assistance. Because of the programme from Hivos they can help us 

in allocating biogas in our village. Over time we have found it quite useful to use biogas. Also, we use gas for 

cooking, but bio-slurry is useful for our plant’s development. So, after that, we felt the change before there was 

biogas, initially we needed firewood but after biogas there we reduced the use of firewood a little. The habit of 

the Sumba people, the arrival of guests at night we must light the furnace fire, but after the biogas, we are helped 

in cooking time at night. That's what we feel and are grateful for and we feel proud of. But as time goes by, we 

get obstacles in 2021 in October the stove cannot be turned on, but we still put animal manure into the collection 

dome to get bio-slurry which will be used in plants. The only obstacle the stove cannot be used anymore but Bio 

Slurry production continues to run until now. The damage is in the pipe installation and there is a deliberate on 

our part and seems like not care even though it has been very helpful at the time of operation. But we are like 
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ignorant not to contact the technician who installed it before. The government has helped but we as users do not 

care, and it is our fault as biogas owners. 

-Video 4 

Rita: The youngest village secretary, what are the challenges as a village secretary? For example, in meetings, do 

you experience obstacles? In government or leading meetings, what are the challenges? At such a young age, what 

are the challenges? 

SD: Maybe when it comes to challenges, there are many. But as a young secretary, maybe I don't have a deeper 

understanding of government yet since I have only been in office for almost 2 years. So, I don't understand the 

mechanisms and that is a challenge for me in government there are many things that I don't understand related to 

the village. Such as the village model and what things will be done and built, it is still in the learning process and 

maybe in the future, I will understand about the village and how the regulations and rules in the village need to be 

improved or learned as a young secretary. As for the tougher challenges, currently, there are none because 

everyone still gets guidance from the village head to understand. Maybe that's all the delivery from me, that's all 

and thank you 

Interview 3 – Kamanggih 

Day 2 – 05/09/2022 

Place: Kamanggih 

Project: Solar water pump (37 kW (total pv+ hydro), but what we visited was 1 kWp right?) + agriculture 

purposes + Hydropower (I did not visit) 

Organisation: Hivos 

Note: 

Umbu: Head of Kamanggih’s Cooperative 

-Video 1 

Rita: Firstly, general introductions, name-calling, where are we now? What renewable energy facilities does Mr 

Umbu have? 

Umbu: Well, thank you for visiting, my name is Umbu Hinggu the head of the cooperative. In the cooperative, 

there are many activities such as savings and loans, but now focusing on EBT (New Renewable Energy) such as 

MHP, Solar for Electricity and water pumps, then there is a small wind turbine 4 metres high pole, biogas more 

focused on the village of Kamanggi but in general, at this time the cooperative has begun to spread to the village 

of maubokul sub-district pandawai and the village of waim bidi sub-district kambata mapambuhang once asked 

for MHP repair services such as replacing bearings and that's all the activities of the cooperative Kamanggih. 

Rita: Explain before there was a renewable energy project what the activities at home were like. And other work 

activities after there is different renewable energy. and maybe a little explanation related to CSOs with PLN. 

Jetty: Explain how the cooperative was established, how the cooperative got into the energy system, how you 

assisted and how many people were involved and benefited from the renewable energy. 

Umbu: When we first joined the cooperative, there was assistance from a solar pump for one hamlet in the centre 

of Kamanggi village. Since the management and Bumdesa did not yet exist and the village management did not 

understand to do the administration, we were elected to be the management of the cooperative, so a cooperative 

was formed to manage the solar power pump, running time from 1999 - 2010, the offer for the construction of the 

Mbakuhau MHP by Hivos with a capacity of 37 KW. In the time of 11 months from January 2011 to November 

2011, the inauguration of the MHP took place, and then we began to learn aspects related to EBT. Then, we began 

to work optimally to serve the community to electrify 2 hamlets in this Kamanggi village that have not been 

electrified by PLN. Then we were contacted by PLN, they conducted a survey and stated that the MHP that was 

built throughout the network was by PLN standards. So there was communication in 2012 and then in 213 

interconnections with the PLN network until now we are still working together and this year is the last year we 

are working together to interconnect with PLN. Then, throughout this interconnection with PLN, indeed many 

things have changed with the community because we want to work with PLN because PLN will bear the 
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maintenance side of the network, mechanical, operators are also people from PLN and especially electricity must 

be 24 hours a day. After the new 24 hours of electricity, the community felt a tremendous impact because before 

there was electricity the community had to look for firewood and find money to buy kerosene, then school children 

never studied because they had to go to bed early, and kerosene had to go to the city and only use lamps. So, a lot 

of time was wasted just looking for firewood and cooking so there was no time for gardening. After the electricity 

was installed, the children had time to study until 10 pm and the parents also had more time for gardening. they 

walked to the garden in the morning and only returned home in the evening. because they no longer had to think 

about looking for kerosene or firewood, now they just came home to cook vegetables, for rice, was cooked using 

electricity. so indirectly there was a significant change, and many children got scholarships because they had more 

time to study. 

-Video 2 

Rita: There is a need for funds for development in other locations. It was mentioned that if you can repair, there 

must be obstacles such as spare parts that are difficult or expensive or take a long time to get. 

Jetty: The MHP is automatically a co-operative, but what are the shortcomings and what are the solutions? 

Rita: Regarding Wind turbines, what are the challenges and weaknesses? 

Umbu: the challenges faced in EBT management are that the spare parts must be ordered outside Sumba such as 

Java or Bandung or Jakarta or Surabaya. then the cooperative does not have sufficient capital to stock spare parts 

such as bearings, belts, and grease so when it breaks down, you must wait 2 weeks for the spare parts to arrive. 

With the existence of PLTMH Kamanggih, many other villages have the same potential but are not built because 

there has been no response from the government and also limited funds, so it has not been answered. Many 

locations have the potential for both sun, wind, and waterfalls but the government's response has not been only 

NGOs (Non-Governmental Organisations) have responded to this EBT so that is the challenge we see. For the 

challenges of the cooperative, namely having to order goods from outside and such as wind turbine batteries have 

a lifespan of only 3 years, then to buy batteries is quite expensive and must buy out of Sumba and until now it is 

still very dependent on supplies from the island of Java. 

Rita: Future expectations for Hivos and PLN? Earlier it was explained that since 2011 Hivos began to intervene, 

what are the expectations? 

Umbu: The hope for the future, especially for Hivos currently, is still to support cooperatives. So, with this energy, 

the MHP that was built, in 2016 Hivos supported to repair of the water pump and donated 1 unit of a water pump 

because it was damaged, then there is more solar power that will be installed in villages that do not have the 

potential for waterfalls and are far from PLN. maybe 10-20 years even PLN may not come in. So, our hope to 

Hivos is to continue to see communities in need, with the potential that exists at the community level that can be 

helped because East Sumba, if we hope in the government, is still very poor because the area is three times the 

size of the 3 districts on the island of Sumba. So, we hope for the participation of outside institutions such as 

Hivos to always support cooperatives and see first-hand the situation of the community and I am sure Hivos has 

a lot of data collected from various stakeholders that they meet, it's just how to answer the needs of the 

community's needs and I hope that. For PLN, we also hope that the potential that has been built, for example, the 

PLTMH that has been built, can continue to cooperate because PLN has a recommendation from the state to 

electrify the village so… Why do we have to cooperate with PLN? because the strength of the community to 

manage existing EBT is still lacking human resources, so we hope that PLN can fill that gap. Indeed, the 

cooperative has followed young people in the village to take the installation, network and machine courses but 

even that is not enough because of our limitations so we do not have the skills to repair various kinds of damage 

in the community and help the community so we hope that PLN can see these things at the community level. 

Interview 4 – Laindeha 

Day 2 – 05/09/2022 

Place: Laindeha (3S agent for PowerWells) 

Project: Solar Lights 
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Organisation: 3S 

Note: 

KN: Konda Ngguna 

-Video 1 

Rita: Introducing your name, what's your project, and tell us about your daily activities at home and how you got 

selected as an agent. 

KN: Hello, my name is Konda Ngguna and I am a housewife who sells and takes care of children and participates 

in various other activities related to power wells until I became a power wells agent. 

Rita: What is this programme about and where did it come from? 

KN: The initial introduction to PowerWells, there happened to be a brother who worked at PT Sumba Sustainable 

Solutions, he happened to stop by and then told me about lights that did not use batteries directly using sunlight 

after that I was interested, and I tried to inform my neighbours and they responded and wanted to have it, then 

from the Sumba Sustainable Solutions company made me an introduction to PowerWells lights with 4 lights and 

no batteries. Before using PowerWells lights we used motorbike batteries. During the day we attached the battery 

to the motorbike, and we used the motorbike for activities and at night we removed the battery from the motorbike 

and connected it to the lamp for lighting at night. After that, we used PowerWells lights and because it was the 

first time the staff came to the house, I was chosen to be an agent in trans laimbaru. 

-Video 2 

Rita: How many customers? 

KN: We have been using PowerWells for 1 year and 3 months or 15 months and we have 40 customers. 

-Video 3 

Rita: Explain a little bit about the business scheme and the challenges faced on the technical side and the customer 

side if they don't pay. 

KN: With us using PowerWells it is very helpful, it is easy for us to use in work, selling and taking care of the 

baby at night, just turn on the lights without the need to look for or connect the lights to the battery. This means 

no longer unplugging the lights when there is no one buying at the kiosk for example. And at night when someone 

is shopping, we no longer look for a connection but immediately turn it on. And most importantly it can be 

switched on from 6 pm to morning and does not run out and the battery is strong. If the obstacle is in terms of 

payment, if the user does not have the money to pay for the token, then I give 1 - 2 days to pay the token money, 

if within 2 days they have not paid then I am forced to visit the house concerned to collect the money. And if there 

is a broken lamp, I will deliver the light bulb and for the box, there have been no obstacles so far. 

Rita: How is the monthly payment? 

KN: regarding the monthly fee of 50,000/month/token, there are no obstacles, only delays in depositing so I will 

find the person to collect the payment. The relationship with Sumba Sustainable Solutions staff has been very 

good so far. 

 

Interview 5 – Jetty Arlenda Maro 

Day 3 – 06/09/2022 

Place: 3S Office 

JAM: Jetty Arlenda Maro 

-Video 1 

JAM: Hello my name is Jetty, I am a technician coordinator for PT Sumba Sustainable Solutions, I joined PT 

Sumba Sustainable Solutions on 7 July 2021. I have a team of 5 people for the renewable energy division and my 

current activities are mostly in the office and field. My main task is to lead the team to be able to work both in the 

office and in the field. Besides that, I am also given the responsibility of representing the company both regionally 

and nationally. In charge of coordinating with the government and donors in cooperation both professionally and 

as CSR (corporate social responsibility). 
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JAM: During my work, I have had several challenges that I think have been a learning experience for me and my 

team. The first challenge is in terms of gender since as a woman I must lead my team which is mainly male-

gendered, so it is a tough challenge for me to be able to adapt and adjust to friends both in the office and the field. 

Related to work with the government and donors, for the local government itself, is currently very constrained in 

terms of funding or financing because since covid 2019. In the past, many of our products should have been 

purchased by the village government but the cost or funding was diverted to covid funding in the village, so a lot 

of coordination was lost between the company or 3S and both with the village government and the local 

government so that it became one of the challenges as well as the current covid. The next challenge when working 

at disumba solosui alam, I have participated in 1 eve, namely in Thailand where I am not fluent in English but that 

is not an obstacle for me to move forward so that I can start adjusting to learning English even though it is not as 

good as expected. So that the challenges that exist I make as motivation to be better in the future. 

-Video 2 

JAM: For the technology side, we are developing one of the products called Powerwells, but we are constrained 

by the material resources. For now, the existing capacity in the village or agent is only limited to financial 

management and information when there is damage, but we also provide little information related to technology 

or the technical side, how or repair or identify system damage when there is damage. and the obstacle for our 

technology side is that on the island of Sumba itself we are very short of replacement materials so when we will 

start repairing then we must buy from outside the island of Sumba so that we need a long time and a lot of money 

to solve one of the existing problems. 

-Video 3 

JAM: For the social dynamic and for us to be able to coordinate with the community, in our opinion, it is very 

important because we can adjust our actions to the conditions in the field with the business scheme or business 

model that we will develop. This way, we know, follow, and learn all the circumstances or situations in the village 

and we can get good results or outputs for our programme to run well. 

JAM: I as a coordinator at PT Sumba Solusi aAlam hope that when I get 1 opportunity to work with the local and 

national government to be able to handle or help the government a little in terms of electrification and help people 

who need electrification in the village and I hope that we can get a lot of help from both the local government, 

central and foreign organisations so that we can help more people in the village. because for now, 3S is enough 

for the village. because for now 3S has helped enough by distributing 3000 Solar home system lights but in my 

opinion, it is still very lacking and there are still many locations or areas that have not received similar programs 

either from the government level or foreign aid. So, I really hope to get support from the government and 

organisations to help or reach more villages. 

 

Interview 6 – Sarah Hobgens (1/2) 

Day 3 – 06/09/2022 

Place: Sarah’s house 

Project: General interview with Sarah 

Organisation: 3S 

S: Sarah Hobgens – Cofounder of 3S 

M: Mario Esteban (Interviewer) 

Video 3 (Videos 1 and 2 are just tests) 

M: So the first question is to introduce yourself. It's Sarah Hobgens, and yes, basically where do you work, 3S, 

and what are the main activities of 3S? 

S: Hi, my name is Sarah Hobgens, I am co-founder of Sumba Sustainable Solutions, we are a RE and bamboo 

treatment company in Sumba, Indonesia and our purpose is to empower rural communities to enable Sustainable 

Development. 
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M: All right perfect. So, as you know, this documentary is about challenges when developing renewable energy 

projects and sustainable practices in the rural environment. So what would you say is the main challenge when 

doing these sustainable practices or if you cannot give me only one, give me some of them that you have 

experienced over these last years 

S: Yes sure. For me, the main challenge in RE access for rural communities is always the business model. The 

biggest challenge is making a business model that makes sure that people pay for the services at an appropriate 

amount and over a longer-term commitment. So, in many areas, people don't want a long-term commitment, 

mostly microfinance which only commits for one year or two years, which means that rural communities aren't 

getting the same advantages as urban communities in terms of investing in energy infrastructure. A major 

challenge is always going to be accountability within any community development group. So, if you have an 

electricity mini-grid that is funded by a donor, or funded by an outside group, and it’s managed maybe for two 

years or three years by that group, and after that is handed over to the community, there must always be oversight 

of that community group. In Sumba the social dynamics are complex, the power dynamics the politics, everything 

is complex. So if you don't have someone outside helping to create that net for accountability and transparency, 

the community group will always come to a problem and that will mean that there is no repayment made. 

Eventually, the system will shut down because the operation and maintenance haven't been facilitated properly. 

M: Yes, that was a very good answer. All right, now I want to zoom in on some of the projects that you have been 

working on, for example, PowerWells that we visited yesterday. I interviewed one household that told us about 

her experience with you help to the community. Can you tell me some cases, not about successes but failures, 

being specific on what was the problem? An example of one failure that you faced. 

S: The first project that we worked on was 2500 pay-as-you-go solar home systems (inaudible sentence). That 

system is very good technology and it worked very well but the main problem that we have had is trying to 

maintain repayment rights. So the idea with that business model is that we will purchase the sunking lights from 

sunking and then we loan them on a lean purchase model to community members, and they pay them off 50000 

RP/month for 3 years so this is a very long term loan for a small amount of money. The reason why we chose 

50000rp/month was that he equivalent to the amount that people would spend on kerosene if they were using 

kerosene candles. And initially, we thought that because it is a small amount of repayment per month, the 

repayment rates would be quite high. What we found in the field was that the challenges with the repayment rates 

stand a lot from the initial communication with the agents, also when we first handed out lights, we didn't have a 

full written contract. In our new systems, working with Powerwells, we have also created a new system of 

accountability and working with agents, so we focus very much on training the agent’s first step. But also making 

sure that the communication with the customer is clear, and each customer signs a contract to say that they would 

make those repayments, 50.000 RP/month over 3 years and that if they don't make repayment for more than 3 

months, then the system will be reallocated and moved to someone else. So, we make this a very clear business 

transaction, not a community transaction. The difference for us is that community members only take on the loan 

if they are clear that than to pay for it, but also, they agree to work with people why believe that the equipment is 

needed and be able to pay for it. So, this is demonstrating that we can make this business model work, but our 

initial goal of reaching 2500 households was a very difficult and challenging thing and now we are almost 4,5 

years into that project, so they should have been paid off in 3 years and there are still many luts that are not fully 

paid off yet. That means that our operational costs for running those programs are a lot higher than they were 

initially anticipated. 

M: Just to make myself clear, in the interviews that we did yesterday, they were in Indonesian, and they 

summarised the answer so... what I got from Powerwells was that there is an agent that acts an as intermediary 

between the community, so that’s why you say it is not community managed, so to say. It is managed by an 

external agent. 

S: Yes, it’s unfair the amount of pressure that is put on communities. Rural communities expect them to manage 

the water supply group, the farming group, the school board, all of these are the things that are in the community, 

and if you add electricity management to that, it’s the same for all these people that are doing all these jobs. And 

for, me it’s an unfair additional workload to put on people who already have high domestic workloads. They 

already have a lot of other challenges; you are just adding one more challenge. In our chain, (inaudible sentence) 
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We pay for the electricity, but we expect it to just come. We don't expect to have to go to a mini-grid for it, we 

don't expect to manage it. So, by having a system of agents, that means that we work with the agents, the agents 

work with customers, and people pay for a service, and they receive that service. 

M: And do you think those net of agents need to be local? Or can be for example an international organisation? 

Or it doesn't matter? 

S: The system that we have with both PowerWells and the sunking system, is a system of agents, so we have 59 

agents across Sumba. Each of those agents is someone who lives in the village. A new criterion for selecting 

agents is to go to the village's head and say that we need to find a woman who has more than 9 years of education 

and she has already been running a kiosk. The reason for these criteria is that we need someone capable of doing 

the bookwork, very neatly, because we are working on a system of numbers, the reason why we need a kiosk is 

that if someone has been selling things to other people within the community, they have already worked out how 

to manage the problem of people having debt or having credit systems and not paying them back. So that's how 

we select the agents, by asking the village head, the Kepala Desa for his suggestion on someone who would be a 

good fit, using those criteria. Then we have also (inaudible sentence) within his village, and I tell him because 

mostly they're men, but it means that we can go back to them if we have a problem with the agent and say, can 

you help us with this, please? So, the reason we always use the agents from the village and always happy 

empowered women. We also make sure that we train the man and the woman so... the agent is the woman, but 

she is with her husband or an old son, or someone else, because then the man is not feeling left out, and he is 

happy to work with the maintenance or fixing something is very easy, he can help with that. 

M: And regarding these traineeships, I remember you explained to me this game of red and green balls, And I 

remember the objective of the first project of three years was trying to transfer the knowledge to 25 people, but 

you only achieve 1, and you focus on him or her. And then in the next project, which is 3 years again, it is much 

easier if that person can spread the knowledge within the community. Could you briefly explain it, or describe it 

again like the game? 

S: We like to think about international development and training work as a game of pull, so... the pull balls are on 

the table. When you hit a ball, you hope that it will hit another ball and that you will make it into the pocket, but 

we all know when you are playing pull you cannot try as hard as you might but won’t always make that ball into 

that pocket the way that you expect. So, if you think you are going to train 25 people and then 25 people would 

implement what they are trained for and that would be successful, then you are setting yourself up for failure. For 

your expectations are just too on expectations for any human being because we all live in a complex social world. 

But what we need to focus on to say, so some people in that training maybe one person, two people, are very 

interested in what you are doing, if we can work with them, and work with them on the things they are interested 

in, it might not be the same as the goals of our project, but we work with them in the things they are interested in, 

and then we can move forward, and if we are empowering people those agents of change, then they can make a 

change. Maybe is not exactly what we want to see, or what we expect to see, but the better things we are putting 

into the system, the more... I like to think about the balls being green and red. So, when you give someone training 

and it sticks, and they find it interesting, and you make a good connection, then they go from being kind of, maybe 

a yellow ball to being green. So that person who becomes the green ball has a knock-on effect. There will be other 

people that they work with doing other good things, and that is how we bring change. I think it is very important 

when you are working in development to be flexible, but also to understand that you won't achieve everything 

that you wanted to achieve, but the most important thing is to learn from those challenges and to be very critical 

of your work, and also be very critical on other people's work. We always try to tell everything exactly how it is 

because we want other people to learn from our mistakes, not make the same mistakes. 

M: I will go to the final stage which is if you want to have a final message to the camera about 3S or something... 

I will put the camera in front of you. 

-Video 4 

S: Rural communities in developing nations don't need just more assistance or more donor funding. What they 

need are long-term partners. Sumba sustainable solutions work with communities in a model where communities 

are both the customers and the suppliers. They are the customers for renewable energy projects and suppliers of 
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bamboo for sustainable development building projects. So, our focus is to partner with the communities in the 

long term to ensure we can create sustainable development together. 

 

Interview 7 – Desa Walatungga 

Day 4 – 07/09/2022 

Place: Walatungga Village 

Project: Solar PV lanterns 

Organisation: 3S 

BK: Barak Kilimandang (Gardener and agent) 

MTR: Margaretha Tatu Ridja 

JAM: Interviewer 

-Video 1 

JAM: Sir/Madam please introduce yourself, ready name, what is your daily work? 

BK: My name is Barak Kilimandang, my day job is gardening. 

JAM: Maybe you can explain how the solar-powered mill and sunking lamp programme came to Walatungga 

village? 

BK: Initially in February 2018 there was an officer named Rudi Nadapdap, he was the Hivos Field Manager. He 

came and socialised about solar-powered milling with sunking lights. So, at that time, many people followed the 

socialisation so in March 2018 the assistance was immediately installed in the village, and both programs were 

simultaneously installed in the village. And the first installation was the corn mill and at the end of March, the 

lights were installed. The number of beneficiaries was 28 families in 1 agent with time 10 families did not make 

monthly deposits, so 18 families are still using until now and some have paid off and several units are damaged 

and have not paid off. If the corn mill is currently not operating, and when the officer came to check, there was a 

problem with the battery, and it has not been operating for 1 year. 

-Video 2 

JAM: While running the system, both the mill and the lamp, have you encountered any obstacles? What are the 

obstacles? Can you explain? And what kind of solutions can you provide to the community? 

BK: In terms of grinding, it is not a problem, but it has a slight impact. For example, the previous year when the 

machine was operating properly, there was a problem with the Closter because if the tool was thin, the engine 

power to grind was no longer normal, and if it was forced, the results obtained were not as expected so that when 

people came to grind, we refused because the results were not good. The challenge is the corn sieve which does 

not last long, in almost 1 month must be replaced with a sieve price of 50,000 / piece, unlike the built-in sieve 

from the machine when it first operated for a long time. 

JAM: What is the reason why 10 families did not continue with the lamp? 

BK: Because of the source of income from the community, it makes the community slow to deposit money and 

slow to get tokens and, in the end, if they don't take, for example, token 1, obviously token 3 will not come out 

and over time they are no longer focused on paying so the company withdraws the lights from the customer's 

house. 

-Video 3 

JAM: Regarding administration, for monthly administration, approximately how much do people pay? Are people 

diligent in paying or not? and who trace the payments? and what is the method between you as an agent to connect 

with officers from the office? 

BK: The administration is done by us as agents (my wife and I) and the official documents. And for the deposits, 

the officer will come to collect them in the village, such as the mill and lamp. The business scheme for the corn 

mill is to receive payment from the community in the form of corn and we will sell the corn to be able to deposit 

it to the officers who come. however, we have not deposited the mill finances for a long time because of the 
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problem that the mill has not been functioning for about 1 year. And for a while, the deposit was still left with us 

for a few months before the mill machine broke down in 2020. 

JAM: How much is the real payment for milling corn? 

BK: The payment is 500 per kg, so the profit-sharing scheme is 50:50, so sometimes we will deposit for 2-3 

months and will calculate together with the officer who comes to collect the deposit, and then we share the profit. 

If it’s lighting, it's 50,000/house per month and 5,000/unit of lights for us. 

-Video 4 

JAM: Can you explain the difference between the community before using the lamp and mill and the condition 

when they used the lamp and mill? 

BK: There are a lot of changes, one example is before the mill, mothers still do corn points or mash, it takes 2-3 

hours for that, so when the mill is there, the time needed is only 30 minutes, it is finished, meaning that it has been 

ground, mama just needs to tapis and cook. So, the time used before the mill is now used for other work and that 

is the change. If there are lights there are also changes, for example [at night mothers can weave and weave ikat, 

as well as tie weaving threads so it is very useful. So, before there were lights, we were still using lamps, and 

buying kerosene so the expenditure for lighting could be more than the price we pay for tokens every month. If 

before we were still using lamps, although the same cost of expenditure as paying tokens but the current lights 

have more benefits so there are quite a lot of changes. 

 

Interview 8 – Sarah Hobgens (2/2) 

Day 7 – 11/09/2022 

Place: Sarah’s house 

Organisation: 3S 

Project: - 

S: Sarah Hobgens (3S) – Second and additional interview 

M: Mario Esteban (Interviewer) 

-Video 1 

M: So the first question is basically what your opinion is about whether the lack of small grants is a barrier or a 

challenge towards achieving sustainable development, oh and maybe if you could explain the role of investors, 

donors, equity, as you did to me... 

S: Yes sure. One of the major challenges that we face is the lack of investors wanting to invest small amounts of 

money in projects, so... (stop for the noise). One of the challenges that we have is a lot of investors are talking 

about wanting to invest in RE in energy access, but a lot of the investors once they get to talking about how much 

they want to invest, they don't want to invest small amounts. They want to invest big amounts straight away to 

make it worthwhile in terms of due diligence. They have a lot of processes that go along with a major investment 

and that means that we are talking about ticket sizes of maybe investments of 5 million dollars or 10 million 

dollars. But when you are working with rural communities, to try to implement that many households at a large 

scale quickly, is actually...Even if you have a very good business model that is going to cost the process to fail 

because you have to be able to be adaptive, you have to be able to work with the conditions that are there, and you 

need to be able to respond to the specific needs of those communities. Understand exactly how they are working 

and make that business model work. So, if you have to scale up too quickly, it's not going to work, you are going 

to come undone even if you got the best business model (inaudible sentence). So, the second part of that, is that 

an investment model that would work in that situation is the kind of blended finance approach, which is done in 

other places. But once again is so hard to attract investment for it, but a blended finance approach is part debt 

equity, part debt investment, part equity investment, and part donor or philanthropy. So, the idea of that is that 

you can try to commercialise investment to enable scale up, but the donor money helps to offset the risk of the 

rural energy projects. So, it is a viable model, but once again the challenges of... if you have a 5 million ticket for 

the investment from the debt-equity, that means that you've got to raise another 2.5 million maybe of philanthropy 
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investment, and that is a big mismatch being able to do that. So, even though lots of people are keen to enable the 

investment space, to enable commercial capital to solve this problem, the size of philanthropic donations and the 

size of debt investments are not comparable. Philanthropic investments are much smaller compared to debt 

investments where they want a much bigger project size. So, there is a bit of a challenge in that model, but in my 

mind, that model is going to enable us to scale more quickly, but we also need more patient investors, people who 

are willing to take risks, yes it is a high-risk thing, but projects have come here and spend lots and lots in 

development money, with nothing to show for it. So, we need to have that kind of backing of people who can say 

we are going to back this business model. Yes, it is risky, but it is worth it. So, that's a major challenge for us in 

the global context, and for a lot of companies of our kind of size and in our age bracket. 

M: And the way to solve it, would you say is for example through policies to attract investors that want to invest 

smaller quantities in projects like these? Because sometimes policy is seen as the cornerstone for the solution of 

everything, but we also see policies like the one of the 15 % that you can instal in your house, which is less than 

what is needed to make a living for example... So, would you say that policy can be both an enabler and a barrier 

in this sense, in this kind of project? 

S: Oh. So, the policy is a really important cornerstone in providing investors with confidence, one of the challenges 

that we've had in Indonesia over the past ten years is a range of new policies, and some of those policies are 

moving in a positive direction and some of them are kind of running back in investment. So, there is a lack of 

investor confidence, in those policies, that they are going to stay, that they are going to be consistent, and that you 

can build a business upon it. The current policy, or the current implementation of the policy, is generally that you 

can put on 10-15% of the capacity of your current electricity connection. The challenge of that is that most 

Indonesian households have maybe 1300 or 220 W connection, so that would mean that they would have maybe 

130 W of solar power or 220 W of solar panel, and that is a small amount, and it means that you are not going to 

be able to meet your needs during the day. So, that's a pretty significant limitation, and it is particularly significant 

for businesses where perhaps their large use of energy is during the day when the sun is out. 

M: Ok, Yes, so these are the 2 questions, so we are going to repeat what you explained about the agent-based 

approach instead of the community-based approach. You explained well in the previous interview why you think 

the community-based approach is not the appropriate one because it puts a lot of pressure on the community, but 

I just want you to repeat basically why you think an agent-based approach is more appropriate for this kind of 

sustainable project. 

S: So, the approach that we use is to work with agents in the villages, so we have customers (20 customers per 

agent), the agent collects the fees, and they receive 10% of that payment, and then those payments are collected 

by the Sumba Sustainable Solutions field agents. So, there are 3 levels to our structure, and the reason for having 

agents in the field is that agents in the village are people who know the other people in the village, also we allow 

the agents to sign people up, so that means that they get to choose people whom they feel confident will be able 

to make the payment on a daily commitment because that is not something that we can choose from outside. At 

the moment we limit each agent to only having 20 customers because that's about the limit they can handle easily 

without becoming overwhelming. And it is also one of the major challenges for us at the moment is that everything 

is with cash, and the agents are also people who have very low incomes. So, when they have that cash in their 

hand, it’s very easy for them to be used it for something else, not to steal it but with the intention that they will 

pay it back, but if they are collecting repayments for 50 households, that means they are holding 2500000rp. If 

then they use it for something else, that is equally important, but if they use that they will have to repay it, and 

often that creates a challenge. So, for us the reason for having agents in the villages is because we need to have 

that contact with our customers, we need someone who is right there in the village, rather than going on a 

community group approach, we work on trusting one person, and training them up, and creating a very clear line 

of transparency and accountability. So, if something goes wrong there is no one else to blame, it is a problem with 

the agent, and we work with them to understand what happened, whether they want to continue being an agent or 

whether they would like us to find someone else. And then we take those learnings into the next step. Ok, so 

what's the best way to find an agent that is most likely to be successful? We don't work by taking women who 

don't have a lot of skills to make them entrepreneurs. Our business model already has a lot of challenges, so we 

try to work with women who are already some kind of empowerment within the village, they feel that they have 
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a voice, and they also have an established kiosk. That's an essential part of our model because we want someone 

that has already worked out how to manage a business in a challenging cultural environment. So, if your aunt does 

not pay her bill, how do you continue going? And if you already got a kiosk that has been running for more than 

a year, then you have already sorted that out, you have learned to say no to someone if they don't bring money, or 

you've learned how to get the money back. So, that is a very important part of our model, and the other challenge 

for me personally has been to step back, sometimes I can be too (inaudible). It is very easy to imagine what it 

would be for them to be in their position, but as soon as you let the rules loosen a bit for one person, that makes it 

harder for all the other agents. So, we have to maintain a really strict business model but by registering now just 

20 customers per agent, we have taken a lot of the challenges out. It is much easier to maintain those agents, but 

we also develop a very strong relationship with our agents and work with them in if there are other things they 

want to do, we try to work on that as well. So, we try to work with them as agents of change, as well as being the 

agents in the village. 

M: Yes, all right. So, I've been thinking about this. So we have this triangle which is related to the business model, 

where 3S supplies the equipment to the community, and you need money for that. Do you think that the best 

option would be that 3S as an organisation is also in charge of writing proposals to try to get money and funding? 

Or should it be another organisation that is fully focused on trying to get money from donors, from investors, and 

3S should be only focused on the business model because it is very important? Do you think it is better to have 

centralised in 3S the business model and the attraction of money? Or should it be another organisation like a 

consultancy or something like that? 

S: Yes, ideally that would be someone else finding the money and just giving it to us. You know, any business 

owner is going to say yes, and it is going to be attracted to that model. One of the challenges we found though if 

you are working with NGOs, often you start with trial projects, and trial projects are generally very well-funded. 

There is additional funding for capacity building and additional funding for staff. The challenge for that is often 

you get used to having more money for operations than you will in the ongoing business model. So, you need to 

start very lean and start with the planned business model without too much subsidisation to be able to make that 

happen. But if you have a separate group who could work with several organisations to get that funding that would 

be a very different proposition. 

M: all right, perfect. I think we have it. Thank you so much. 

Interview 9 – Mata Redi 

Day 8 – 12/09/2022 

Place: Mata Redi Village 

AUR: Adrianus Umbu Rauta (Kepala Desa) 

PM: Welhelmus Poek 

M: Mario Esteban (Interviewer) 

-Video 1 

AUR: So well, thank you, I introduce my name Adrianus Umbu Rauta, as the Village Head in Mata Redi Village, 

Katiku Tana Sub-district, Central Sumba Regency. First of all, I would like to thank you for the visit related to 

renewable energy in Mara Redi Village, and I would like to welcome Mr Mario from Spain. 

AUR: In Mata Redi Village, the population is 1,012, with 242 households. And regarding the use of electricity, it 

is used with 242 households. And for that I also thank you very much that in relation to that I conveyed the 

population with the area of Mata Redi Village as well as the area of 14 square kilometres (KM2). So maybe that's 

what I need to say in the first answer. That's all and thank you. 

-Video 2 

AUR: So well, it means that maybe in the second place, it means that in relation to the challenges that we face 

with the existence of electricity in Mata Redi Village, there are still a lot of challenges, meaning that it is a 

challenge, one of which is how with this challenge for us to try to build a / one of the obstacles that with this 

challenge that one of them is with the existence of this electricity that one of them is related to the BUM Village 
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building. Because the BUM Desa building is a shelter for those who manage this PLTS because one of them is 

BUM Des. And therefore that is indeed our challenge. Then secondly, for the challenges in each household, yes 

of course in the residents' houses which is one of the challenges too, yes maybe we need to provide assistance in 

the technical part so that what is expected related to this lighting problem means that it goes well. Maybe that is 

one of the challenges in Mata Redi Village, especially one of them is the BUM Des building. So that how BUM 

Des runs and supervises one of them is BUM Des. Like that is one of the challenges. 

-Video 3 

AUR: So well, thank you, maybe in relation to a challenge, we also, as the Village Head, I also hope that it means 

how to provide assistance, especially specifically to MENTARI and then secondly from all stakeholders or all 

related agencies, that we need that assistance. So that what is the connection with BUM Des that has been formed 

because one of the things that makes BUM Des is that the building has not been established. And I hope that 

MENTARI and related agencies at the district level provide assistance so that what is our hope and the needs of 

the community so that the maximum can be achieved. Maybe those are the hopes that I expect as the Village Head 

because of course there have been various kinds of training for the management, of course I also still expect you 

from MENTARI, then secondly also from the relevant agencies. In relation to electricity or lighting, I still expect 

TML to continue to provide assistance so that its use does not experience congestion. Maybe that's what I need to 

expect from me as the Village Head. Maybe that's what I said. That's all. 

-Video 4 

PM: Maybe you can tell us about the process of involving the community and the government since the beginning 

of the programme. 

AUR: So okay, thank you. Maybe it's related to the beginning of the survey, from Hivos MENTARI, so we feel 

grateful, we feel proud, so through that, we built a deliberation for how we do the survey starting from the location 

of the PLTS. So maybe from me as the Village Head, I feel that I am very proud of this project, especially regarding 

lighting. I as the Village Head feel proud and as the Village Head took the decision to provide a centralised solar 

power plant location/place by grant. 

AUR: Secondly, with the participation of the community, they are also very supportive. So that the expectations 

of this project can run well. Because through gotong royong activities, through community participation is high. 

This means that we are very supportive. Maybe we really want to support because one of them is that this is one 

of the needs. That means as a community, related to lighting. Because when lighting comes, it is not through a 

dream, but it is a blessing. This blessing has been given to us, so we feel very happy, very proud, so we really 

build support and participation to support MENTARI activities. Maybe this is our hope at the beginning, so that 

we really provide support and participation to MENTARI. Thank you. 

-Video 5 

PM: The condition before and after electricity? 

AUR: So okay, thank you. Before there was renewable energy or electricity, initially we were in the dark. In the 

darkness, in general we in Mata Redi Village, each of our households only expect to use lamps, then use sehen 

lamps which are procured using village funds, but their use is not durable. So, whether or not it is related to how 

to increase the capacity more specifically for our children, as teenagers, the nation's children are somewhat 

disturbed, unable to study properly. This is one of the obstacles that we felt before there was electricity/renewable 

energy. 

AUR: Now, the presence of this renewable energy project makes us feel happy and we are very proud. Why we 

are so proud of the presence of renewable energy is because of our innovation, how to utilise electricity to make 

changes. And we feel comfortable when all the activities that we can do comfortably. And when we feel 

comfortable, that's when we really feel that there is a change from the darkness of yesterday to now. That's why I 

see my beloved children, especially their education, at least they can study comfortably, they don't have to go to 

the neighbouring village to charge their mobile phones, to use the internet. This is one of the needs of children 

because it is related to the COVID pandemic in 2019-2020, we feel very strongly, especially the problem of 

children who have been disturbed in the pandemic problem yesterday. Because children do not go to school offline 

(school stops) and when they need to go online, sometimes inevitably they have to run to neighbouring villages 
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to charge their cellphones because there is no electricity here (Mata Redi). Now this is one of the pressures for 

children but with the presence of PLTS / renewable energy lighting, they are very grateful. We feel proud. 

AUR: And second than that, with the presence of this lighting, for young people who have crafts and skills, they 

can build an activity that can generate (money). This is one of the things that makes us feel grateful, we feel proud. 

Maybe that's what I need to say. Thank you. 

 

Interview 10 – Ubu Oleta 

Day 9 – 13/09/2022 

Place: Ubu Oleta (interview done in the secondary school) 

Organisation: PT Rakaru and SREG 

Project: Solar PV 1.5 kWp (problem with inverter) 

ARU: Agus Rama Uma (teacher) 

M: Mario Esteban (Interviewer) 

-Video 1 

ARU: Introducing my name Agus Raga Uma, and my job as a teacher, from Wetana Village, West Laboya 

District, West Sumba Regency. I live in Ubu Oleta Village, working daily as a teacher. The project in Ubu Oleta 

Village, PT Rakaru in collaboration with SREG. The existing solar power plant in Ubu Oleta with a capacity of 

1.5 kWp and serves 14 houses. 

-Video 2 

ARU: There are several challenges with this PLTS, the first is the problem of damage, automatically the 

community all feel sorry about it because of the lack of technicians. Automatically, if there is damage to the panel 

or other equipment that is damaged, I must first contact PT Rakaru. Because of the distance constraints, it is 

difficult to quickly overcome these things. Another obstacle is the problem with the inverter, I don't blame PT 

Rakaru, it's just because the technicians are not available, with sophisticated goods now to repair again you need 

to use the system. 

-Video 3 

ARU: Thank you, we told you about the beginning before the PLTS, the community before there were PLTS 

activities at night were difficult. Initially, they used a lamp. Pati there are several things that according to the 

community resulted in losses. For example, the charging of mobile phones, secondly, studying at night is difficult, 

and then the activities of the community around Ubu Oleta at night are difficult because they need lighting. The 

second point is that with the PLTS, lighting, mobile phone charging, children's learning in Ubu Oleta Village, and 

community activities at night, be it weaving, mat weaving, and others, have been stabilised with the PLTS in Ubu 

Oleta Village. Thank you. 

-Video 4 

ARU: There are no recordings... only discussions with the Hivos team about assessment activities. 

-Video 5 

ARU: Thank you, according to the existence of the Ubu Oleta community, between a married couple, indeed, if 

we look at it in general terms, there is a cooperation between husband and wife. Even with a character or a person, 

it must be different. For decision-making, the husband is the first to see, because he is the head of the family. 

Automatically, in this case, with the existence of new things, things of knowledge about the explanation from the 

mother yesterday, there are indeed many men who have a change of mind that they do not consider their wives 

ordinary. Automatically in making decisions, in this case, both decisions about children, and families must 

cooperate between husband and wife, to take action. If we look at the outline in Ubu Oleta Village, most of those 

who act are indeed from their husbands/men. Maybe with this, there are also many, yes, it is not that the Ubu 

Oleta community does not understand, but it is because of the lack of socialisation from outside, for example, the 

benefits or status in the household. 
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Interview 11 – Welhelmus Poek 

Day 10 – 14/09/2022 

Place: Hivos office (West Sumba) 

PM: Welhelmus Poek 

M: Mario Esteban (interviewer) 

-Video 1 

M: Basically, the first question is your name and position in the company. 

PM: Thank you Mario, so my name is Welhelmus Poek. Currently, I work with Hivos International, and we are 

now completing a program called Mentari Program in the central Sumba district, in East Nusa Tenggara Province, 

specifically in Mata Redi and Matarowa villages. So, my position is like a field demonstration project coordinator. 

M: Ok, perfect thanks. And now we go to the question of what is in your opinion, one of the biggest challenges 

when developing energy access projects in rural communities? 

PM: Yes. One of the biggest challenges I think is how to prepare the community itself. We come and bring a 

program or project to the community we must ensure the project or program’s sustainability itself. That means 

that we need to ensure the community understands our program, they must be involved from the beginning of the 

program, and then we must involve them in every stage of our program. Why this is important? As I mentioned 

the sustainability of the program is one of the huge challenges of developing a program for the community. Many 

projects fail because they don't think about community development. They just come to bring the project, to build 

infrastructure and then they are gone. They won’t be aware or don’t care about the communities understanding, 

or what is the next step after the project. So, I think that is the main challenge. 

M: And one way to overcome that challenge, is by creating this Bumdesa organisation can you explain a little bit 

how this Bumdesa organisation works? and why you think it is a good way to achieve and overcome that 

challenge? 

PM: To overcome the challenges there are many ways but, one of the most important things is that we need to 

create an opportunity involving the local community itself. This means that we need to strengthen the local 

community’s understanding and their ability and capacity for our project itself. For example, in the RE aspect, we 

need to ensure that the community itself understand the project. So, in our project in Mentari, we create we called 

a 'Business owner entrepreneurship organisation' because, in our business model, we allow this organisation to 

become the main actor in the community to do operation and maintenance of our system. I mean not our system, 

but the system that we provide to them. because at the end of the day, this project will become their own, so they 

will own this project so. We give opportunities to them, we train them, and we give them some opportunities to 

learn about the technology. For example, we invite young people from the local community, we train them about 

the PV system itself, and they understand basic electrical training. We also like to allow the Bumdesa members 

and management, to learn about the mini-grid itself, and the technology itself, and we also invite them to many 

activities that are related to this kind of project. So, they can understand and learn not only from us but also from 

other people when they also do the same project in the community (replicability in other villages). So Bumdesa 

as I mentioned, is the actor, organisation that has this main role, to ensure that all things about the system, about 

the operation of the system, will run well. 

M: Ok, also, the duration of the project is three years, but remember you mentioned there is also a kind of long-

term commitment with PLN, which is the state-owned company that oversees electrification. Do you think it is 

important to have that in mind? Because otherwise it is only 3 years, and as we said, this is not a long-term 

commitment, it would be more like a medium-term commitment. Do you think this is important for the 

sustainability that you mentioned at the beginning of the interview? 

PM: Yes, I do. The first step is to establish Bumdesa as the main actor as I mentioned. But another thing is that 

in our business model we also think about the next step. We know that even if we allow Bumdesa, possibly there 

will be many challenges for them to run this system. So that is why in our design we also engage with PLN, the 

agency for the electrification in Indonesia, we open opportunities or change for the Bumdesa to have a 

collaboration working with this kind of institution, meaning that when they have a collaboration, Bumdesa and 

PLN they can discuss what can both of the parties do. For example, if PLN comes and says 'that all the operation 
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and maintenance are under our management, Bumdesa can only do this...' then, in this agreement, they can have 

the tell agreement about that, and all things in the community will be managed by PLN. Or maybe PLN asks 

Bumdesa 'ok, we are only going to use your system, or your network to distribute electricity to the community, 

we pay you like this...’ or you must provide us like a service for example when a problem happens in the 

community or the consumer houses and then you must come to the PLN for example, like that. We already noticed 

that our project in Mata Redi or this community is only about 3 to 4 years. 3 years to work with them, to make 

sure they understand about our project, but we also think about the next step. We understand that 3 years is not 

enough for the community to understand the technology. So, we also added another 3 years, just only for operation 

and maintenance aspects. So, like our engineering procurement contractor who built this infrastructure in the 

community, they will stay with the community especially with the Bumdesa operators, for 3 years more, to teach 

the operators, to teach about Bumdesa, and understand the technology. They must learn about what is technology. 

How do solve this technology when problems happen? So, three years for O&M only. In total is about 6-7 years 

for this project. So, we know that it is important like thinking about the medium-level support on how to make 

sure this program will sustain. Not only PLN, but we are also thinking about how we can ensure that the 

community, even the local community, understand this technology. I need to highlight; why we think like this. As 

I mentioned, the community is the main actor and the main objective of our program. We must give them the 

chance to the subject of our project itself. They must do, they must understand, and they must be the main actor 

themselves. 

M: I understand, and last and final question, I promise [laugh]. It is about the flow of money because you explained 

to me some international donors give money to Mentari and then from Mentari, they do the installation, they build 

the equipment, they do the traineeships, and the coming back of the money, it is returned to the organisation 

Bumdesa, for the operation and maintenance. So, it is not coming back to Mentari. So, can you explain a little bit 

about that flow of money? From grant, Mentari as an intermediate, and then community, end the community 

paying back to their organisation. And regarding that organisation, you helped them to create bank accounts for 

example with three topics, for them to avoid failure... 

PM: All right, so I wanted to make a clear statement, So Mentari project consists of 4 organisations inside the 

project. I mean, we have like: Palladium (consortium leader), Hivos, Castlerock as well as ECA. So, organisations 

become the main implementor of the Mentari project. But our project itself is a collaboration government to a 

government program, between the Indonesian government and the ministry of energy and mineral resources, with 

the British embassy in Jakarta. We get funding support from British Embassy, but we also get support from our 

Indonesian Government. Mostly the funding is coming from British Embassy in Jakarta. The money itself, they 

give it to the consortium, and then we create our program. Mentari has 4 main streams, policy stream, broker, 

demonstration project, and collaboration and networking (capacity building). So our project in Mata Redi and 

Matarowa village is under the demonstration project stream. In the implementation we get money, we work also 

to build infrastructure, we invite EPC (engineering procurement contractor), who can help us to build the 

infrastructure, some money goes to them because we must pay them to deliver that output. And much money goes 

to capacity development. So, our project is not only about bringing infrastructure to the community, but also about 

providing community development itself. There are many activities in community development: training, 

assistance, anything learning process... For most of the activities, we must make sure they understand, they get 

the knowledge or skills about the technology, about how to build their economy. So, in this project, we allow 

access to electricity, but also an opportunity for economic growth. And one more thing, in this project, is that we 

give them not only that opportunity, but we also train them and provide information to them to understand why 

they should get this opportunity. Not only infrastructure but also knowledge and skills. So, all these things, are 

more inclusive. All the community, from young people to adults and elderly, or maybe people that come from 

different clans, we provide that opportunity as well. That is why I mentioned before that we need a group, an 

organisation that understands how to make sure all these things are running well within a community. Bumdesa 

is one of the choices of our program because we understand that we cannot bring an organisation from outside of 

the village, we need to give this opportunity to the villagers so that they can help to run this business in their 

village, and then, all things will run at the village level. Following this, we understand that there is an opportunity 

for Bumdesa to not only manage people but also provide an opportunity for economic growth, so there are many 
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activities that will use electricity to give them the opportunity for their economic growth. So, Bumdesa will help 

those communities to work together using electricity to build their economy. That's the idea of the business model. 

That is why Bumdesa will benefit from money as well, not only people. Because when we talk about the economy, 

there are activities and there is also income that they will get when they do some economic activity. So, the thing 

is that we need to make sure that Bumdesa when they get money, must understand how to use this money as well. 

Because we mentioned that we need to make sure of the sustainability of the project. We don't want the community 

not only to use electricity for their lighting but what can they do if the system has a problem within the community? 

So, they must think about the maintenance itself. They must think about the operation of the system itself. So that 

is why we create that opportunity. Those things are in our business model. So, Bumdesa gets money, and then 

they can use that money for at least 3 things. 1 to make sure the sustainability of the project, 2 to make sure they 

also run their business and 3 of course for the operation. You know, when they do activities in the community or 

they go outside of the community, they need an operation. That is why in this business model, we also teach 

Bumdesa to understand financial literacy. Not only how to record every single money they use, but how to manage 

money itself. So, we help Bumdesa to create three different bank accounts, in 3 different banks. So, this account 

has its function. 1 only focuses on the maintenance, 1 only focus on the operations, and 1 only focuses on the 

business. For example, in total, Bumdesa gets e.g., 1 million rupiahs, and then they would split it into 3 different 

bank accounts. (Inaudible sentence). That is the way we help Bumdesa to manage the money. Because we know 

if we put money in just 1 bank account and they forget, even though we already trained them or assist them about 

how to manage money, they forget to keep the money for maintenance, for example, they use all the money, and 

when something happens to the system, there is no money. That's the things we also help them to think about the 

sustainability of the project itself. 

M: And Bumdesa gets the money from the monthly fees of the community, right? 

PM: Oh yes, yes. So, in our system, Bumdesa will get money from the monthly fees from its household, and 

public facilities who are becoming the consumer of the system itself, so every month they pay to Bumdesa, and 

Bumdesa collects all that money, and that money will split into 3 different purposes. But not only from that 

business, but... we also provide like another activity as I mentioned in capacity development for productive uses 

of energy, so the communities and individuals and Bumdesa, they are in the same level to do activities to get the 

opportunity to get money from those activities. So, for example, for the agriculture sector, we planted citronella, 

we plant white ginger, so they can sell the products, or sell to other communities to get money, even for paying 

their monthly fees, or for another thing that they need in their families or individuals. 

M: Ok, perfect, thank you very much 

PM: Thank you 

Interview 12 – Rita Keffi 

Day 10 – 14/09/2022 

Place: Tambolaka 

Organisation: Hivos 

Project: Mata Redi and Walakari 

RK: Rita Kefi 

M: Mario Esteban (Interviewer) 

-Video 1 

RK: Hello, my name is Rita Kefi, currently working at Hivos and my position is Field Gender Equality and Social 

Inclusion Officer. Currently, Hivos is working together with 3 other agencies namely Palladium, Castle Rock and 

ECA for a programme called MENTARI. 

-Video 2 

RK: In the MENTARI programme, to increase community participation, the first strategy is to socialise the 

programme to the community in each hamlet, besides that, we have the training and one of them is the GALS 

(Gender Action Learning for Sustainability) training. In GALS there are 3 stages given to the community, the first 
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stage is the catalyst phase, in this catalyst phase, there are 5 tools but maybe on this occasion what I want to tell 

you is the tool about the Happy Family Tree. The Happy Family Tree talks about how the relationship pattern 

between men and women. So, this family tree is linked to a tree where there are family members, there are men 

and women. The family tree talks about several aspects, starting from the division of roles, how to manage 

finances, decision-making, and ownership of assets like that. So how does this family tree work? Usually, in 

GALS we use the drawing method. So, participants start to draw, starting from the number of family members, 

then the division of tasks, for example, participants are asked to draw women's work and men's work; as well 

as...... 

-Video 3 

RK: What kind of financial management, decision-making and asset ownership? After that, participants are asked 

to look back at the picture, whether the picture is balanced or not. If it is not balanced, participants will be asked 

to make an action plan to make changes. For example, in the division of roles, if women's work is greater, then 

men are asked to help women to do some activities. The same goes for financial management and so on. After 

that, every 3 months, the programme will conduct monitoring to see if they are implementing the action plan or 

not. During the monitoring, we found out that before we gave them the GALS training, women's work was usually 

bigger than men’s. But after being given the GALS training, men want to be involved in domestic activities, they 

start cooking, washing and so on. For the solar power plant, the programme sent 10 young people to be involved, 

5 girls and 5 boys and they were also given equal opportunities to be involved from installation to maintenance. 

For the operators, the programme plans to recruit 4 people, and there will be 2 women and 2 men. So there is a 

balance between men and women here. 

-Video 4 

RK: Success stories after, because we see that so far, Sumba's culture is patriarchal, so it's all men who get more 

opportunities. But with the approach taken by MENTARI, for example in our strategy, every activity has a 

minimum involvement of women at 50% of the total participants, 30% youth involvement and 10% elderly or 

parents. This strategy has been successful in triggering women's involvement in renewable energy-related 

activities. So, it turns out that if given space, the participation of women and young people will increase. 

 

Interview 13 – Dedy Haning 

Day 16 – 20/09/2022 

Place: Dedy’s house 

Organisation: PT Rakaru and SREG 

Project: - (Gender and inclusion, participation strategies, and challenges) 

D: Dedy Haning 

M: Mario Esteban 

-Video 1 

D: Ok my name is Dedy Haning, now I am holding two positions as a director of PT Rakaru, PT is a legal 

establishment for any company in Indonesia translated to public liability company: Rakaru. And then I am also 

part of a member of SREG. So, some of the Australian alumni got together and then decided to establish an 

informal organisation to develop any projects off-the-grid. 

-Video 2 

D: My name is Dedy Haning. I currently hold two positions. One is a director for PT Rakaru. It is a public liability 

company, set up in Jakarta for working in off-grid business, mainly solar PV technology. And then the second 

one is as a member of the RE group which we usually called as SREG. SREG is a collection of a few Australian 

alumni, working together to find off-grid solutions for Indonesia. And we work in a combination of crowdfunding 

platforms, and the role here is more voluntarily. 

-Video 3 
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D : So, the challenges in developing off-grid technologies in Indonesia, I guess from my point of view, the first 

one it is hard to find a profit, of course. Like, if you want to generate profit in the business you have to find the 

right scale to get that. So (inaudible), we already established the... this is the third year now I believe... So, we 

found that it is much more profitable for us to support existing businesses, like existing developers to planning, 

feasibility study, social economic assessments, and stuff like that, so purely supporting their operation, compared 

to if we must develop an actual project because it is not profitable at that scale. But on the side, we also develop 

charity projects, especially if we want to test out new technology, or new solutions. So, the challenge there in any 

start-up company that develops an off-grid business is always going to be how to make it profitable. Not much 

financial support, I mean in this country as well, or even in this region, because the operation is pretty spread out. 

And then, if we are talking about the business opportunity in the off grid, you have the business opportunity here 

in Indonesia, but the actual number itself about how big the market is, it is something that we don't necessarily 

know yet. So, much of our projects are based on previous experiences working with other initiatives or 

organisations. So, if we are working in Sumba, because we have been in Sumba working in several initiatives 

before (inaudible) we know that the off-grid business is available in these areas. From the perspective of 

developing charity projects, some of the challenges are also shared if you are running a company. I guess the first 

one is the supply chain because in Indonesia we don’t have a reputable solar PV company, in the sense that they 

produce high-quality PV, that generates high-efficiency output, for example. And many of the main components 

are imported. So that includes inverters, junction boxes, you name it... So that drives the price up. And then, even 

if we had a reputable brand, like, for example, SME in Indonesia because the size of the off grid is very small, the 

goods are still expensive if you must benchmark like other countries, like Africa, or another region in Asia. So, in 

that sense, developing off-grid in Indonesia compared to other countries remains as expensive. Our current number 

is somewhere between 8-12 USD per Wp is a good number. Also, another aspect would be logistics. Logistics is 

challenging because of the geographic challenges of Indonesia. Most of the off-grid areas or regions are in Eastern 

Indonesia. To get there, goods must travel to either main port in Java, and then you must transfer them to small 

boats, and then to cars or other modes of transportation to reach the village. And that also means that the roads 

are not necessarily good as well. So that's added to the CAPEX for developing off-grid in Indonesia. And that's 

also something that applies when you must return some goods regarding asset management, so if the goods are 

broken, most of the suppliers’ applying goods on the door, so you have to deliver the broken goods to their door 

to get the replacement during the guarantee period, so that'0s added to the cost. Other things will be capacities, 

like the lack of local capacity regarding trained skills in the village, or even in the regions at the district or 

subdistrict level. So that means we must not only deliver the installation but also must teach the local people how 

to operate and how to manage the installation. And the same risk remained that we cannot solve is that most of 

these people work as a farmer, and fishermen and, looking after solar installation is not their main job. So that's 

usually needing the PV during harvesting time or the planting season. So that's also challenging regarding 

responding to any faulty or malfunction within the system. I think that's the challenge from the private sector point 

of view, and from any entity that wants to develop off-grid in Indonesia. The three biggest challenges. 

-Video 4 

D: Ok so I mentioned that one of the challenges would be a lack of local capacity. But based on my experience 

working off the grid in Indonesia, I think now close to 20 years, one of the challenges would be to create ownership 

among the community on the installation. So, a lot of off-grid installation in Indonesia are community-based 

managed or operated installation, and the challenge is always on making sure that the business model works for 

them, and to make sure that the community learn about how to use the energy facilities responsibly. So, this 

challenge has been reflected in the planning of off-grid projects nowadays. That's including making sure that 

people are aware of the limitation of the system. So, if the battery has autonomy for 3 days, they should know that 

if the weather is not friendly, the maximum use of energy will be 3 days maximum. So, understand the basic 

concept of autonomous days, understand the basic concept of using energy responsibly. So that's because most of 

the off grid have energy limiters on their houses. We already plotted some amount of energy per hour per day for 

each household. That means the energy allocation corresponds with their choices to invest in the appliance. So, 

you cannot invest in high voltage appliances for example. That's one of the limits. So, people need to understand 

those basic concepts. Now during the project planning, usually... it depends on who is developing the project... 
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based on my experience if it is from the donor, usually they take care of the CAPEX, but the projects are already 

defined from the beginning. So that's more like a consultation approach to the community about where the project 

is going to be and what it is going to look like... What are the designs this means that the community has little 

participation or say in the planning? But a huge area in the installation and planning phase is more of consultation. 

That means the community can have a say in this process. So the engagement process for that we usually use 

various tactics. The first one is the community meetings, important. They must be driven and headed by the 

community leaders because usually, people listen to community leaders. And usually, if you would need any 

regulatory support, even though it is village-based regulatory support, it's much easier from the beginning to 

engage the head of the village. And at some point, engage the subdistrict or district government in the process. 

And then, deliver the knowledge to the introduction of mini grids. Or introduction to solar PV, to make sure that 

people from the community understand the benefits but also the limitations. We usually engage through training 

materials or games. The games could be like a gameboard, or online games using computers or tablets. 

-Video 5 

D: And then very recently more and more like a financial... Emphasize the gender and inclusion part, so we also 

design tools to make sure that all the processes from the beginning are inclusive and gender-sensitive, in a sense 

that... starting from the feasibility study we must make sure that the feasibility study is inclusive to women, youth, 

looking into opportunities for developing those segments access participation and benefit from the project. So, 

make sure they also have those. And, looking at any other engagement tactics, making sure we have project boards 

or have a pamphlet... all those things are always be considered at the beginning. Not only pamphlets but if the 

community has a low level of literacy, then we must make sure that the communication materials are also 

inclusive, in a sense that people can understand that. So, employing more pictures and figures and drawings for 

example. And then, gender and inclusion’s bigger part is making sure that any skills through youth development 

programmes or training also benefit women, youth, and other marginalised groups. Making sure that energy price 

is also affordable for anyone. And looking to any resources that can take over from that financial risk. As you 

always can find, even with our current projects close to 9% of the households are headed by women. So, that 

means they rely on a lot of subsidies from the government. That means putting more pressure on buying energy, 

it is going to be difficult for them. So, we are looking into other venues to look after this community. Gender and 

inclusion tools we designed with the community, so starting from addressing the safety, and then reflecting it to 

the solar PV design. So, if they feel they are not safe in certain areas where they usually access some resources 

like water or a place to take care of their animals, then the reflection for design is to have solar streetlights nearby 

for example. That will increase their mobility after dark. And then much of the materials are more of pulling 

information. So, the strategy that we use is to pull more information from the community. I guess there are no 

proper set-up turning materials, it is only guidelines about how to run facilitation. But many of the participants 

during that event are managed and conducted by the community under our supervision from us. So those are 

typical community engagement consultation tactics that we use in the projects on the off grid in Indonesia so far. 

-Video 6 

D: So, addressing sustainability I think for PV off-grid we can employ several strategies. So, from Rakaru’s point 

of view is that making sure that the technology that we use.... First has an existing supply chain in Indonesia, and 

that will be reflected to end life procedures. On where the disposal for example... We usually select technology 

that can be disposed of in Indonesia. And then the second one is from the perspective of the community looking 

after the technology. And then maximising the technology for their benefit. So, if the energy production is X 

amount per day, then we are looking into strategies to maximise that energy consumption to make sure that the 

production versus consumption is equal. Especially during the day. A lot of challenges with dump load utilisation 

during the day require a lot of engagement with the community, to make sure that people use energy as much as 

possible during the day for productive use of energy. The energy that otherwise would be dumped by the system. 

And then if you are developing off-grid in Indonesia, those are pretty much the considerations that we put on the 

front. And then, usually, if it’s nano grid, small home systems, the financial model would be using one cycle of 

technology life, if after that the technology will do and we will replace the technology with a new one. And these 

have no challenges with for example grid arrival. There is no challenge in that you can always switch into the grid 

or use them in parallel. The mini-grids are more problematic because they mini-grids have more capability to be 
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grid connected. So, we are looking at the planning phase to make sure we have a grid arrival scenario. And that is 

based on the existing business model of the utility company. So, in Indonesia, we have the utility company PLN. 

You can either work to support PLN for the mini-grid as IPP (Independent Power producer), or you will have a 

business agreement with PLN on buying some energy produced, and then the customer will be registered under 

the PLN customer list. Or you can have other business arrangements like PLN to look after the network, making 

sure that the network is up to PLN standard and safety of course, and the community can be responsible for the 

PV system. So, the battery, and the PV system. Or another choice would be to get rid of the battery and inverter 

and only have solar PV connected to the grid. So, it's working just like a solar rooftop. So, we are looking at 

several models, and that is what PLN normally offer in grid arrival scenarios. At the moment the only institution 

that can solve the sustainability issue is PLN if we are talking about a mini-grid. Because they have the existing 

capacity, like people resources… Also, if the community are registered in the PLN database, then they will enjoy 

subsidy as well because the energy subsidy in Indonesia goes to PLN, it doesn't go to the customer. So that's how 

we develop sustainability in a sense of grid arrival. 

 

Interview 14 – Don Bosco 

Day 10 – 14/09/2022 

Place: Don Bosco Professional School 

Organisation: Mentari project 

Project: Education 

E: Ephrem Santos 

M: Mario Esteban (Interviewer) 

-Video 1 

M: So, my interviews start with your name and position. 

E: So, the complex where you are staying consists of several sectors, there is a high school that is part of the 

formal basic education until year 12. Well, our place is a non-formal training centre, but we are recognised by the 

ministry of labour and manpower. So, for the high school and the other side, that is under the Ministry of education, 

while we are under the Ministry of manpower and labour. So, even though it is both of us because the other side 

is a technical high school, they are formal, and they are still basic. So, they are still minors. But when they 

graduate, I think they are ready enough to start with. But generally, those who finish high school, come and stay 

in our place for the course to prepare them to make them more mature, and more focused because basic education 

also covers a huge thing. while this, the course, if you pick the air conditioning, it is only air conditioning with a 

few things added. 

M: So there is a high specification on the topics, right? 

E: Yes. It is like a professional school. Because I took courses in Italy, so I am less... (laugh) And I go to 

Barcelona... (laugh). 

M: So in Spain, we have the University and what is called FP professional education, which is more focused on 

specific tasks, specific topics. So I guess this is more like professional training. 

E: Yes, I am the director. 

M: Ok. My next question is about the challenges that you have faced in bringing people here to do the education. 

So what are the challenges that you have faced? 

E: Yes so, the first is the realisation that there is a need that the young people need to have this kind of training. 

To be on equal terms with the urban areas. Because maybe you know that it happens that those who are trained in 

other islands that are more advanced have better opportunities. Because the owner of the businesses would 

generally choose the ones who are capable. So yes, mostly I think that immediately after high school, they can get 

a job. But sometimes, because of the educational situation on the island, the teachers do not come, and sometimes 

the supervision is poor because we are so far away from the central capital. So sometimes things are not going 

according to what they should be. So they will just get the grade, but they did not have the classes (laugh). 
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M: Yes. Also, we were yesterday in a place in a secondary and primary school (Ubu Oleta), and with the car, it 

was 45 mins or so, through bumpy roads, and they told me that they have to go walking which is 2 or 3 hours 

away from home. And I remember myself going to the school which was 2 minutes away from home, and I was 

sometimes so lazy to say like, Oh I have to go walking... But these kids are superheroes, And I guess that is some 

of the reasons why some kids have to also quit school sooner than they would like to, but yes, it is because of the 

conditions in Sumba and also the distance between the different villages and the schools... I guess that's also a 

challenge. 

E: We also have a program for equivalency. Because it is a school for drop-out actually, but we cannot say that 

because it gives a bad impression. So, you have to change the name of the school the institute so that it is more 

attractive and get rid of that stigma that they are lower quality or something like that. Because it is just a matter 

of lack of opportunities being given to them. So apart from that, it is also money involved. Because sometimes 

they are poor... Because we are private, we also need little finance to continue ourselves. That is the reason why 

our institute has repair shops as well as the production of furniture... So, we can sell this, and it subsidises the fees 

of the students. 

M: Do you mean as a source of income? 

E: Yes. Income generating. While training is going on, some staff is focused on production. Or repairs outside. 

M: So interesting. That is smart. Ok, also I wanted to ask you about gender and inclusion. So, how is the situation 

about the proportion of men and women that are coming to Don Bosco? 

E: As you know technical things like carpentry, welding, etc usually are held by men. 

So, we are still traditional here, but we have already started to do a lot of renovations especially when we worked 

together with this Mentari program. Because it has the gender component. But even before that, we had already 

this kind of preference for the disabled. That is why… Did you notice when you enter there is a ramp, toilets have 

the capability for the wheelchair to enter for the disabled to use the toile 

M: Yes, I saw the painting of the floor. It was the first time I see it in Sumba. 

E: So there is a reason why we don't use anymore the two classrooms on top. There is behind you if you could 

see it on your right. That was supposed to be classrooms but then we have students who have difficulties climbing 

up the stairs. So, we usually have our classes down. Then we got input from HI (Handicap International) from 

France. We are involved in that, aside from the gender component that was being handled by Ibu Rita, the one on 

your right. (inaudible). So that is why the ten students that were from this village, we special for the electrical, 

there are 5 boys and 5 girls. And for the woodworking, because that was part of the Mentari programme (Optimal 

use of energy), the electricity produced by this system will be productive, so we asked to train also the villagers 

the young people how to do the furniture using this small electrical hand tools. So from the ten, it was supposed 

to be 5 boys and 5 girls, But in the end, because of the mentality that it is going to be hard and all that, they thought 

that the carpentry work is all man work, but now you have the electric tools, even young boys and girls can handle 

as well. So for that in reality we have 3 girls and 7 boys. Here we are already trying to do the (inaudible) for the 

gender. 

M: Ok, so interesting, And How many years has Don Bosco been alive? 

E: I think it is about 10 years already. But it is only during the last 3 years that we improved. Because we started 

adopting already the UNESCO and the (inaudible) standards with things like digitalisation, green efforts, and all 

that, we are trying to apply them already for sustainable development and we are trying to... Maybe it is one of 

the reasons why we were chosen by this project to become the trainer because we seemed to be less near the 

standards of the UK. 

M: Yes, you are aligned with UK requirements but also European requirements because everything you have said 

about digitalisation, sustainable development... I worked in a consultancy in the past in Spain, and those are the 

pillars of the European Commission. And if you want to get funding from the European Commission then you 

need to be aligned with those principles. So probably you were chosen because of your fair activities and good 

purposes, but also because you are aligned with those pillars. And the relationship with Mentari has been since 3 

years ago? 

E: In 2020. Only for the component of training. We are only together for the component of training because there 

are many other components. For example, village development which is being handled by Hivos and... because 
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they are staying there most of the time Although we also went to the village for meeting times, maybe for each 

group that we want to recruit for training. For example, here we have female department heads. So, the health for 

the well-being, computer, finance department assistance director are ladies. You will meet them also there when 

you do the tour around. Because we want to promote the equality of opportunities given to those who are 

competent. 

M: And also, if you are a young girl and you see someone older than you in a position of computer director that 

is also a woman, then it incentivises you as a young woman to become something similar. So it's like a way of 

changing things and becoming more equal. So I appreciate that effort. 

E: Yes, for example, you will meet there at one of the computers, which is also near the village. Because she 

belongs to the one Matawoga but then it separated a couple of years ago. So Mata Redi became an independent 

village, but Video stopped because of technical problems (only 2 more minutes were left) 

 

Interview 15 – Sarah’s mother-in-law 

Day 11 – 15/09/2022 

Place: Waingapu (Tamu Rambu Margaretha’s house) 

Organisation: - 

Project: - 

TRM: Tamu Rambu Margaretha, (Sarah’s mother-in-law) 

JAM: Jetty Arlenda Mario (Interviewer) 

M: Mario Esteban (Interviewer) 

-Video 2 

JAM: Okay mama, maybe you can tell us your full name, and then your nickname. Basically, a general 

introduction about you. 

TRM: My name is Tamu Rambu Margaretha, usually called just “mama”. 

JAM: So, the next question is, can you tell me your date of birth? Then can you please tell me a little bit about 

the revolution after you were born? Or maybe you have memories with your parents, stories from before you 

existed? 

TRM: I was born on the 12th of March 1951, when I was 3 years old my father died, falling from a tree and I was 

still at the house of my grandmother's parents at that time. After that, my father was not immediately buried, but 

he was kept in the house. And at the time of my father's burial, I just returned to my parents' house in Lewa, East 

Sumba. After that, I lived with my mother until school, after entering school I only went to junior high school but 

did not finish and then I was immediately married off. 

JAM (translation to Mario): Mama Margaretha was born in 1951, her parents or father died when she was 3 years 

old, and she grew up at her grandmother's house, and after a few years later, her father was kept in the house, 

meaning that the tradition in Sumba is that dead people who are still descendants of the nobility are not 

immediately buried but kept for a while in the house and then buried, and when she was in junior high school she 

did not finish school but immediately got married. 

JAM: So, Mario says if you can tell me about your past life, what if you know what your parents lived like before 

you existed in 1951? Because of the 1945 revolution, so in the year of your parents, do you know what it was 

like? 

TRM: My mother's parents are from Central Sumba, she is an only daughter and has 2 older brothers, and my 

mother was very dear to her father. When he was hunting my mama came too and was given a riding horse to 

hunt too. Hunting pigs and deer. And when mama was proposed to, mama was given 10 people (servants) to come 

with 5 women and 5 men. But I still got some others when I grew up. 

In Lewa, her husband (my father) died because he fell from a breadfruit tree, after that my mother was widowed, 

and it became a struggle for my mother. Well, the name used to be that the father-in-law of this mother had many 

other daughters-in-law, as if they were tested about their resilience, there was one friend of my mother's widow, 
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made 1 house and the 2 widows gathered in the 1 house. So, they were given a garden to cultivate of 1 hectare 

divided by 2 people. Well, my mum was very hard working, even though she used to be very spoilt and followed 

all her wishes but after she was widowed, she still survived with her condition at that time. She said, "how can 

people live if it's like this, well I have to do it too". So, after dividing the garden for two, my mother planted 

petatas while the other widow planted corn, now because for the new land the corn would not be finished, finally 

my mother harvested the petatas until it was put in the barns of the petatas results. So, mama told her people “You 

call this hungry" to her people (servants). Finally, that's how she lived, and I grew up, she was very strict in school, 

one time I didn’t want to go to school, she gave me up pretending to be sick, but she said I had to go to school. 

Even though I was lazy to go to school, but mama was hard so that I would not be beaten. One time I said that I 

was weak, because the previous night I only ate corn rice and the next day I had to eat corn rice again and I did 

not want to. But mama said, "let you die so that there will be a story that you died because you were hungry”, she 

followed me from behind and hit me. So, I tried to avoid getting to the school. When I arrived at the school the 

principal said why again? mama answered this she didn't want to go to school father, and I just kept quiet, indeed 

mama's teaching was hard too but not to the end either. I went to school in Lewa, in my place Rakawatu, and the 

school was in Lewa. So, when I was in the third grade of elementary school, I came to Waingapu because I was 

hospitalised with a pain in my neck, and after I got out of the hospital I went to my father's village in painting (my 

husband's parents), his house was on the other side, there were no people here, so I went to Kawangu near the 

bridge. So, at first it was like that, knowing them when I was in the 3rd grade of elementary school, finally my 

father-in-law asked whose child this was, finally my aunt mentioned the name of my parents (the name of Umbu 

...), so the father-in-law said, “oh this is what has made me have a son-in-law like that”. So, it's like a match and 

my aunt is very close to the words of my in-laws. After that, it was over. After that, in the 1970s I gave birth to 

my first child, in 1972 Umbu Manna (husband of Sarah) and so on. Three children were born in Lewa (children 

no 1-3), after that there was no adat that was too demanding, because my husband was an orphan, so the family 

did not question the adat to pay how much. Indeed, at that time the husband's family gave 10 buffaloes and gold 

only. not like other people who are too with the adat. 

-Video 3 

JAM: I participated in a webinar when you were the guest speaker, there you talked about the education revolution 

for younger siblings at home (servants), maybe you can tell us a little about the initial process and who inspired 

you to send them (servants) to school, until they have a good education and a degree. 

TRM: Actually, the child is here, but he is not the child of the person that mama brought, but he is the child of 

the father (Saumi) servant like that. But because he is smart, he lived with us until he graduated from high school, 

and his grades were good, so I sent him to college. I asked him, “do you want to go to college?” He answered, “I 

want to go to college”. And I entered the UNWINA campus (Wira Wacana University), already in the 6th semester 

immediately let. The reason according to him, he was often spoken to by friends during college, they said you are 

already a servant of the king of Prailiu? It is also impossible for college students to speak like that. I personally 

think that the child was not confident because at that time there was an allotment of practice for 70 hours in 1 

week, first they practiced in their own room, he majored in Biology, after that he moved to another practice site. 

So, if in 1 day you can spend a few hours immediately recorded. So, the next day was the last registration, then 

my son who works at UNWINA contacted me and asked why Sarli hadn't registered yet since the day after was 

the closing of registration. Then mama went to his house to ask why he hadn't registered, then the child told him 

about bullying at his campus, and I replied that it was impossible for college students to do that, if you were still 

in elementary school maybe your friends would make fun of you like that. Why are you wasting this 6th semester 

school committee I said so, after that, I thought he was staying, he it turned out that he had gone home since earlier 

did not want to continue studying again. He migrated to Bali since then, but now he has returned to Sumba because 

of covid and lost his job. And I also talked to his family "if that's his benchmark because he was ridiculed as a 

servant, then if you still live there, people will still say that there is a servant of the king of Prailiu, but unless you 

make your own village”. So, I told his family to buy land in a distant village so that you say it is a new village like 

that. 

JAM: Apart from that brother, do you still have other stories. 
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TRM: No, we don't if the children here, when the father (husband) is still there, are always angry if they don't go 

to school, if they know that someone is skipping school, they will be scolded. We are obliged to send them to 

school. But there are also some who finish because their parents can afford it, for example a relative here, there 

are children who go to school until Malang but if you say you brought people, Umbu Raing he brought 1 of his 

eldest children Njaka. Njaka is a servant of the father (husband) and his wife I have a name (mama's servant). So, 

the eldest child was brought, but after Raing was going to move to Ireland he was sent back to Sumba, it turned 

out that the child did not survive, because it was only some time back in Sumba immediately died. Finally, the 

others did not want to bring people. There was one who was targeted to be brought by my son, it did not survive 

so we freed no one anymore who brought people. My children also no longer bring people to their house, because 

according to the children, if they need help, they can pay people to work because they have a salary. 

JAM: So, none of your children bring servants? 

TRM: No one brings servants anymore, but they (servants' descendants) are still aware of their servant status and 

remain respectful. But I have asked people about the attitude of their freed servants' children, some are not 

arrogant, and some are arrogant.
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Appendix II - MSc. Theses in the Field 

of Technology for Global 

Development 

 

2023 

23.02: Mario Esteban: Assessing the energy transition in rural Sumba (Indonesia) using the X-curve 

framework 

23.01: Erik Vernooij: Technology Transfer Challenges: Attempting assimilation of affordable 3D 

printed below-knee prostheses on Lombok 

2022 

22.05 Matteo Ferrari: Analyzing the repairability of solar lanterns in the Global South 

22.04 Alberto Oyarzún Lira: Differences in the understanding of impact in multi-stakeholder energy 

access projects and its consequences for assessment and sustainability 

22.03 David Ojimba: Business models to foster energy democracy through social energy systems in 

Nigeria 

22.02: Ayda Frings: Results-based financing programs for promoting clean energy access in the 

Global South: Considerations for successful implementation  

22.01: Martijn Buijvoets: Yes We Care! How health workers in low resource settings get stuck and 

can escape capability traps. 

2021 

21.04:  Jelle Schuitemaker: Learnings from frugal innovators in LMIC healthcare markets: Business 

model experimentation to overcome the challenge of accessibility, scalability, and viability. 

21.03: Edwin van Leth: Local Content Requirements as a policy instrument to foster green 

industrialization in developing countries: The case of the Turkish wind turbine manufacturing sector 

21.02: Julie Marchand: The introduction of electric cooking in Nepal: A gender and socio-technical 

transition perspective 

21.01: Wout van Hemmen: Change agency by grassroots entrepreneurs: an exploration of the 

transformative impact on sustainable development in Sub Saharan Africa 
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2020 

20.05: Attabik Awan: Darts for the renewables’ bullseye? Sustainable business models in the 

electricity 

sector of Indonesia. 

20.04: Henjo Jagtenberg: The local production of cleaner cookstoves: supporting the growth of stove 

producers in a local market context. 

20.03: Sukrit Aravind Patil:  Socio-technical feasibility analysis and assessment of resource recovery 

through anaerobic digestion from sludge at municipal scale wastewater treatments plants in Bangalore, 

India. 

20.02: Wahyu Ardie Nugroho: Feasibility Study of Integrated Green Refinery in Indonesia. 

20.01: Edda van Teeffelen: Circular economy in the global south: A multi-level perspective case study 

analysis of waste-to-briquettes emerging technology in sub-Saharan Africa.  

2019 

19.06: Mariana Tapia Gutierrez: Electricity access provision and then what? An investigation on 

the effects of electricity access in rural Mexico. 

19.05: Nataraj Balasubramanian: Studying sustainability transitions achieved through cross-sector 

collaboration in underserved contexts. 

19.04: Sasinipha Chucherd: Pathways towards sustainability: An analysis of Bangkok’s public 

transportation system through sustainability assessment and niche explorations.  

19.03: Paul Bierling: The potential of hybrid floating pv-hydropower plants in Vietnam. An energy 

justice perspective.  

19.02: Tanai Potisat: Successful governance of mini-grids: A perspective from community-based 

island  electrification in Thailand.  

19.01: Merlijn Borneman: An investigation of the sustainability trade-offs of the cocoa supply chain 

connecting the Netherlands with the main and most interesting cocoa supplying countries (Ghana, Côte 

d’Ivoire and Ecuador) between circa 1975-2015. 

2018 

18.07: Jeroen van Hemmen: Governing rural waste - A case study of the implementation of the eight 

design principles to solid waste management in Bali. 

18.06: Milou Derks: Challenges for sustainable performance of government initiated rural 

microgrids. Analysis of incentives and policy framework for Indonesia. 

18.05: Jaara Bijvoet: Energy access for enterprises in developing countries. Exploring the role for 

renewable energy technologies to address the energy issues in Kenya. 

18.04: Dion Visser: Sorting it out: An analysis of waste management provisions and realities on Bali. 

18.03: Micky van Gemert: The Influence of contextual factors on “last-mile” distribution models for 

solar home system distributors in East Africa. 

18.02: Santiago Angel Nieto: Barriers and solutions to scale up green microfinance, Insights from a 

case study in Colombia. 
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18.01: Mercedes Fuentes Velasco: Use of Mangrove Wood as a Raw Material for Renewable Energy; 

Case Study on a Small Island in Indonesia. 

2017 

17.08: Britte Bouchaut: Rural sanitation facilities and quality of life: A mixed methods analysis of 

the contribution of Safe Water Gardens to the quality of life in Bintan, Indonesia. 

17.07: Benedicte van Houtert: Cultural differences hampering turning e-waste to gold in Africa: 

Intercultural cooperation for sustainable handling of e-waste in sub Saharan Africa. 

17.06: Arturo Daniel Salinas Galvan: Drivers of stove stacking in the cooking system: A case study 

on the adoption of advanced clean cooking stoves in Northern Vietnam. 

17.05:  Muhammad Husni Mubarok: Capacities and accountabilities of stakeholders in Indonesia’s 

rural electrification program. A view from Responsible Innovation and learning approaches. 

17.04: Laura Wong Sagel: Women interaction with biogas technologies in rural areas. A case study 

in Narino and Huila, Colombia. 

17.03: Jiayi Zeng: When micro-grids meet the central grid: The emergence of grid interconnection as 

innovation to address the reliability issue of rural electrification. 

17.02:   Ana Gabriela Dávila Gavilanes: Feasibility analysis of electric road transportation. 

Introduction in Santa Cruz, Galapagos Islands. 

17.01  Ellen Hoefsloot: Buying into the Kenyan solar market; Exploring user perspectives on 

investing in solar electricity. 

2016 

16.05  Mutia Prabawati: Sustainability of rural electrification projects: Case study of private sector 

intervention in Indonesia. 

16.04  Si Liu: Jatropha biofuel development in cultivation and processing In China from 2007 to 2012: 

A field study. 

16.03  Rodrigo González López: Identifying enabling and hindering factors to design better business 

models for rural electrification: Rural Uganda case study. 

16.02  Hasna Afifah: Evaluation of a state-sponsored rural electrification project in Indonesia: A case 

study of Pengantap Hamlet, West Nusa Tenggara and lessons from process and learning-based 

approaches. 

16.01  Joaquin Corella Puente: Augmenting the SNM framework as a practical tool for sustainable 

innovation in the South. Design and implementation of technologies for small-scale farmers in Northern 

Mexico. 

2015 

15.03  Jonathan Rodriguez Polit: Exploration of the user-value of rural electrification through Solar 

Home Systems in Southwestern Uganda: A case study.  

15.02  Mara van Welie: NGOs’ transformative approaches. Exploring how Cordaid can contribute 

to a fundamental change of the sanitation system in urban informal settlements in low-income countries. 
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15.01  Peter Kuin: No view from nowhere; studying diverging stakeholders’ framework to reduce 

conflict over water resources in Loitokitok 

2014 

14.06 Eric Gold: Minimizing implementation failure in rural energy projects in development. A 

Responsible Innovation approach. 

14.05  Bipashyee Ghosh: Sustainability appraisal of emerging trajectories in solar photovoltaic and 

urban systems in India and Thailand. A multi-criteria mapping analysis. 

14.04  Ariane Biemond: African cotton production in transition; requirements for achieving a 

breakthrough of sustainable cultivation in the Ethiopian cotton sector. 

14.03  Iliana Lykissa: A socio-technical evaluation of Solar Home Systems in Uganda: A case study 

with SolarNow.  

14.02  Benedikt Wirmer: A functional approach to guide sustainable innovations in the sanitation 

chain, Malawi. 

14.01  Maro Roussou: The application of participatory methods to co-develop sustainable solutions 

for domestic hot water and filtration of grey water. Promotion of effective participation of an indigenous 

school in rural Mexico. 

2013 

13.07  Joep de Boer: Building a brickmakers’ cooperative in Lubuk Alung, Indonesia; an analysis of 

justifications and conflict situations emerging in the process of building the cooperative. 

13.06  Julian Vargas Talavera: Exploring the potential of small biodigesters for electricity 

production in developing countries. A multi-level analysis on possible adoption in Uganda and Bolivia. 

13.05  Sander Dikken: Socio-economic assessment of niche opportunities for sustainable fish- and 

shellfish cultivation with micro algae. Cases in the Netherlands and Tanzania. 

13.04  Joosje Oosterbaan: Housing towards prosperity: an actor-network analysis of the enactment 

of an urban redevelopment policy and grassroots vision in the Beetham, a neighbourhood of Port of 

Spain, Trinidad and Tobago. 

13.03  Roché Mahomedradja: The role of expectations and the societal impact regarding the use of 

Jatropha as a biofuel feedstock: Insights from India in pursuit of a biodiesel industry. 

13.02  Kristine van Tubergen: Partnering up in Base of Pyramid projects. 

13.01  Martijn Pastoors: Jatrophamania: A multi-perspective evaluation of Jatropha initiatives in 

Tanzania and Lombok, Indonesia. 

2012 

12.07  Todo Hotma Tua Simarmata: Developing transition paths toward sustainable solar PV 

development for rural electrification in Indonesia. 

12.06  Arina Schoonbeek: Sustainable Business Models: Analyzing the Activities of Renewable 

Energy Organizations for Poverty Reduction in Indonesia and the Great Lakes Region in Africa. 

12.05  Harini Challapally: Clean Development Mechanism's (CDM) contribution to clean energy 

technology development in India. 
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12.04  Willem Giesbers: Dutch private sector-driven development cooperation policy. An 

institutional analysis. 

12.03  Fernando Flores Gallegos: Social capital: the linking piece for a sustainable development 

puzzle? Mexican case. 

12.02  Frans van Herwijnen: Prepaid water in Namibia: Understanding the ongoing transition. 

12.01  Lisanne Saes: Prepaid water in Namibia: The impact of prepaid household water meters on the 

inhabitants and the municipality of Otjiwarongo. 

2011 

11.04  Rosa Kuipers: Success factors for the logistics of human nutrients in urban areas for use in 

agriculture. Philippines/India. 

11.03  Naomi Baan Hofman: Cultivating under contract. An actor-network perspective on the socio-

technical shaping of farmers' practices in north India. 

11.02  Jacqueline Kooij: Micro-hydropower in Indonesia. Reflecting on learning processes. 

11.01  Bart Hellings: Using carbon credits for Social Entrepreneurship: A case study at Diligent 

Tanzania Ltd. 

2010 

10.06  Otto Maria Jandl: Barriers for the employment of floating invasive weeds for biogas 

production in local communities in West African developing countries. 

10.05  Michiel Roks: Size and sustainability: The treatment of smallholders in sustainability 

certification of biomass for energy purposes. Tanzania. 

10.04  Ishil Kahraman: Analyzing the barriers and opportunities for the Turkish PV Market. 

10.03  Sanne Heijnen: The impact of small-scale renewable energy projects in least developed 

countries - a baseline study. Tanzania. 

10.02  Souliman Nnafie: Assessing political responsibility of transnational advocacy networks 

through social network analysis. An empirical study 

10.01  Suyash Jolly: Upscaling of niche experiments in PV solar energy for transition to sustainability 

in India. 
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The End 

Terima kasih (Thank you) 


